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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: Observations of Interchange Between Acceleration
and Thermalization Processes in Auroral Electrons
Morris B. Pongratz, Doctor of Philosophy, 1972
Thesis directed by: Research Associate Professor David L. Matthews
The results of high time resolution measurements of energetic
electrons in an auroral break-up are presented. Electrons with en-
ergies from 500 eV to over 100 keV and pitch angles from 00 to 1500
were detected with two detectors onboard sounding rocket 18:63 UE.
Complete energy spectra were taken every 0.1 seconds.
The procedure for cleaning and activating the BeCu dynodes of a
small, rugged, high-gain electron multiplier is described. A theo-
retical study of the energy-angular response of a spherical plate
electrostatic analyzer is compared to experimental results. An energy-
spectrum unfolding technique which does not require the assumption of
a histogram-type energy spectrum is presented. A method of determin-
ing sounding rocket orientation from the output of a single magneto-
meter is described.
A burst of enhanced electron precipitation was particularly
interesting. The electron pitch angle distribution became anisotropic
during the burst. At very high energies (E > 80 keV) the flux was
peaked at a pitch angle corresponding to the boundary of the loss cone.
The auroral electron differential energy spectrum had a characteristic
peak near 10 keV. The electron energy spectrum in the energy range
0.5-20 keV is fitted with two functions. A power law (E- n ) dependence
i
is used at low energies, and a function with the energy dependence of
a Maxwellian electron gas with density, n , and temperature, Te,
moving relative to the observer with a velocity corresponding to an
electron kinetic energy, E ,is used to fit the peaked portion of the
energy spectrum. Typical values are E -~ 10 keV, Te - 400 eV, n 
0.5 x 10 3 cm 3 - sr . The drifting Maxwellian accounts for nearly
half of the electron energy flux into the auroral ionosphere.
Of special interest are occasions where E decreases as T
o e
and n increase which are called thermalization and cases where E
e o
increases as T and n decrease which corresponds to particle ener-e e
gization. The thermalization process is suggestive of wave-particle
stabilization of a bump-in-tail velocity distribution. During each
of these processes the temperature and density vary in a manner cor-
responding to adiabatic compression (Te - n ¥ - ) with y - 5/3.
e e
The value of E was not correlated with the total downward electron
0
flux (electrons - cm- 2 - sec - ) above 500 eV.
Three ratios REo, RTe and Rn are computed from the ratios of
0 e e
Eo, T and n for electrons with pitch angles between 600 and 930 to
the corresponding parameters describing electrons with pitch angles
less than 450 . The temperature and density ratios are always > 1 in-
dicating preferential heating of the 600 - 90° pitch angle electrons
as well as the anisotropic pitch angle distribution. The large devia-
tions from unity of R and RT are suggestive of local causes rather
than sources in the magnetic equatorial plane. Although the values of
E , T and n are consistent with acceleration by a parallel electrice e
field of auroral electrons measured by satellite at higher altitudes
[Frank and Ackerson, 1971] the deviations from unity of RE (generally
0
to values < 1) indicate that such a mechanism is not solely respons-
ible for the auroral electrons.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The aurora has long been the subject of man's curiosity. These
visible radiations originating in the upper atmosphere with their dancing,
flaming movements and diverse, variegated forms attract scientific inquiry.
The proper explanation of some auroral features provides a rigorous chal-
lenge to many theories of magnetospheric physics. The study of aurora
requires a multi-disciplinary approach involving, among others, spectro-
scopy, aeronomy, geomagnetism, solar physics and plasma physics. In addi-
tion an in situ experimental study requires considerable engineering skill.
Birkeland 11908, 1913], Stiormer 11955] and Alfven 119391 in
the first half of the century were among the first to attempt to deter-
mine the cause of aurora. Vegard [1948] discovered the hydrogen Balmer
lines in auroral spectra. He noted that HB was shifted to shorter wave-
lengths and correctly interpreted this phenomenon. Fast protons were
striking the upper atmosphere, undergoing neutralizing collisions with-
out losing much velocity and therefore the characteristic HE decay line
was Doppler shifted.
Intense international cooperative efforts began with the
organization of an International Geophysical Year (IGY, July 1, 1957
to December 31, 1958). The consequent availability of high latitude
launch sites for sounding rockets allowed the first direct measurement
of the energetic particles producing the aurora. McIlwain [1960]
found that energetic electrons precipitating into the upper atmosphere
were the dominant cause of the most dramatic features of the aurora.
1
2O'Brien [1962] and Davis et al 11960] have shown that most of the energy
precipitated, especially in discrete forms and short term enhancements,
is provided by electrons ; the proton contribution is more diffuse, less
time dependent and generally does not deposit as much energy [Eather,
1967]. Sufficient energy for the auroral substorm [Akasofu, 1964] which
includes visible aurora, ionospheric currents, magnetic disturbances,
ring currents, etc. appears to be available. It requires the conversion
of less than one percent of the energy flux of the solar wind incident
upon the magnetosphere [Akasofu and Chapman, 1967]. The goal of our re-
search was to determine the nature and source of the auroral particles.
We felt that we could better accomplish this goal by making very detailed
measurements of the auroral electrons rather than less complete surveys
of particles of both charge species.
3A. Essential Capabilities of an Experiment to Measure Auroral Electrons
The principal measurements needed to characterize auroral
electrons are the spatial and temporal variations of the electron flux,
the energy spectrum and the pitch-angle distribution (electrons follow
helical paths about the earth's magnetic field and the pitch angle is
the angle between the electron-velocity and the magnetic field). Cor-
roborative measurements of magnetic and electric fields, plasma waves,
ionospheric absorption and some characteristic emissions in the auroral
spectrum are also helpful. Coordinated measurements between sounding
rockets and satellites would provide additional magnetospheric and
interplanetary parameters, but suchcoordination is difficult because
of limited launch windows, meterological considerations and the uncer-
tain temporal and spatial features of the aurora.
We want to avoid completely describing the morphology of the
auroral substorm, but some general considerations of spatial and temporal
features are necessary in order to understand the limitations and
capabilities of an experiment to measure auroral electrons. Vertical
luminosity profiles show that most of the light in an aurora comes from
the altitude range between 90 km and 120 km. The luminosity profile is
a function of the energy of the precipitating particles. Higher energy
particles penetrate deeper into the atmosphere before being stopped by
collisions. Because of the steep gradient in atmospheric density they
cause most of the light emission near the end of their path. Aurorae
are also very structured in horizontal extent. Auror}i arcs are
several kilometers in width and may be hundreds of kilometers long. Typi-
cally such quiet arcs and homogeneous forms are seen in the early evening.
4Near midnight the forms become striated, develop loops and merge with
similar forms which then brighten and produce an enthralling chaos of
luminosity called the 'break-up'. Horizontal auroral motions having
speeds up to 2.5 km/sec have been observed [Davis, 1968].
Periodic fluctuations of electron intensity have also been
observed with time scales ranging from 0.1 second to 15 seconds [Barcus,
et al , 1971; Evans, 1967]. High-time-resolution measurements have
proven to be valuable in determining the time lag of the peak of the
cross-correlation between time series of varied energies. This lag
can be interpreted as a velocity dispersion of particles accelerated
at a common place and time some distance from the point of observation
[Evans, 1967; Johnstone, et al, 1971].
Balloon-borne detectors which measured bremsstrahlung x-rays
from electrons with energies above 25 KeV were first used to measure
auroral electrons [Winckler, 1958].' They give no information about
pitch-angle distribution or height profiles and determining the electron
energy spectrum from the x-ray spectrum is difficult. The balloon
technique is still popular because of the relative cost, and simplicity
in construction and launch and because this technique is excellent for
studying temporal variations [Barcus, et al, 1971].
The use of satellites to detect auroral electrons is compli-
cated by the high satellite velocity (~ 8 km/sec) relative to the au-
rora. This makes it very difficult to separate temporal and spatial
variations. Recently the ISIS-I [Heikkila, et al, 1970] and INJUN-5
[Frank and Ackerson, 1971] satellites using very high data rates have
provided excellent information about auroral particles.
5Sounding rockets suffer from a limited flight time - 500 sec,
but they do allow the experimenter to directly measure the electrons.
The sounding rocket has much less horizontal velocity than a satellite.
Near apogee the sounding rocket spends much time at nearly the same
altitude. Therefore when coupled with ground-based measurements it may
be possible to separate spatial and temporal variations. Using high data
rates one can obtain numerous measurements during the flight. With sound-
ing rockets one can determine height profiles, energy spectra, pitch-angle
distributions and data on short term temporal variations.
High data rates imply small sampling times and in order to
accumulate a statistically significant number of counts during each
sampling interval we needed electron detectors with rather large geo-
metric factors. The consequent large exit apertures and need to be able
to sustain maximum count rates of several megahertz induced us to choose
discrete-dynode electron multipliers rather than the more conventional
Channeltrons for detecting electrons.
The auroral electron energy spectrum may vary in intensity at
a given energy by several orders of magnitude and there have been nearly
as many shapes to the spectrum as there have been experimenters. Hones
et al [1971] has reviewed the various auroral electron energy spectra
measured by sounding rockets. Many of the spectra have one or more
peaks in the 1-10 KeV energy range. In general the maximum of the
spectrum is at the lowest detectable energy (when it is less than 1 KeV).
Several experimenters fMatthews and Clark, 1968; Choy, et al, 1971;
Ogilvie, 1968] have found that the low-energy (< 1 KeV) portion of the
spectrum rises very steeply suggesting possible local acceleration.
6Because of the variability of the auroral electron energy spectrum an
energy budget for an aurora cannot be calculated unless one has com-
plete coverage of the electron energy spectrum.
This requirement convinced us of the necessity of using spec-
trometers to cover the important energy interval from 10eV to 30KeV.
Because energy-loss type detectors were not suitable for these low
energies we chose electrostatic deflection for electron energy deter-
mination. By using curved deflection plates it was possible to obtain
differential energy determination. Energy resolution adequate to see
peaks in the spectrum determined the plate spacing. We used two electro-
static spectrometers: A primary electron spectrometer to cover the
energy interval from 500eV to 30KeV (primary electrons are those inci-
dent upon the atmosphere as opposed to secondary electrons which are
the products of ionizing collisions in the atmosphere) and a secondary
electron spectrometer to cover the energy interval from 10eV to 750eV.
Aluminum coated scintillators mounted on photomultiplier tubes
were used to detect electrons with energies greater than 20 KeV. Dif-
ferential energy determination was obtained by five channel pulse height
analysis.
The thermal and super-thermal (E<10 eV) electrons were measured
by retarding potential analyzers. These detectors are similar to
Langmuir probes, but the current collector is biased positively to avoid
collecting positive current due to ions. They are also capable of determin-
7ing the vehicle potential, electron density and thermal electron tem-
perature.
McDiarmid and Budzinski. 1969] and McDiarmid et al [1967] have
made excellent measurements of the pitch-angle distribution of the
higher energy electrons (E > 20 KeV). They found that the pitch-angle
distribution of the precipitated electrons (pitch angles less than 900)
was generally isotropic. Anisotropic distributions were generally
peaked toward 900 pitch angle rather than'being field-aligned. This
anisotropic distribution was more unstable - not persisting for very
long and becoming more isotropic during enhancements of 'the electron
intensity. Courtier; et al 11971] have recently reported similar ob-
servations and have interpreted them in terms of pitch-angle diffusion
[Kennel and Petschek, 1966] from a reservoir of trapped electrons into
the loss cone (the loss cone describes the range of pitch angles which
escape from a magnetic mirror geometry such as the dipole-like field
of the earth).
Pitch-angle distributions which tend to be field-aligned have
also been observed with sounding rockets ICloutier, et al, 1970; Choy,
et al, 1971] and satellites [Hoffman and Evans, 1968; Hultquist, et al,
1971]. Differences in the pitch-angle distributions of electrons and
ions can contribute to Birkeland (field-aligned) currents [Park and
Cloutier, 1971] and even to electric fields parallel to the magnetic
field via Alfven's mechanism TAlfven and F'lthammer, 1963].
Theories of particle precipitation also predict various pitch-
angle distributions. They range from Chamberlain's model IChamberlain,
1969] which predicts both particle acceleration and precipitation to
Kennel and Petschek's [1966] theory of pitch-angle diffusion which
8precipitates particles from a reservoir without energization of the
particles. In the pitch-angle diffusion theory a small diffusion co-
efficient will result in anisotropic pitch-angle distributions peaked
towards 90°. A larger diffusion coefficient will precipitate more
particles and the auroral electron pitch-angle distribution will be
isotropic over the downward hemisphere. The upward-going electrons
should also be monitored because there have been observations [McDiarmid,
et al, 1961] in which the fluxes of these electrons were not consis-
tent with atmospheric scattering and mirroring in the geomagnetic field.
Adequate pitch-angle information therefore requires measure-
ments of electrons: precipitating nearly parallel to the magnetic
field (pitch angles less than 450), mirroring in the magnetic field
(pitch angles near 900.) and coming up the field (pitch angles greater
than 900). In general complete coverage of these pitch angles is more
important than high angular resolution; however Albert and Lindstrom
[1970] with very high angular resolution (-1/20 ) saw statistically
significant fluctuations on a scale of 1°0-2 in the electron pitch-
angle distributions.
From a satellite with the spin axis oriented perpendicular to
the magnetic field a single detector mounted to look radially from the
spin axis could provide adequate pitch-angle coverage sampling at pitch
angles from 00 to 1800 twice per roll. However a sounding rocket
launched from an auroral launch site typically has an angle of only 100° -
200 between the rocket angular momentum vector and the earth's magnetic
field. If it is not despun or has a nominal despin the coning angle
(angle of precession about angular momentum vector) will typically be
less than 200. Consequently a single radially looking detector will only
9measure a pitch angle interval from -600 to ~120°. Therefore adequate
pitch-angle coverage requires multiple detectors.
We chose spherical plate electrostatic energy analysis through
a central angle of 90° for our primary electron spectrometer. A central
angle of 90' rather than 1800, gave better pitch-angle resolution without
sacrificing adequate energy resolution. The geometry of the spherical
plate analyzer is especially conducive to multiple entrance and exit aper-
tures allowing one to acquire measurements at several pitch angles with a
single set of deflection plates and deflection voltages. Because we ex-
pected less pitch-angle structure and wanted better energy resolution we
chose a spherical plate analyzer with a central angle of 1800 for our
secondary electron spectrometer.
We had to use multiple detectors to obtain good pitch-angle
coverage of the higher energy (E>20 KeV) electrons. We were fortunate
with vehicle 18:63, which had only one detector, in that a very large
coning angle allowed it to sample a very large range of pitch angles.
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B. Summary of Results
We have launched three Nike-Tomahawk sounding rockets into
aurorae from Fort Churchill, Manitoba. Most of the data which have been
analyzed were obtained by the first vehicle, 18:63 UE, which was launched
near local midnight, March 21, 1968 into a break-up aurora. As revealed
by ground based photometer and by data on high energy electrons (E~90 KeV)
the time profile was characterized by a decay from an initial peak and
an enhancement or burst in light and electron intensity when the rocket
was approaching apogee. Throughout most of the flight the pitch-angle
distribution of the electrons was isotropic. The significant exception
occurred during the burst of increased precipitation when the pitch-
angle distribution became anisotropic.
Because, at first glance, a pitch-angle distribution which be-
comes more anisotropic as the precipitation increases is contrary to
current theories of pitch-angle diffusion [Courtier, etal, 1971] we
chose this burst for further more detailed analysis. We have found
that the pitch-angle distribution of the highest energy electrons
(E - 90 keV) tends to peak near 700 which is near the local boundary
of the loss cone for trapped particles.
With supporting evidence from the ground-based photometer
we believe that the burst occurred in the time domain rather than be-
ing due to a form moving across the trajectory.
The auroral electron differential energy spectrum had a
characteristic peak near 10 keY. We fitted the electron energy spec-
trum in the energy range 0.5-20 keV with two functions. A power law
dependence was used at low energies. A function with the energy
11
dependence of a Maxwellian electron gas with density, ne, and tempera-
ture, T , moving relative to the payload with a velocity correspond-
ing to an electron kinetic energy, Eo, was used to fit the peaked por-
tion of the spectrum. Variations of E by 50% and ne and T by a
o e
factor of ten were observed during the burst. Cases where E de-
0
creases as T and n increase have been designated thermalization.
e e
Particle energization corresponds to the situation where Eo increases
as T and n decrease. The relationship between T and n was con-e e e e
sistent with an adiabatic compression of the electron gas. The ani-
sotropic pitch-angle distribution resulted from preferential heating
of electrons with pitch angles greater than 600. The variation of the
E parameter is similar to the "inverted V's" of Frank and Ackerson
[1971].
We needed all the capabilities of the detectors to observe
this phenomenon. Without measuring the entire energy spectrum one would
have been unable to detect the smooth change from thermalization
to particle energization. The high time resolution was needed to
insure significant counts per collection interval and the intervals
were small enough to allow many complete energy spectra to be measured
per roll. The resulting good pitch angle information measured the
development of the anisotropy during the burst.
In the next chapter we present a more complete and detailed
description of the electron detectors and their associated electronics.
In the third chapter we describe the methods used to determine the
vehicle position and attitude and the detector pitch angles. In the
fourth chapter we describe the techniques and methods used in reducing
12
the data from the telemetry signal tape to the final values of electron
flux. We will also define several averages which will be used to des-
cribe the electron flux. In the fifth chapter we present the general
features of the data obtained through the flight. These general fea-
tures will serve as a reference with which the burst data presented in
chapter six can be compared. In this final chapter we discuss poss-
ible theoretical implications to be drawn from the data. Several
appendices have been added to preserve continuity in the main text.
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF DETECTORS
We have constructed and launched into aurora three Nike-Tomahawk
sounding rocket payloads - 18:63 UE, 18:64 UE and 18:65 UE. Consideration
of the type of sounding rocket dictates to some degree the types of
measurements that can be obtained. The essential characteristics to
consider are the apogee height and attitude control. A Nike-Tomahawk
with a 200 pound payload will reach an altitude of about 260 km. Many
experiments would suffer from atmospheric friction or high voltage break-
down if they were switched on too low in the atmosphere therefore the
flight duration for altitudes above 70 km determine the practical data
acquisition time. For a Nike-Tomahawk this time is about 400 seconds.
The Nike-Tomahawk is spin stabilized and has no attitude control system,
therefore the only change in attitude of a rigidly mounted detector results
from the spinning and precession of the entire vehicle about the angular
momentum vector. When necessary the spin rate can be decreased by despin
mechanisms after exiting from the atmosphere.
The Sounding Rocket Branch at the Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)
provided multiplexers and transmitters, turn on signals and magnetometers
for our sounding rockets. The telemetry system was a two transmitter
FM-FM system. The two main carrier frequencies were in the 216 to 260
MHz range, and the subcarrier channels were at standard IRIG (Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group) frequencies ranging from 165 kHz to 2.3 kHz. Each
carrier signal was sent to two antennas mounted 1800 apart flush with
13
rocket skin. The four antennae were separated from each other by
90 ° in the plane perpendicular to the payload spin axis.
Invited experimenters on the payloads measured optical auroral
emissions, plasma density and temperature, plasma waves and electric
fields. The University of Maryland experiments were similar in purpose
and type on all three payloads. Because the data for this thesis
were obtained from our first vehicle we will concentrate on describing
the 18:63 UE detectors in this chapter. The University of Maryland
electron detection experiments on 18:63 UE were: (i) a Retarding
Potential Analyzer (R.P.A.) to measure properties of thermal and
superthermal electrons (E < 10 eV), (ii) a Secondary Electron
Spectrometer (SESPEC) which measured differential electron energy
spectra in the energy range 1 eV < E < 750 eV, (iii) a Primary
Electron Spectrometer (PESPEC) which measured differential electron
energy spectra in the energy range 0.5 KeV < E < 40 KeV, and (iv) a
scintillator-photomultiplier tube with pulse height analysis (referred
to as the P.H.A.) to measure electrons with energies greater than
20 KeV. The retarding Potential Analyzer (R.P.A.) will be described
elsewhere [Matthews, 1972a]. The Secondary Electron Spectrometer,
(SESPEC) failed and will not be described further.
14
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A. Primary Electron Spectrometer (PESPEC)
1. Physical Description
The PESPEC detector used spherical plate electrostatic de-
flection through a central angle of 900 for energy analysis and
20-stage electron multipliers for electron detection. The two
concentric deflection plates were held in place by KeL-F structures
and were separated by 0.250 in. The inner plate radius, R
i
, was
2.50 in. The plates were spherical triangles with vertex angles
of 90° , 90° and 1200 (a central vertex angle of 1800 rather than
1200 would describe a quadrispherical analyzer) (see figure 2.1).
A positive potential on the inner plate and a negative voltage on
the outer plate deflected electrons to orbit between the plates.
If the electron velocity was in the proper range it would pass
between the plates striking neither the inner plate nor the outer
plate. The entrance apertures were the two 2.9 in.slots on either
side of the central vertex angle. These slots were covered by a
fine, high transmission tungsten mesh grid which was at ground
(vehicle) potential. The exit apertures were 0.5 in x 0.25 in slots
in the KeL-F at right angles (on the spherical triangle) opposite
the entrance slots. The electron multipliers were mounted adjacent
to the exit apertures. The PESPEC was connected to a sliding rail
and was held inside the payload during the initial part of the
flight by an ejectable door. After despin at t + 50 sec the door
was ejected, and the PESPECwas deployed.
Nominal electron trajectories from each slot required electrons
to enter essentially perpendicular to the entrance slots. For a
Figure 2.1. View of entrance to analyzer plates and electron multiplier. 
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nominal trajectory the upper slot was oriented to detect electrons
at an angle of 100 from the payload axis of symmetry, 00 being the upward
direction. The lower slot was oriented to look 700 from the spin
axis. The minimum arc length traveled in a nominal trajectory was 1/2 Ri.
The paths of the nominal electrons from each entrance slot to the
designed exit slot actually intersected between the plates. During
pre-launch calibration there was only time for testing the nominal
trajectories. After launch subsequent testing of an identical set of
deflection plates revealed that the exit slot collimation of the
0.25 in.thick KeL-F was not sufficient to exclude some electrons
which, not entering normal to the entrance slot, actually exited
at the nearest exit slot and had a path length between the plates
of less than r/2 R
i
. Examples of these trajectories and the nominal
trajectories are shown in figure 2.2.
The PESPEC detector on vehicles 18:64 UE and 18:65 UE had a 90°
central vertex angle and three sets of entrance and exit slots. These
three slots looked 450, 900 and 1350 from the payload spin axis.
Contamination from the wrong entrance slot was avoided.
2. Primary Electron Spectrometer (PESPEC) Electronics
The electronics section for thePESPEC provided the high voltage
for the electron multiplier, the positive and negative voltage
sweeps for the deflection plates and amplified and counted the anode
pulses from the electron multipliers. The sweep generator and
counting section were given timing commands from a digital programmer
which provided the basic repetition or cycle and counting or word
intervals from multiples of the basic digital bit rate or "clock"
Figure 2.2. View of analyzer plates showing typical allowed trajectories. 
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frequency. See figure 2.3 for a block diagram of the PESPEC electronics
section. The cycle or "frame" interval was 0.1088 sec. A PESPEC en-
ergy spectrum was measured each frame. This was done by subdividing
the frame into 32 equal time segments or counting intervals (data
"words") each 3.4 msec in length.
The electron multiplier high voltage power supply was a DC-DC
converter. Input voltage was +28 V. It was capable of an output of
7 KV at 100 pA.
When the voltage sweep generator received a frame interval pulse
from the programmer symmetrical (with respect to ground) RC networks
were charged up. They then decayed with the RC time constant. The
capacitors were connected to the deflection plates thereby producing
essentially exponentially decaying voltages on the deflection plates.
The anode of the electron multiplier was connected to a wide-band,
non-linear pulse amplifier. The input voltage threshold of the ampli-
fier was -700 pV. A 16-bit binary counter-shift register system en-
coded the number of counts accumulated during 3.2 msec of the counting
interval into a binary word. The time difference between the 3.4 msec
programmer word length and the 3.2 msec count accumulation interval
was used to dump, clear and reset the count registers. The 16-bit
words from each counter were sent to a multiplexer which added a parity
bit to insure an odd number of "ones" and a word separation voltage
level one bit long called a "hole".
Three data words following the frame pulse sent to the deflection
plate voltage sweep generator did not represent counts from the pulse
amplifier during the voltage recharge interval, but they consisted of
three words of an identical bit pattern which was used for identifying
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the beginning of a new frame and a new energy spectrum. The 34 bit
serial data word consisting of three voltage levels was sent to the
VCO of the PESPEC FM subcarrier in the transmitter. Figure 2.4 shows
the temporal relationship between the voltage sweeps and the serial
data string.
3. Electron Multipliers
Electron multipliers were used to detect the electrons which had
suitable energy to pass through the deflection plates. The electron
gain, G, (number of electrons at anode per incident electron at first
dynode) is given by
nG y
where y is the secondary emission coefficient and n is the number
of stages of the multiplier. Because the anode is at a high positive
voltage the pulse is capacitor coupled to the input of the pulse ampli-
fier.
The electron multipliers used on 18:63 UE had 20 dynodes in the
Allen [Allen, J.S., 1947] configuration with KeL-F supports. The dy-
node heightwas 1.0 in. which was reduced from the 1.75 in. of Allen's
because of size limitations. The multiplier dimensions were approxi-
mately 5 in. x 2 in. x 1 in. A voltage divider network of 20 13MQ
resistors was appropriately tapped to provide an increasing potential
on each dynode. We chose aluminum dynodes for 18:63 UE because the
aluminum secondary emission coefficient [Bingham, R.A., 1966] is
apparently unaffected by exposure to air.
With the physical modifications to the PESPEC detectors in 18:64
UE and 18:65 UE we found that the 20-stage aluminum multiplier was
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too large. We initially tried 14 stage activated beryllium-copper
dynodes of the same shape and configuration as before except that the
dynodes were only 0.5 in. in height. (The activation procedure which
produces Be 0 on the surface of the dynode to enhance the secondary
emission coefficient is described in appendix I.) A computer simula-
tion demonstrated that losses to the KeL-F sides because of the short
dynode height may have caused substantial gain reduction. We then
redesigned our dynode to put a top and bottom on each dynode to pre-
vent losses to the sides. We also made the dynodes at a smaller scale
than the Allen size, and we made them 0.60 in. high. This had the
effect of improving the height to separation distance ratio which is
critical in preventing losses. We were able to make a 17-stage acti-
vated Be-Cu electron multiplier with a gain of 107 which was only
3 in. x 1.5 in. x 1.0 in. These multipliers showed no degradation in
gain after being exposed to air for several months.
The size of the voltage pulse from the electron multiplier is
given by
V = q/C = G e/C = yn e/C (2.1)
where q is the amount of charge collected at the anode, e is the
electronic charge and C is the capacitance from anode to ground. To
be counted the voltage of the pulse, V , must exceed the amplifier
threshold. In practice one wants the amplifier as close to the multi-
plier as possible to minimize the capacitance, C. On 18:64 UE and
18:65 UE we installed an emitter-follower circuit inside the box con-
taining the electron multiplier to minimize these capacitive losses.
For a time T, called the dead time, after the non-linear pulse
24
amplifier detects a pulse above its threshold voltage it cannot respond
to another pulse. Therefore whether or not an electron of energy E
will be counted depends upon q(E), the efficiency at which the multi-
plier produces pulses above the amplifier threshold, and the rate at
which these pulses are coupled into the amplifier. Using Poisson sta-
tistics it can be shown that the rate at which electrons are counted,
r, is related to the rate at which they enter the multiplier, R, by
r[counts/sec] = R[electrons/sec] q(E)[pulses/electron]
.-Rn(E)T (2.2)
We were able to measure T with an electron gun providing 1 KeV
electrons by measuring the beam current, R, with a Faraday cup and
then directing the beam into the electron multiplier and computing r
from the number of counts in the data word. If one then varies R and
records r for k cases using equation (2.2) it is possible to make a
least-squares determination of T as a function of n(E),
k rl(E)R.
T = Z Ri[kn(- r )]
i 1' r.1i *(2.3)
k 2
T(E) Z R
i=l
The correct value of n(E) at 1 KeV is determined by varying n(E)
in equation (2.2) until the quantity
S(r
i
- Rin(E)e-Ri (E)T)2 (2.4)
reaches a minimum.The latter technique is called a single-parameter
direct-search least-squares fit. The value of T from equation (2.3)
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must be used in equation (2.4). T was found to be
T = (88 + 5) x 109 sec
Figure 2.5 is a plot of r vs R.
Because n is a function of energy it was necessary to use data
from a fixed energy to determine T. Once T is known one can use values
of rand R at other energies and by varying n(E) attempt to satisfy the
equality of equation (2.2). The values of q which come closest to
satisfying equation (2.2) for various values of energy are shown in
figure 2.6. The values of n(E) were then fitted to a function of the
form
n(E) = Cle- E/El + C 
2
e-E/E2 (2.5)
This also involved a direct search least squares fit wherein for
given values of E
1
and E
2
one analytically computes the correct values
of C1 and C
2
. Then one computes the quantity
k -Ei/E2 2
S (E1,E2) E [ni - C1 e - C2e ] (2.6)
One varies E
1
and E
2
to find a minimum for S(E1, E2). Table 2.1
gives the values of C1, C
2
, E1 and E
2
for the 18:63 UE PESPEC.
TABLE 2.1
C1 = 0.271 C
2
= 0.088
E1 = 10.2 KeV E2 = 0.570 KeV
Equation (2.5) with the correct values of the parameters is also
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shown in figure 2.6. The value of n(E) for E > 10 KeV was not measured,
but because of the weak energy dependence beyond 2 KeV and for better
agreement with the lowest energy P.H.A. channel it was assumed to be
0.10.
For values of RnT less than 0.15 (this corresponds to an observed
count rate of -1.5 MHz or -5000 counts/data word) a correction for
dead time losses good to ~2% can be obtained by approximating equation
(2.2) by
r = RnerT (2.7)
therefore the true count rate R is given by
R = e- r r/r* (2.8)
-r T.
where n* E ne is the effective efficiency.
4. PESPEC Geometric Factor
The analyzer geometric factor, GF(E,V(t)), detector effeciency,
n(E), and dead time, T, must be known in order to convert the number
of counts per word, N, into the differential flux, j[electrons -cm
-
2
dE
-1 -l 1-sec -sr -KeV ]. N and are related by
dE
T
N =I dtjl*(E) GF(E,V(t)) dj (E) dE (2.9)
dE
where T = 3.2 msec, the sampling time, and dE is isotropic over the
angular response of the detector. The geometric factor is essentially
a response function. For an electrostatic analyzer the angular accep-
tance is a function of the incoming electron energy and the voltages
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on the deflection plates, and therefore, the geometric factor is not
a constant. Many authors, most notably Theodoridis and Paolini [1967,
1969] have calculated the geometric factor for various electro-
static analyzers.
While we have adopted the coordinate system used by Theodoridis
and Paolini we have chosen to determine the geometric factor by a
method which does not require some of their simplifying assumptions.
Allowed trajectories between the deflection plates actually follow
elliptical not circular paths. The angle a, defined in the plane of
the trajectory, is the angle of incidence of the electron with respect
to the normal to the entrance slot. The angle B is measured in a
plane which is normal to the plane of the entrance slot and tangent
to the deflection plates at the point of entrance to the plates. The
polar coordinates (ro,y) describe the entry point in the entrance
slot. The polar coordinates (r,~) describe the position of the elec-
tron in the plates. (See figure 2.7 for definition of a, $,r). (See
figure 2.8 for definition of B, and AS ). Aa is the range of the
angle a for trajectories which remain between the inner and outer
plates. AB is the range of the angle a for which the plane of the
trajectory is such that the electron can pass through the exit slot.
For a given energy E, Aa is a function of r and possibly y if the
central angle $o depends upon y. With no exit aperture collimation
A8 would be independent of (ro,Y), but for the 18:63 UE PESPEC the
exit aperture collimation did not allow any trajectories entering at
certain regions along the slot to exit. However it was possible for
electrons entering at either slot to exit at either exit aperture.
Therefore for each exit aperture one must compute a total geometric
30
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Figure 2.7. Electron trajectory between plates.
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.
EXIT SLOTS
Figure 2.8. Top view of plates showing electron trajectory.
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factor which is composed of the geometric factor for nearly normal
incidence electrons at one slot, called the nominal geometric factor,
NGF, and the response to electrons from the other entrance slot. Be-
cause of a failure in the amplifier and counter for the apertures which
nominally looked 100 from the rocket spin axis we obtained good data
only from the exit aperture which was to detect electrons entering at
700 to the spin axis. For this exit aperture the abnormal entrance
slot was the upper slot, and therefore the response to trajectories
from the upper slot to its nearest aperture was called the upper geo-
metric factor (UGF). (See figure 2.2 for examples of these trajec-
tories and As.) For the UGF the central angle of energy analysis was
less than 90 , and the energy and angular resolution were much poorer
than for the NGF. However the values of the upper geometric factor
and the nominal geometric factor can be determined by essentially the
same method, the only difference being that the central angle, ~o,
varies with position (ro, y) in 'the upper slot.
Because the values of Act and AB vary with position (ro,y) within
the entrance slot we subdivide the entrance aperture into many smaller
apertures each with some small area AA over which Aa and AU are assumed
constant. For each entrance slot the geometric factor is the sum of
the geometric factors of each of these small subdivisions. If the
exit aperture were also so large that am or Ad from a given entrance
subdivision would not be constant over the area of the exit aperture
one would also have to subdivide the exit aperture. Fortunately most
counting mode particle detectors have small entrance apertures which
require the analyzer exit aperture to be small also. For the 18:63 UE
PESPEC because the central angle for a given entrance subdivision did
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not vary within the exit aperture we did not have to subdivide the
exit aperture. Figure 2.9 shows the pattern for subdividing each
entrance slot. The angle, yj, and the distance, roi, are the polar
angle and radial position respectively of the small area AA..i
For each AA.. one can determine a..i and Aij... Then the solid
angle, ij ,subtendedby the subdivision hAij can be determined [see
Theodoridis and Paolini, 1969] from
Qij = 2£AQij sin(l/2A ij) . (2.10)
AA.. can be determined from the radial, Ar, and angular, 4y,
spacing between subdivisions and the radial distance, rO
AAij = (Ar)(Ay)roi (2.11)
For the upper slot where the center of the A.ij range is not
normal to the hAij one must use the area projected by the AAij normal
to the center value of 3. The values of ai.. will depend upon the
incident electron energy, E, and plate voltage, V, and therefore the
geometric factor for each entrance slot can be written
imax max
GF(E,V) = Z Z (AAij)(Qi (2.12)
i = j = 1
For fixed physical dimensions of the electrostatic analyzer the
value of Aa..ij depends upon the inner and outer plate voltages, Vi and
V , the kinetic energy of the electron as it enters the plates, T ,
the entrance radius, ro, and central angle, o , subtended by the plates
between entrance and exit points and often the most overlooked factor,
the limits on Ai.. imposed by collimation. The entrance collimation
'a
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defines a maximum value of a, amax, and a minimum value, a min
necessary for the electrons to be able to even reach the region be-
tween the deflection plates. From purely geometrical considerations
one can compute amax and amin for each AAij. Figure 2.10 defines the
angles and sides of the spherical triangles needed to determine the
a..ij parameters for the upper slot. The inner triangle extends on
the base to the nearest point of the exit aperture. The outer tri-
angle includes the exit aperture in its base. The subscripts "I" and
"o" denote the inside and outside spherical triangles respectively.
aI, a0 , bI and b0 are determined from the entrance point (ro, yj).
Angles CI and C are both 90 . For a spherical triangle (see figure
2.10 for equations 2.13 - 2.18)
cos c = cos b cos a + sin b sin a cos C (2.13)
Therefore
cos c = cos bI cos aI (2.14)
determines c
I
and equation (2.13) also gives c
o
. c
I
is equal to the
central angle 4o needed to determine acij. BI and B are needed to
determine ABij. Napier's first rule for a right spherical triangle is
sin a = tan b tan (C - B). (2.15)
therefore
tan (w/2 - BI) = sin aI/tan b
I
(2.16)
and
tan (7/2 - B ) = sin ao/tan bo (2.17)
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Figure 2.10. Spherical triangle used to determine
as and AS for upper slot.
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give B
I
and B .
A.ij is given by
Bij = Bo -BI (2.18)
It is possible for BI > Bo (if yj is small) in which case ASij is zero.
If Bij is the center value of allowable B's for a given AAij, and
the entrance collimator length is 6, one can determine a and
maxij
ai. Let Ro and Ri be the outer and inner plate radii then
•maxij = tan [(/()2 - (6/tan j)2 - r )/6] (2.19)
and
•mi.a i = tan [(/(Ri ) 2 (6/tan *ij)2 - ro )/6]. (2.20)
We have now demonstrated how to comute ll the prmeters needed
We have now demonstrated how to compute all the parameters needed
to determine Aa.. as a function of energy and plate voltages. Appen-
dix II describes our method for determining a.ij when given o , ro
i
the physical dimensions of the plates, the plate voltages, the effec-
tive exit collimation length and the electron kinetic energy, To. (Be-
fore it enters the plates the electron is free and T. = E.)
Figure 2.11 shows the geometric factor from each slot and the
total geometric factor as a function of E/V where V is the plate vol-
tage for symmetrical positive and negative voltages on the plates.
The actual plate voltages on the 18:63 UE PESPEC deviated somewhat
from symmetry due to differences in the capacitance of the inner and
outer plates themselves, but the computer simulations described in
Appendix II demonstrated that for the small departures from symmetry
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on 18:63 UE the effects were negligible.
Laboratory calibration of the Acij and ABij was also performed.
An electron gun which could be varied in a and 3 independently was
directed at various points (roi Yj) along each entrance slot. Elec-
trons transmitted through the plates were collected by a Faraday cup,
and the current was measured by an electrometer. Another moveable
Faraday cup could be positioned to measure the electron gun beam cur-
rent before it entered the plates. At each position (roi Yj) along
the slots one could measure the current transmitted while varying a,
5 or the deflection plate voltage V while holding the other two para-
meters fixed. Examples of these types of profiles are shown in fig-
ures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14. Figure 2.12 shows a plot of current versus
a' where a' is a linear function of a. Figure 2.13 shows a plot of
electrometer current versus 5' where 5' is a linear function of 5.
Figure 2.14 is a plot of electrometer current versus deflection plate
voltage V. These measurements were made at a beam energy of 5 KeV.
This energy was chosen because it was high enough to permit the use
of phosphorescent screens to determine (r oi, j) and insure that the
beam diameter was less than 0.080 in. The deflection plate voltage,
V, was varied rather than electron energy, E, and therefore it was
easier to maintain a constant beam current. Uncertainties in r were
oi
-0.05 in. Uncertainty in yj was -1 .
The values of a', ' and V at the half-maximum values of the beam
current were used to determine Aij, A.ij and the energy resolution.
The 1/4 and 3/4 values of the beam current determined the uncertainties.
a' and 5' measured the rotations of the two mechanical feedthrus which
varied a and S. The rate of change of a and S with a' and 5'
40
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respectively was calibrated to a few percent. Absolute determinations
of a and S were difficult because they required a very accurate posi-
tioning and measurement of orientation of a very irregularly shaped
detector in very cramped quarters in the vacuum chamber. Comparison
with the theoretical determinations of Aa., required an absolute value
of a . Following the practice of Theodoridis and Paolini [1969] we
chose the reference between a and a' which allowed the best fit be-
tween the theoretical and experimental limiting values of a and V.
The maximum we had to shift the reference from the rather uncertain
experimental reference was 3.30
Figure 2.15 is a plot of the experimental and theoretical limit-
ing orbits in (a - V) space for the nominal slot. The experimental
values of roi and yj are:
r 2.625 in. Y = 72
o j
The shift in absolute a was -3.0 . The theoretical limiting values
in (a - V) space are for r = 2.662 in. This was the closest theo-
oi
retical r to the experimental value which was computed. For these
experimental values of (r , yj) the value of A.ij was
ASij = 11.30 + 1.10° .
ijThe theoretical values of ABij for various yj for the nominal entrance
slot are shown in figure 2.16. For ¥j = 720 the theoretical value is
9.90
Figure 2.17 depicts the limiting values in (a -V ) space for the
nominal slot with roi = 2.625 in. and yj = 45 . The shift in absolute
a was -2.4 . The theoretical limits are again for r = 2.662 in.
o i
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The value of Agij was
Agij = 7.2° + 2.7°
compared to the theoretical value of 5.2°.
The limiting values of a and deflection voltage, V, for various
values of (r oi, j) for the upper slot are shown in figures 2.18-2.21.
Also shown are the theoretical limiting values for the entrance posi-
tion closest to the experimental (r oi, j). In general there is very
good agreement between the computed curves and the experimental limit-
ing values.
Figure 2.22 shows the minimum and maximum angle g for yj = 45°
for the upper slot measured by fixing a' and V and varying B'. The
theoretical value for Asij is 9.1 . From figure 2.22 the average
Ag.. is 10.7 , but this is consistent with the theory within the ex-
1j
perimental error. The theoretical value for BI is 39.40, and the
experimental value was 39.40 + 20 confirming that absolute determina-
tion of g was easier than a.
Because measurement of AB with fixed a' and V gave large uncer-
tainties in determining g' for the upper slot with yj = 200 we
max
measured Aa' at various angles B' with fixed V. This combination of
methods gave the results of figure 2.23. Within the limits of uncer-
tainty these values are consistent with the theoretical values of
The = 4-30
The angular resolution as well as the energy resolution (see
figure 2.11) of the 18:63 UE PESPEC was impaired by the electrons
which were able to enter the upper slot and exit at the wrong exit
aperture. The angular response of the nominal entrance slot was
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-60 x 6 (see figures 2.15 and 2.16). The acceptance direction in a
plane perpendicular to the spin axis was 123.50 from a payload refer-
ence direction. This can be considered the azimuth of the look of
the slot. The elevation of look can be determined to be 200 from the
fact that it looked 700 away from the spin axis. One needs to know the
azimuth and elevation of the look of the upper slot as a function of
y. Let 6(y) be the increase in azimuth of the upper slot look over
the nominal slot azimuth as a function of y. Using the fact that the
upper slot normal is 100 from the spin axis it can be shown that
tan 6(y) = ctn (y)/cos (100) (2.21)
The elevation of the look of the upper detector e(y), can be computed
from y and 5(y) by
sin e(y) = sin 6(y) cos (100 ) - cos 6(y) sin (100) sin y. (2.22)
The upper slot was then considered to be five separate detectors
with yj values yj = 19.50, 28.50, 37.50, 46.50, 55.5 . The geometric
factor of each of these five detectors was then computed as a function
of E/V. The results are shown in figure 2.24. Weights which consisted
of the product of the maximum value of the geometric factor times the
full width at half-maximum were then calculated for each of the five
detectors. The values of the azimuth, A(yj), and elevation, E(yj),
were then weighted with the corresponding weight and an effective azi-
muth and elevation for the upper slot were computed. Table 2.2 lists
the values of azimuth and elevation for each slot and the approximate
angular resolution.
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TABLE 2.2
Slot Azimuth Elevation Angular Resolution
Nominal Slot 123.50 200 ~ 60 x 60
Upper Slot 180.8 ° 42.40 ~ 7° x 35°
It should be noted that the large angular response of the upper
slot will tend to obscure variations in the pitch angle distribution.
5. Unfolding the Energy Spectrum
One must solve the integral equation (2.9) in order to determine
the differential spectrum d(E). In this section we describe our
algorithm for converting the counts per word into the differential
electron flux. We define
N. E the number of counts in word i
T E sample time = 0.0032 sec
n
i
- effective efficiency averaged over energy of word i
T. - exponential decay parameter of sweep voltage for
word i
Vo Eaverage of absolute values of plate voltage at
1 start of collection of counts for word i.
G(E/V) = geometric factor from both slots combined.
di(E) Electron differential energy spectrum with units
dE
-1 -2 -l
[electrons - sec - cm - sr - KeV-1].
We can write equation (2.9) as
T
Ni = n*i dt G(E/V(t))di(E)dE. (2.23)
We assume that d-(E) can be written as a polynomial in E,
dE
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max
dE _a j(2.24)
d.E C
Define Ij by
I. E JG(E/V(t)) Ej - E. (2.25)
Equation (2.23) can now be written as
Ni = r*i f dt E C.Ij (2.26)
o j =
By numerically integrating Ij we found that we could write
Ij = FJVj (t) (2.27)
where the values of the constants Fj for j = 1, . .,5 are given in
table 3.
TABLE 3
j F.
1 0.223
2 0.266 x 101
3 0.360 x 102
4 0.584 x 103
5 0.119.x 10
5
We interchange the order of integration and summation in equation
(2.26) to obtain
ji = i dt (2.28)
J =1 
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The deflection plate voltage can be represented by an exponential
decay from the value V
0.1
V(t) = V e
-
t/i (2.29)
0.
When the integral is computed equation (2.28) has the form
max -Ji /
N. = C.F.[ -e ] V j (2.30)1 11 jl =1j J g O.
We can define,
H.. EFj - e 1. (2.31)
Equation (2.30) can now be written as
N. =*.T. Cj.H. .V (2.32)
Ni i m1. jz o .
1J =1 A. 1J
We define a count rate, R i,
N.
R. - 1 (2.33)
1 n*iTV
and by factoring out V from equation (2.32) we obtain
R .max C= 1 (2.34)
1 j=1 1 ij o.
Equation (2.34) is a system of simultaneous equations which can
be solved for the values of Cj allowing one to determine l(E).
Exact solutions to the system of equations (2.34) for higher
order polynomials (j > 3) may display erratic behavior between the
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fitted points. Closer examination of equation (2.34) reveals that if
we define
Bij - CjHij Z B13 3 1  j~ (2.35)
we can express Ri as a polynomial and compute B! by a least squares
1 0
fit. The approximation in equation (2.35) would be exact if the vol-
tage sweep could be fitted by a single decay time (see equation (2.
31)). Table 2.4 lists the values of VO , Ti, ni and Hij for j = 5.
1O IIi max
The values for V and T. were determined
oi 1
tion of the deflection plate voltages.
Ti[sec]ri
.100
.100
.100
.100
.100
.100
.100
.100
.108
.124
.138
,152
.165
,177
.188
,198
,207
.215
.223
.230
.238
.245
.252
.258
.265
,272
,277
.283
.288
.0164
.0166
.0171
.0195
.0212
.0214
.0212
.0215
,0217
.0221
,0220
,0225
.0226
.0227
,0226
,0229
.0232
.0236
.0240
.0240
.0244
.0249
.0252
.0257
.0262
.0268
.0303
.0279
.0347
from a prelaunch calibra-
TABLE 2.4
Hil Hi2 Hi3 Hi4
. U 9 5
.0392
.0381
.0338
.0313
.0310
.0312
.030P
.0306
.0301.
.0302
.0296
.0294
.0294
.0295
.0290
.0287
.0282
* 0278
.0278
,0274
,0269
,0266
.0261
,0256
.0251
,0224
.0242
,0196
.430
,426
.415
.372
.347
.344
.346
.342
.340
.335
*336
.330
.328
.327
.329
*324
.321
.315
.311
.311
.307
.302
.299
*293
.288
.282
,253
.273
*224
5.31
5.28
5.16
4.67
4.37
4.34
4.37
4.32
4.30
4.23
4.24
4.17
4.15
4.14
4.16
4.10
4*06
4.01
3.96
3.95
3.91
3.84
3.81
3.74
3.68
3.61
3.26
3.50
2.90
79.1
78.6
76.9
70.3
66,2
65.7
66.1
65.5
65.2
64.3
64.4
63.4
63.1
63,0
63.2
62.4
61,9
61,0
60.3
60,3
59.7
58.8
58.2
57.3
56.4
55.4
50.3
53.8
45,0
Hi 5
1480.
1470.
1450.
1330,
1260.
1250.
1260.
1250.
124U.
1230.
1230.
1210.
1210.
1200,
1210.
1200.
1190,
1170.
1160.
1160.
1] 50.
1130.
1120.
1100.
1090.
1 l70.
077,
1n40,
879.
i VO [kV]
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3.9533
3,197
2.604
2,135
1.793
1,527
1.303
1.110
.948
.810
.694
,595
,511
.440
.379
.326
.281
.243
.210
.182
,158
.138
.120
.105
·U92
·. 81
7 71
(J64
,056
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The maximum error in the coefficients for the assumption for a 9
point least squares fit is ~3%. We therefore perform a least squares
fit to
R.= Emax B! V - 1 (2.36)
1 j = 1 0 o.3=11 1
The values of C. are given by
C. = Bj /Hij (2.37)
Of course these coefficients are valid only for some energy range near
the energy of the central word of the least squares fit. For a flat
spectrum, the everage energy detected during word i, Ei, can be com-
puted by first numerically computing equation (2.25) for j = 1
I1 = f G(E/V(t))dE = FiV(t) (2.38)
Then E. is given by
1 E.
1
0.5 F1 V(t) E I G(E/V(t))dE 2.39)
Equation (2.39) can be numerically solved for E
i
Ei = 10.6 V (2.40)
where V is the average value of V(t) during the time T . V can be
evaluated, and we obtain
-T /Ti]
E. = 10.6 VT [1 - e (2.41)
.1
1 1 ii
T
Table 5 lists the value of Ei for each of the 29 words per frame.
1
TABLE 2.5
i E. [keV]
1
1 37.8
2 30.8
3 25.1
4 20.8
5 17.6
6 15.0
7 12.8
8 10.9
9 9.33
10 7.99
11 6.84
12 5.87
13 5.05
14 4.34
15 3.74.
16 3.22
17 2.78
18 2.40
19 2.08
20 1.80
21 1.57
22 1.36
23 1.19
24 1.04
25 .916
26 .806
27 .715
28 .636
29 .569
Before proceeding further we evaluate our results for j = 1
max
in the limit where T /T i << 1 which would correspond to constant
deflection plate voltages and a histogram type electron differential
energy spectrum (a histogram type spectrum is constant over the energy
interval. of the detector response for: a given word but need not have that
value at other energies)
-T /T.
[1 - e i] + 1 - (1 - T ,(Ti ) = T/Ti (2.42)
Therefore
Ei + 10.6 V
1 ~ 0.
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Hil + FT/T
i
N.
1 + C1F/i
and
N.
1 1
*iTWF1Vo0.
as one would expect.
For a square box geometric factor with energy resolution AE/E =
2r and a first order energy dependence for d j it can be shown that the
dE
average energy of the detected particles is
(E/ o) =1+ r2 + 0(r1) (2.43)
dE o
where E is the average energy when C2 , the slope of the energy spec-
2trum, is zero. We numerically solved for the correct value of r in
6 8
equation (2.43) for dj(Eo) from 10 - 10 , E from 1 KeV to 10 KeV
and C2 from -10 to +10 .. The results are shown in figure 2.25. The
value of r2 depends upon the sign of the slope which is reasonable
considering our skewed geometric factor. For a positive slope we find
r2 = 0.12
and for a negative slope we obtain
r2 = 0.07.
The values of the geometric factor for data words 6 - 11 when the
plate voltage is at the average value for the word are plotted versus
energy in figure 2.26. Considerable overlap is evident. To aid in
I+ POSITIVE SLOPE
X NEGATIVE SLOPE
E =10.6,dj/dE=107
E =10.6,1.6
dj/dE = 10
( - - X--x---
E =10.6, dj/dE=ll
O
5
Eo= 10.6, 1.6
dj/dE = 108
SLOPE
2 107 2
Figure 2.25. Slope dependent energy correction factor.
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deciding how many values of Ni to use in the least squares fit we have
computed (for a flat energy spectrum) the fraction of the counts de-
tected during word io which have energies within the upper and lower
energies of the range of words about io (the ranges are determined by
E. = 10.6 V E = . lo.6 V ). For example, if we fitI 0. 1.oi+ 1,max 1 min i+l
about i = 9 the nominal upper and lower limits of energy seen by
0
word 9 are 10.6 V and 10.6 V ; however, the fraction of the elec-
09 010
trons detected during word 9 which have energies in this range is only
0.384. Therefore using only one word to compute the flux for energies
in the range of that word would be questionable because for a flat
spectrum most of the electrons detected would have energies outside
the range attributed to the word. Table 2.6 lists the number of words
used and the fraction within the energy limits.
TABLE 2.6
Fraction of counts
No. of Words Used Words actually in energy range
1 . ii 0.3840
3 (i 
°
- i), i , (i + 1) 0.719
~5 ~ (i - 2), ...,(i + 2) 0.874
7 (i - 3), ...,(io + 3) 0.930
00 
~~9 (io - 4), ...,(i + 4) 0.961
We now have an algorithm for unfolding the energy spectrum from
the counts, N.. If for example we choose to fit the counts from 5 words
for up to second order energy dependence in d-(E) we begin with word
3 and fit equation (2.36) for i = 1 to i = 5 with = 3. The
max
values of C. are determined from
0
66
C. = B /H3 (2.44)
Using these Cj and E = E3 from equation (2.41) we compute d(E3) from
equation (2.24). The slope at E = E
3
can also be computed from the
C.. These values are then inserted into an equation of the form of
(2.43), and the corrected average energy of the electrons counted dur-
ing word 3 is computed. Inserting this corrected average energy into
equation (2.24) gives the value of the differential flux seen at the
corrected average energy for word 3. This process is repeated for
word 4 except that now the fit begins with counts from word 2 rather
than word 1. This procedure would be repeated through word 27. The
extreme words must be evaluated for only a 2 point fit and j = 2.
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B. Scintillator - Photomultiplier Detector (P.H.A.)
1. Physical Description
An aluminum-coated Pilot-B scintillator mounted on a RCA type
70102M ten-stage photomultiplier tube was used to detect electrons
with energies greater than 20 KeV. Five channel pulse height analysis
provided differential energy determination. Because of the pulse
height analysis this detector is referred to as the P.H.A. Figure
2.27 shows the entrance collimator, the scintillator and the photo-
multiplier tube inside the brass tube holding them. The photomulti-
plier tube is a ruggedized version of RCA type 7767. The brass tube
was inserted into a hole in the mounting holding'the PESPEC. The
azimuth and elevation of the look of the brass tube were 183025' and
16050' respectively. The PHA was also deployed at t + 50 when the
door holding in the PESPEC and PHA mounting was blown off. The high
voltage for the tube was switched on at t + 66. Because the center
of the look of the collimator was 25° off axis a rotation of the tube
could change the elevation of the detector look by +25 . Actually
these up and down extremes will not be considered. When rotated to
the upper extreme the tube would not clear the door opening, and for
rotation to the lower extreme the field of view was blocked by the
PESPEC. This will be further discussed in Chapter III.
The scintillator was coated with a 2662A (70.7pg/cm2 ) thickness
of aluminum to keep out light and low energy protons. The cone half-
angle of the collimator was 110. For this detector the geometric
factor is a constant, 0.127 cm - sr. The angular response is shown
in figure 2.28.
250 off-axis
P.H.A. detector.
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2. P.H.A. Electronics
A DC-DC converter capable of producing 1500V@ 501]A was used to
provide a negative high voltage to the phototube. A resistor divider
network of 10 6.8MQ resistors and one 13 MS2 resistor provided the
proper voltage to each dynode. The negative high voltage was applied
to the photocathode, and the potential difference between it and the
first dynode was twice .the potential difference between the other
adjacent dynodes. The anode of the photomultiplier tube was connected
directly to the input stage of a linear pre-amplifier (see figure 2.29).
The frequency response and linearity of this pre-amplifier have been
measured. It remains linear and can distinguish between pulses for an
input pulse rate greater than 10 MHz. This corresponds to a dead time
of ~100 nanoseconds. The output of the preamp went to the 5 channel
pulse height analyzer. The threshold voltages on the 18:63 UE P.H.A.
are given in Table 2.7.
TABLE 2.7
Channel Threshold Voltage
A. 0.21V
B o.54v
C 0.99V
D 1.76v
E 2.90V
To obtain differential energy determination the discriminator
memory circuit allowed only the counter for which the pulse was greater
than the threshold but less than the threshold of the next channel to
U3S/U'I-d 118- 09
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be incremented. The channel A counter was a 12 bit counter. Channels
B and C had 10 bit counters, and channels D and E had 8 bit counters.
The Pi.H.A. programmer had a clock or bit rate of 2 KHz. There were
50 bits including a parity bit and a "hole" bit per data frame. The
"hole" bit provided frame synchronization. Therefore a complete frame
or P.H.A. energy spectrum was obtained every 25 msec. Like the PESPEC
the three voltage level output from the P.H.A. electronics was con-
nected to the VCO of the proper FM subcarrier in the telemetry section.
3. Determination of the Energy Spectrum from P.H.A. Data
An electron striking the aluminum coating on the scintillator
loses some energy in passing through the aluminum. If the electron
penetrates the aluminum it then begins to lose energy in the Pilot-B
scintillator. Some of the energy lost is converted into photons and
some of these photons leave the scintillator and strike the photo-
cathode of the photomultiplier. Therefore if the electron loses all
its energy and stops in the scintillator the number of photons strik-
ing the photo-cathode is proportional to the energy of the electron
after penetrating the aluminum. Depending upon the quantrum effici-
ency and the spectral response of the photocathode a fraction of the
photons striking the photocathode emit electrons which begin the cas-
cade leading to a voltage pulse at the anode. The size of the pulse
can be related to the energy of the incident electron.
This process is quite complex and noisy, and, in practice, one
usually avoids treating it in detail by making calibrations of the
response of the detector-amplifier-counting system to electrons of
known energy. One can adjust the high voltage on the multiplier to
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vary the tube gain to insure that electrons of a given energy are
counted in the desired channel. The output pulse distribution ,
O(V, E), from the photomultiplier at a given energy is very broad.
This output pulse distribution was measured with a 1000 channel pulse
height analyzer for electrons from the Van de Graff accelerator at the
N.A.S.A. Goddard Space Flight Center (G.S.F.C.) for various electron
energies and photomultiplier tube voltages. For the 18:63 UE P.H.A.
we were unable to use the flight pre-amplifier and 5 channel pulse
height analyzer during calibration at G.S.F.C. We therefore needed
to use the G.S.F.C. 1000 channel analyzer channel numbers, n, as a
parameter from which we compute the relationship between pulse height,
V, and energy, E. The output pulse distribution was also determined
when the electron source was $ particles from Nickel-63, and the tube
voltage, VT, was 1200V.
For the monoenergetic incident electrons the output pulse dis-
tribution was approximately a Gaussian where the channel number of
the peak, n , and the width of the peak were related to the incident
electron energy, E, and the tube voltage, VT. We let O(n) be the
value of the output pulse distribution for channel n, then we found
0 -(n - n )2 /2a2
O(n) = e ° (2.45)
where
n
o
= no(E, VT) = a + b(VT)E (2.46)
and
a = 0(no) = a' + b'n (2.47)
and 0 ° is a normalizing constant. The value of b in equation (2.46)
is a function of the tube voltage and is proportional to the tube
gain. a in equation (2.46) is nonzero (the initial channels of the
1000 channel analyzer weren't used and a finite energy particle may
produce no pulse if it can not penetrate the aluminum). Figure 2.30
shows the channel number of the peak, no, versus the incident electron
energy for VT = 1200V. This figure determines a = 7.0 and b = 0.784
[channels/kilovolt] @ VT = 1200V. The variation of no with VT for
E = 120 KeV is shown in figure 2.31. Also shown is the current gain
for the RCA type 7767 phototube Isee R.C.A., Phototubes and Photo-
cells, 1963] versus V
T
. Note that as expected the average size of
the output pulse is directly proportional to the tube gain.
The relationship between the 1000 channel pulse height analyzer
channel number, n, and the 18;63 UE P.H.A. threshold voltages was
determined from the pulse distribution of the Ni source. A pre-
launch calibration of the P.H.A. with the Ni 3 source gave -45 counts
in channel A, -16 counts in channel B and no counts in channel C @
V
T
= 1300V. Figure 2.32 is a graph of the pulse distribution from
the Ni63 source with the 1000 channel analyzer. Using a relationship
of the form
n = C
1
+ C2(VT)V (2.48)
where V is the size of the input pulse to-the 18:63 UE P.H;A. 5
channel analyzer, we were able to compute the proper threshold values
of n for each of the five channels. Then we numerically integrated
the areas under the curve in figure 2.32 between the various thres-
hold values of n. These areas are proportional to the counts in the
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Figure 2.31. Channel number of peak versus tube high voltage.
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Figure 2.32. Ni6 3 pulse distribution.
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five P.H.A. channels. By requiring that the ratio of the channel A
area to the channel B area be ~45/16, and that the area corresponding
to channel C be much, much less than the area corresponding to channel
B we were thus able to determine C1 and C2.
C1 = 11.09 + 4
C2 = (46.2 + 1) channels/volt @ VT = 1300V.
Again C1 is non-zero because approximately the first ten channels of
the analyzer were not used. Measurements of the tube voltage monitor
indicated that the nominal flight value of V
T
was 1250V not the 1300V
of the prelaunch calibration or the value used in obtaining the pulse
distribution in figure 2.32. However we can use the information in
figure 2.31 to determine the variation of C2(VT) and b(VT) with tube
voltage. With electron energy equal to 120 KeV the pulse distribution
for V
T
= 1200V peaked at n (120, 1200) = 112. With the tube voltage
at VT = 1300V the same energy had its distribution peak at n (120, 1300)
188. Therefore a Ni 6 3 pulse distribution measured at VT = 1300V
would have been shifted to the higher channels. We can compute
C2(1300) by
C2(1300) = C2(1200) x 188/112 = 77.4 channels/volt
The initial channel C1 is unaffected by the value of the tube voltage.
In like manner the channel numbers of the peak of the distribu-
tions in figure 2.30 must be adjusted to give the inflight relation-
ship between the channel number, n, and incident electron energy, E.
For V
T
= 1250V the curve on figure 2.31 shows that the pulse distribu-
tion would peak at about no(120, 1250) = 143. We can now compute the
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value of b(l1250)
b(1250) = b(1200) x n (120, 1250)/n (120, 1200)
='0.784 x 143/112 = 1.001 (2.49)
Then we compute the relationship between the incident electron
energy, E, and the value of the voltage, Vo, at the peak of the out-
put pulse distribution from the P.H.A. pre-amplifier, using equations
(2.48) and (2.46),
E = 4.09 + 77.4 V
o
@ V
T
= 1250V (2.50)
The width of the pulse distribution equation (2.47) can be com-
puted in terms of the voltage of the peak, V . Figure 2.33 shows
various values of a(V 
o )
versus V
o
. A fit to the points gives
a(V
o
) = 0.0721 + 0.0909 V (+ 0.011) (2.51)
We can now determine the parameters for the Gaussian voltage
pulse distribution
-(V - V ) 2
Oo(Vo/G) 2
O(V, E)= 2aC (2.52)
from equations (2.50) and (2.51). The normalizing constant 0 (Vo/a)
is determined by the requirement that the integral from V = o to
V = I of equation (2.52) be unity whereas the usual normalizing con-
stant (which would imply negative values of V) would have V = -I to
V = +co as the limits of integration.
The pulse distributions from the calibrations which were used to
determine equation (2.52) refer to electrons which produced pulses.
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For high enough electron energies the efficiency of the P.H.A. is
unity, but the efficiency with which low energy electrons produce pulse
distributions of the form of equation (2.52) is very important in
considering the number of counts in channel A. We define the P.H.A.
efficiency, n(E), to be the probability that electrons with incident
energy, E, will produce a pulse distribution of the form of equation
(2.52). There are three factors governing n(E) : (i) if the energy
is too low (E < 4 KeV) the electrons will be unable to penetrate the
aluminum coating of the scintillator (this is the transmission effi-
ciency, nT(E)), (ii) the relative light output of the Pilot-B devi-
ates from equation (2.50) becoming less for low energy electrons
Reagan. J.B., et al, [1967], and (iii) the pulse distribution becomes
more characteristic of a "noise" distribution Sherman, I.S., et al,
f1964] rather than a Gaussian distribution when the average
energy of the transmitted electrons, E , is less than 20 KeV. We
define E(Ea) to be the efficiency with which the Pilot-B produces
pulses of the form of equation (2.52). Kanter, l1961] and Kanter and
Sternglass, [1962] have made excellent empirical determinations of nT(E)
and E for various thickness of aluminum. Reagan, et al,[1967] pre-
sents measurements of E(E ), but they were making current-mode, not
pulse-mode, measurements of the output of the photomultiplier there-
fore their values should be regarded as an upper limit of (E 
a
) for a
pulse-mode operation.
Direct measurements of n(E) for the 18:63 UE P.H.A. were not made.
We did measure the low energy (E < 20 KeY) efficiency of the P.H.A.'s
for 18:64 UE and 18:65 UE. The aluminum coatings on these detectors
were nearly twice as thick, 135pg/cm2 . This lowered the transmission
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efficiency, qT(E) as well as the average energy of the transmitted
electrons, E .
a
Figure 2.34 shows the results of the measurements of efficiency.
The data points are the ratio of pulses counted in all channels at a
beam energy E to a Faraday cup measurement of the beam input. The
threshold voltage for channel A was non-zero, therefore the solid
curve is the value the ratio would have for n(E) = 1.0. From Kanter
and Sternglass, 1962] we can determine the critical energy, Ec, cor-
responding to the practical range of electrons in the aluminum coat-
ings for the 18:63 UE P.H.A. and for the 18;64 UE and 18:65 UE P.H.A.'s,
E (18:63 UE) = 4.3 KeV
E (18:64 UE and 18:65 UE) = 6.4 KeV.
We use Kanter, [9611 to determine the transmission efficiency rT(E),
and Kanter and Sternglas ,[1962] to determine the average energy, E (E),
for these values of E (see figure 2.35). Using figure 2.35 for E
c a
and TT and figure 2.34 for the 18:64 UE and 18:65 UE n(E) we can com-
pute E(Ea). The values of E(Ea) are shown in figure 2.36. Then
using figure 2.35 to determine nT(E) and Ea(E) for E = 4.3 KeV and
figure 2.36 for c(E ) we can determine n(E) for the 18:63 UE P.H.A.
The large scatter and uncertainty of E(Ea) in figure 2.36 limit the
accuracy of n(E). We chose to express n(E) by
E/E
n(E) = no lo0 (2.53)
(10.0 < E ¢ 18.0)
where r = 10 * and E = 4.2.0 0
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE FOR n(E)=l.O
L
ENERGY[keV]
10 14
Figure 2.34. Ratio
18
of pulses counted
22t i2u
to input versus E.
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Because of the uncertainty in determining n(E) it is difficult
to compare the data from channel A of the 18:63 UE P.H.A. with the
higher energy PESPEC channels.
Using equation (2.53) for n(E) and equation (2.52) which describes
the output pulse distribution for monoenergetic input one can compute
the output pulse distribution for a differential flux, dj(E
a~~ dE~~dE
X O CT dE
The number of counts in a given channel (for example channel B)
is given by
V = 0.99V
NB: T x GFx F 0(VYdY (2.55)
V 0.54v
where T the sample time was 24.7 ms and GF is the geometric factor.
The flux d-(E) was assumed to have the form
dE
dE(E) = J E-N (2.56)dE o
Equations of the form of (2.55) were numerically integrated for
various values of N. In general the ratio of counts between two
channels determines the value of N in that energy range, and numeri-
cally computed tables allowed one to determine N from any ratio and
then it was easy to determine Jo, and the electron flux in a given
energy range.
We can unfold the pitch angle distribution of the electrons de-
tected by the P.H.A. to second order in the pitch angle. For a square
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box angular response RCCa', a ) centered about a , of width 2w, and a
pitch angle distribution given by
I(a') = a'N (2.57)
the number of counts, ON(a ), is given by
1800
oN(a0 ) = R( a', a)I(a')da' . (2.58)
For N = 0, 1, 2 we have
0(a) = Ao
01C(o ) = Ald
0(ao ) = Aa o
2 + A 2 /3 (2.59)
We have numerically evaluated equation C2.58) for N = 0, 1, 2
with R(a',a 0o ) being the actual P.H.A. response. We find that we can
satisfy equations (2.59) provided: (i) ao > 160 and (ii) 2/3 =
83.49 - 6 
When the pitch angle distribution can be written
I(a') = A + Ala' + A2 a' (2.60).
the number of counts detected when looking at pitch angle, ai, will be
given by
O(ai) = (A1 + A36) + A2 ai + A3a (2.61)0(.   i
using equations (2.59) and (2.60).
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A series of measurements OiCci) can then be least squares fitted
by a polynomial of the form
oi(0 i ) = B1 + B2ai + B3ai (2.62)
Using these B. and equation (2.61) the pitch angle distribution
near ao (which would be the center of the Cai) can be computed
I(c
o
) = (B1 - B36) + B2 a + B3 o 2 (2.63)
Using equally spaced ae for example one can unfold the complete
pitch angle distribution for a > 160 (this restriction comes from the
fact that the pitch angle distribution must be symmetric about a = 0°
whereas equation (2.60) is not).
CHAPTER III
VEHICLE POSITION AND ATTITUDE
In order to determine pitch angle information about energetic
electrons and for analysis of data from other experiments on board it
is necessary to be able to describe the position and attitude of the
payload. The payloads are launched with a Nike booster which falls
away when spent and a Tomahawk second stage which burns out before
atmospheric exit and remains attached to the payload. To achieve
stability the vehicles are spun at about 7 rps during burning. After
burn-out they are despun to about 1 rps to facilitate collection of
angular information in the data. Radar plots furnished by the Church-
ill Research Range were used to determine vehicle position. On-board
magnetometers which measured the component of the earth's magnetic
field parallel to their orientation were used to determine payload
attitude with respect to the magnetic field. The Churchill Research
Range is at an invariant latitude of 690 with a magnetic L shell
value of L = 7.6.
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A. Vehicle Position
The effects of coriolis and centripetal accelerations upon sounding
rockets launched from Churchill show up most dramatically in reducing the
eastward distance traveled by several kilometers Cthe earth rotates under
the payload). The North-South location of the impact point is virtually
unaffected. In practice one is most concerned with the effect upon the
altitude where the effect of centripetal acceleration is less than 0.1%.
However, since most vehicles are launched eastward the coriolis accelera-
tion is in the opposite sense to the centripetal acceleration and can be of
nearly the same magnitude so one can safely ignore these effects. Because
the exact impact point is generally not needed and because radar data
frequently is not good enough to justify further precision we' will adopt
a coordinate system assuming a flat, nonrotating earth with positive z
representing attitude and positive x representing eastward direction.
Normally a flat earth assumption would have g , the acceleration of
gravity, independent of Z:. However over the range of z for the sound-
ing rocket this represents an appreciable error so wewilll use an expansion
of the potential energy, V , for the inverse square gravi¥tational force,
GM m -G me
V = e-  , C3.1)
r R +z
e
where G is the gravitational constant, M is- te mass of the eartht,
m is the mass of the payload,' r ts radial dis-tance. fon ceAtex of the
earth and R is the radius of the earth at Churchill.
e
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Expanding (3.1) in z/R gives
- GM m -1
V= R (l+z/R )
R e
e C3.2)
- GM m 2 3
=Re [1-z/R + (z/Re) - (z/R ) + .. ]
e
- GM m GM m GM m
e e e 2
R 2 3 
e R R
e e
neglecting the cubic and higher terms.
The payload kinetic energy can be written,
*2 .2 *2
T = 1/2 m (x
2
+ y + z ) (3.3)
Hence the Lagrangian is,
GM m GM m GM m
2 *2 2 e GMem e 2 (3.4)
L = T - V = 1/2 m (x + y + ) + R + z
R 2 3e R R
e e
Since x and y do not appear in L the corresponding
veiocltles are constant above the atmosphere. The differential equation
in z is
GM GM
R + 2 2 R = - go + 2 g R-
R R e e
e e
where go is the acceleration of gravity on surface of earth,
GM
go ·R2 (3.6)
e
The general solution to (3.5) is
z = B1 e + B2e + B3   .)
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where a and B
3
are given by,
1/2a = (2go/Re) B
3 = R /2
Using (3.6) and the value of g measured at Churchill of
g = 981.761 cm/sec2 one can solve for the value of R to use. These
values are in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1
RE = 6377.0 km
B3 = 3188.5 km
2 5 -2
= 0.307907 x 10 sec
a = 0.175473 x 10 sec
The problem remaining is to use the measured zi and t.
1 1
from the radar plot to least squares fit for the initial conditions
B1 and B2 . This analysis was quite satisfactory for 18:63 and
18:64, but for 18:65 we obtained a better fit to the points using
slightly different values for RE and fitting for B3 also,
Apogee time, tA , and height, zA , can be.found by differr
entiating (3.7)
tA = 2 n /B1 )/ 39
ZA = 2 (BLB2 )1/
2
+ B3 (3.10)
The values for liftoff time, tA , ZA and the four coefficients
in (3.7) for t and tA measured from liftoff are given in Table 3.2.
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Liftoff
21 Mar '68
0601:32.7
14 Jan '70
0405:30.0
17 Jan '70
0303:20.0
Table 3.2
tA- zA[km]
241.09
241,76
250.24
259.74
248.16
252.48
Bl[km]
-965.129
-943.961
-779.05
B2[km] B3[km]
3188,5
-2249.25
-2271.7
-1989.9
3188.5
2742.7
a[sec' 1]
0.17547x10- 2
0.17547x10- 2
0.18894x10- 2
One can use (.3.7) to determine v by differentiation. Figures 3.1
z
- 3.3 are plots of the altitude and v versus Universal Time in minutes.
The x and y components of velocity are given in Table 3.3.
v (East) [km/sec]
0.051
0.203
0.276
Table 3.3
vy (North) [km/sec]
- 0.101
- 0.005
0.168
vxy [km/sec]
0.113
0.206
0.322
It is interesting to compare the altitude at which the payloads
were inverted by the atmospheric drag on the fins and the altitude at
which the electronics began experiencing sustained high voltage breakdowns
in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4
Turnover altitude [km]
72
65
73
Breakdown altitude [km]
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81
81
Vehicle
18:63
18:64
18:65
Vehicle
18:63
18:64
18:65
Vehicle
18:63
18:64
18:65
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Figure 3.1. Altitude and velocity versus Universal Time.
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Figure 3.2. Altitude and velocity versus Universal Time.
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Because the radar did not track the payloads throughout the flights
there may be several kilometer uncertainties in z below about 120 km on the
downward leg of the flight. The uncertainty on the upward leg is on the order
of 100 meters. It is possible to obtain an exact analytical solution to this
problem for t as a function of z , but it would be very difficult to use
least squares technique to obtain the initial conditions.
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B. Payload Attitude
After despin the payload is sufficiently above the atmosphere to
enable one to neglect torques due to atmospheric friction. In the
absence of net torques L , the total angular momentum vector, is con-
stant in an inertial frame. We will then choose the direction of
to be the +z' direction of the space axes for our description of pay-
load attitude. This space set of axes is not the system used to des-
cribe position of the payload. More aspect information than supplied
by the magnetometers is necessary to relate the two systems.
Barring the unfortunate and rare case where L and would be
parallel or antiparallel we will use the direction of to provide
the other direction necessary for the space axes. Assuming that over
the altitude and temporal range of interest is nearly constant in
direction we define the x' direction by specifying that ~ lie in
the x' - z' plane and that B ,, the component of B parallel to
x', be negative. In a simplified case where L is in the local ver-
tical direction and the magnetic declination is zero this coordinate
system would have the x' axis pointing south (equatorward from
Churchill) and the y' axis pointing eastward because the magnetic
field is in the northward direction. Figure 3.4 represents this sim-
plified case. In this coordinate system we can describe the magnetic
field as
4.^ ^ . A A
B = B (t) b B ,(t) i' + B ,(t) k' = B (t) [sin a i' + cos B k'] (3.11)
where the magnitude of B , Bo (t) , does have the altitude dependence,
through t, and is the angle b tween and k' t he unit vector along L.
through t, and S is the angle between B and k' , the unit vector along L.
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By definition of i' cos 0 < 0 and for a typical L direction
sin B < 0 so ~ would lie in the third quadrant.
The body coordinate system, x" y" z" , is used to describe posi-
tion and orientation within the payload. We choose the z" axis to
be a principal axis and assume that it coincides with the symmetry
axis which describes the axial dimension of the payload parallel to
the geometric center line and in the direction of the nose of the pay-
load. The x" and y" axes are also principal axes and are assumed
along the directions specified by-the magnetometers as in Figure 3.5.
The origins of the two systems coincide at the center of gravity of
the payload.
We define the following Euler Angles: (i) 0 , the coning half-
angle (the angle between the vehicle spin axis, z", and the angular
momentum direction, z'); (ii) ~ , the precession angle, and (iii) 1,
the vehicle spin angle (see figure 3.6).
For time independent moments of inertia and for a rigid body
rotating about its center of gravity with body-fixed axes coinciding
with the principal axes it can be shown IGoldstein,'H., 1950] that the
Euler angles can be described by
8=80
= pt + 0 ° (3.12)
P 0
9 = st + ' 
We are now prepared to describe the way the magnetic field, B
which is fixed in the space frame will be seen by the magnetometers
on board the payload - the body frame.
The magnetometers measure the component of magnetic field parallel
18:63 UE
RAM-5
18:64 UE
18:65 UE
z" IS UP FROM
FIGURE
x"
MFM MAGNETOMETERS
XII
Figure 3.5. Magnetometer positions and body axes.
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z.
Xe_
Figure 3.6. Euler angles and the two sets of axes.
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to their orientation. They output a bias voltage, CB , of about
2.5 V plus a voltage linearly dependent upon the magnitude of the com-
ponent of B parallel to their orientation. The linear coefficient,
A
CA , is about 4.0YV/Gauss. Let ni' be a unit vector in body frame in
the direction measured by the i magnetometer, then the output vol-
tage, V. , has the form
V. = CA. B n.' + CB1 1 1 i (.3.13)
A
Therefore if B is antiparallel to n7 the output is less than CB.
and vice-versa. The analysis used here will assume the form of (3.13)
for Vi and neglect non-linear terms.
1
From (3.13), if B and n' were measured in the same frame, the1
output voltage would be a constant term modulated by a cosine term,
but alas all is not so simple! We need to know the components of B
in the body frame to be able to compute the dot product required in
(3.13). This transformation, using (3.11), is given by
I= (-4in /
B" = AHAB = B (t) A n
° os /
C3.14)
where A is
cos * cos - cos 0
cos W
A = - sin ~ cos ~ - cos
- sin
B sin e sin ¢
sin
sin j
e sin
1 sin
sin s
+ cos 8 cos ~ sin V
+ cos oo
O + Cos D Cos f Cos W
- sin 0 cos c cos 8
sin i sin e \
cos P sin a (3.15)
I
I
I --- I - ---
Equation (3.14) then becomes
B = AB = B,, i" + B + Bz,, k
B ,, = B (t) [sin Sx 0
By,, = B(t)0i 
(cos i cos 4 - cos e sin 4 sin 4) + cos 5
sin 4 sin 0]
[sin 8 ( - sin * cos 4 - cos e sin 4 cos 4) + cos B
cos 4 sin e] (3.17)
B ,, = B (t) [sin 5 sin e sin 4 + cos S cos ] .
z 0
Now one can compute the dot products for the three possible
magnetometers measuring the x", y", z" components of the field. For
the x" component, ni,, in (3.13), is i" and
A
B" nx,, = Bo(t) [sin 8 cos 9
For the y" component, ni,, is
B" * n,, = Bo(t) [- sin S sin
A
For the z" component n.,, isl
cos 4 - sin 8 cos 8 sin 4 sin 4 +
(3.18)
+ cos 8 sin * sin e] .
j" and
4 cos 4 - sin S cos 0 sin 4 cos 4 +
(3.19)
+ cos S cos 4 sin 0] .
k" and
B" * nz,, = Bo(t) [sin S sin 0 sin 4 + cos 5 cos 0] .
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where
(3.16)
(3.20)
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To simplify these equations we define
a = sin 8 sin 8
b - cos S cos 8
c = sin 8 cos e C3.21)
d = cos 8 sin e
e = d - c sin 1
f = sin B cos 4 ,
We shall restrict ourselves to the case where t is upward rather
than downward over Churchill. This is the condition before despin and
it is improbable that despinning could invert the payload angular
momentum vector. For 18:64 and 18:65 the z" axis magnetometers indi-
cate that L remained nearly vertical. This assumption puts 8 in
the third quadrant and makes the first four quantities defined in
(3.21) negative.
The resulting equations are
A
B" · nx,, = Bo(t) [e sin P + f cos 4] C3.22)
B" · ny,, B (t) [e cos 4 - f sin 4] ]3.23)
B" · nz, = Bo(t) [a sin 4 + b] . (3.24)
We choose t in equation (3.12) to be zero at a time when the
payload (and z" axis) is most antiparallel to ~ (when z" is near-
est -B). This means that equation (3.24) is at a minimum value indi-
cating (a < 0) that sin 4 is unity, hence
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~(t = 0) E- O = 7/2
eo e(t = 0) = d - c (3.25)
f -E f(t = 0) = 0
Because 4 varies much slower than p one can also require
that t = 0 be chosen at a time where V ,,, the voltage from y" -
axis magnetometer (the RAM-5) is less than CB ,, - the bias value.
This means that (3.23) is at a minimum value at t = 0. Recalling
that f = 0 determines io to be 0 or r depending upon the
sign of e . Because c and d are typically both negative we can
define a positive quantity, g,
g = c/d = tan B/tan 0 .C3,26)
If -g > 1, then e > 0 and io = r and if g < 1, e < 0 and
o = 0. Since B is in the third quadrant (3.26) implies that if
8 - > 0, = T whereas if B - r < , o = 0. When - > 
the payload precession cone does not include B and when f - W < e
the precession cone does include B. Hence, if the payload precesses
around B, 1o = 0 and if the payload does not precess around B,
o = '. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the two cases.
We will now outline the procedure for determining the two con-
stant angles e and V . We-have measured the times and voltages at
local maxima and minima on the y" - axis magnetometer and x" - axis
magnetometer for 18:64 and 18:65 respectively. 18:6.3 had only the y"
- axis magnetometer. For 18:64 and 18:65 we made detailed, simultane-
ous measurements from all three magnetometers during the several second
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time interval where the payloads turned over and all three magneto-
meters sampled a full range of values. Taking advantage of the fact
that the magnitude of the field was nearly constant over this short
time interval we were able to make self-consistent checks on the cali-
brated values of the CA's and CB's.
We also picked several times encompassing the complete altitude
range where we simultaneously measured the voltage output from all
three magnetometers. Using the calibrations we converted these vol-
tages into values for the magnetic field components parallel to the
three axes. We then summed the components to obtain the field magni-
tudes.
Bo(t) = [B,,2 (t) + Byi 2 (t) + B 2(t)]1/2 ,3.27)
over a range of altitudes. We found that we could model the altitude
dependence as
Ba
Bo(t) = B (z(t)) = (3.28)0 (R+z(t))3
as would be expected for a dipole field model.
The next step is to look at the components of t which are
parallel and perpendicular to the payload spin axis, z".. Let a be
the instantaneous angle between the z" axis and 3, then we define
B IBI sin a
C3.29)
B,, : cos a
B2 )1/2IB E (B+BI ) = B(t)
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Since we measure x" or y" magnetometer voltages only at their
local maxima or minima the corresponding y" or x" magnetometers are
perpendicular to B1 and measure no field at these times. Hence, by
measuring the voltages at local maxima and minima we know that they
correspond to the instantaneous value of B . The import of this is
that in general the dot product in (3.1.3) for the x" magnetometer is
/ 
B * nx,, = Bx,,
which is only some part of B1 , but at the special times we measured
Vx, we have
xB - B ,, = B (t) sin .
x x
To generalize let m refer to the indices x" or y" when y"
or x" respectively are perpendicular to the field, then (3.13) becomes
Vm = CAm B (t) sin a + CB . (.30)
Equation (3.30) has only sin a unknown. It can be solved for
sin a and then for cos a ,
2 1/2
Cos a L (vCAB, t))2. (3.31')
(CAmBo(t)fJmo
We will choose the negative sign in (3.31) when we can tell from
the envelope of the values of Vm that the z" axis is still above
the magnetic horizon. This will be discussed in further detail later.
Of course, cos a is very easy to compute from the output of the
z" - axis magnetometer,
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V ,,= CA ,, B (t) cos a + CBz,,
Vz - CBz,, (3.32)
COS a =
CAz,, Bo(t)
here there is no ambiguity about the sign of cos .
Comparison of (3.13), (3.24) and (3.32) shows that
cos a = b + a sin ~ . (3.33)
By inspection of the envelope curve for a node or by finding
minima in B1 one can determine the Universal Time, to, where the
z" axis is closest to -B and the voltage is a local minimum. The
time to the next similar node gives Tp , the precession period. One
can then write $
r = 2/ -p
)
t + ~O (3.34)
where t = t* - t and ~o = 7/2 and t* is Universal Time.
Armed with an expression for ~ one can perform a least squares
fit to equation (3.33) to determine the constants a and b. Using
the first two equations of (3.23) we found two pairs of B and e
(a < 0, b < O). One pair, 81 and 01, corresponds to a precession cone
not including B and the other pair., 2 and 82, does correspond to
z" - axis precession around B.
Vehicle 18:63 had only a y" - axis magnetometer which was shifted
upwards in CB ,, and consequently for much. of the flight local maxima
of V,, were greater than the telemetry voltage limit. We also suf-
fered some telemetry dropouts which unfortunately coincided in time
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with the local maxima and minima of V ,, further hampering data re-
duction. To fill the gaps where V , could not be measured at local
minima or maxima we decided to use the values of local maxima or
minima of V ,, which were reconstructed from the slope of V ,, evaluated
at CB ,,. We had about 90 directly measured values and about 50
indirectly measured values of V ,, with some overlapping to check the
accuracy of the slope reconstruction method.
Using (3.13) and (3.25) we have
Vy,, = CA ,, Bo(t) [e cos ' - f sin ] + CBy,, . (3.35)
The expression in brackets can be written
[e cos i - f sin i] = h sin (3o - P) (3.36)
2 2 2
where h = e + f2 and tan io = e/f. Taking advantage of the fact
that B (t), e and f are nearly constant over a few spin periods one
can compute the derivative of (3.35),
at = CAy,, Bo(t) h cos ( o- 
) (-
4)
(3, 37)
=-- CA ,, B (t) h cos .(0 -) .
But we measured the slope where 5" = CBy"? which meant that oP - = n'
and consequently cos ('o - I) = +1. This means that we. can solve
(3.37) for h in terms of known quantities (' is the spin frequency
which for 18:63 could be directly measured by a few percent),
h CAy Bo ( t) . 3,38)
=Vy1,,CBis
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But at a time + T /4 from where Vy" = CBy,, the angle 9 will
change to where sin (o - 9I) = +1 and we can substitute the value
of h from (3.38) into (.3.35) - (3.36) to get
Vy,= / CB, + CBy,. C3.39)Vy , = CB ,,
Therefore by measuring the slope and spin rate we were able to
reconstruct values to give the correct envelope voltages to use in
determining 0 and 8. This method was checked in several overlap
regions by measuring both the slope and local maxima and minima and
the results agreed to within 4%.
Normally the envelope of local maxima-minima voltages will ex-
hibit nodes with the frequency of the precession of z" about L
These nodes correspond to times where the z" - axis is nearest to
-B. For 18:63 secondary nodes between precession period nodes indi-
cated that the z" - axis had dropped below the magnetic horizon giv-
ing the envelope primary nodes when 4 = r/2 + 2nr and secondary nodes
when 4 = 3r/2 + 2n7 (see figure 3.9 ). This was very fortunate giv-
ing a built-in calibration of the product CA B (t) in equation (3.31)
at the times when the payload was perpendicular to B. Equation (3.33)
had /a/>/b/ and we varied the amount of time spent below the mag-
netic horizon to give the best fit to the measured envelope. Figure
3.10 indicates that the fit was very good except when a was near 90°
when the telemetry problem was most severe.
By measuring times of adjacent magnetometer maxima and minima one
can determine the spin frequency, wU,to only about +4% because (3.35)
for example is not a pure sine wave and the time between adjacent
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Figure 3.9. Nodes in magnetometer output voltage.
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maxima reflects variations in parameters other than i alone. To
improve this measurement we counted the number of oscillations, no,
in an approximate precession period (to the nearest complete cycle).
We then accurately (+ 5 ms) measured the time elapse, At, during the
n oscillations. The hypothesis was then made that w had one of
0 s
the three values given by
2 r(no-1)
0
(s At
2rn
= 0(3.40)
s At
27r(no+l1)
s+ At
A computer program was written to make the final determination
of the correct set of (e , B) and ws . The procedure involved a double
loop which tested the six possible combinations of the s 's. and
(B , 0)'s in equation (3.22) or (3.23) to predict the times and vol-
tages of the maxima and minima. For each of the three possible ws's
both (0 81) and (02 , 82 ) were tested. The procedure was very
sensitive in that the five incorrect possibilities had obvious phase
shifts from the observed maxima-minima during precession whereas the
one correct combination predicted the maxima-minima times to within
the measurement error. The results matched the pair (81 , 01) with
= and the pair (8
2
', 2) had U = .
+ S
In order to specify the attitude of the payload with respect to
B one needs to determine e , the coning half-angle, 8, the angle be-
tween L and B ,4 , the Euler precession angle and 4, the Euler
spin angle. 4 is found from the primary nodes in the envelope curves.
The time between them gives Tp, the precession period. q is found
using (3.34). e and 8 are found by fitting equations (3.33) for
a and b and then simultaneously solving the first two equations
of (3.21) for pairs of (0 , e). The choice of which pair of (8 , A)
and which w to use is then determined by testing the possible cases
s
to minimize the phase and amplitude errors between results from equa-
tions (3.22) or (3.23) and the measured values.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 give the frequency-period results and the
angular results respectively.
T% (first node)
0604:34.38
0409:38.516
0306:26.245
Table 3.5
TP (Precession period)
131.5 sec
185.751
199.104
TS (spin period)
1.93976sec
1.05540
1.06209
Table 3.6
average angle
a0 between z" and -B
70.20 205.60 720
20.5CP 203.40 31°
9.023°193.60 160
S,'
uncertainty
+ 60
+ 10
+ 20
Vehicle
18:63
18:64
18:65
Vehicle
18:63
18:64
18:65
0
0
7T
0o
Tr/2
w/2
w/2
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C. Pitch Angle Determination
When one has determined 0 and the Euler angles e, $, and i
it is possible to determine the pitch angle, a , of a detector at a
given time. We define a unit vector m in the direction of look of
the detector. If Az is the azimuth (measured counterclockwise from
A
x") of the vector m in the x" - y" plane and EL is the eleva-
tion of m above this plane (see figure 3.5) we can write m as
A . .
m = (cos EL cos Az, cos EL sin Az, sin EL). C3.41)
This detector accepts particles going in the n - -m direction.
Therefore n is given by
n = (-cos EL cos Az, -cos EL sin Az, -sin EL)
(n,,, ny,,, nz,,) (342)
Equation (3.42) defines n ,,, n ,,, nz,,.
We need to determine B in the vehicle x"y"z" frame. From equa-
tion (3.11) we can determine B in the x'y'z' frame. Equations (3.17)
provide the components of B along the i", j" and k" directions, Bx,,,
B ,, and B ,, respectively. The dot product of ~ in the x"y"z" frame
with n gives
B n 
=
Bo(t) cos a
(3.43)
= nX,,Bx,, + ny,, By,, +n,, B,,,
and we can solve (3.43) for the pitch angle a
n ..x"B , + ntl,,B,, + nltB, )
= cos \ - Z (3,44)Bo t
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The quantity B (t) is common to the values of Bx,,, By, and B ,,,
and actually a is only a function of Az, EL, B, 0, $ and 4.
As was stated in Chapter II the exact rotation of the brass tube
holding the PHA on 18:63 UE was not measured prior to launch. When
it was inserted and rotated so that the plane of figure 2.27 was verti-
cal with the off-axis bend pointing up the look azimuth was 183025 '
and the look elevation was 41050 ' . It was rotated towards a smaller
azimuth from this value in order to clear the ejectable door. We had
to use minima in the particle data to establish the actual value of
the 18:63 UE PHA azimuth. We defined a parameter p which was a mea-
sure of the rotation of the brass tube. We then computed the times
of minima of counts in channels A and B over various values of the
precession angle 4. Because for any reasonable values of p these
minima times corresponded to pitch angles greater than 900 (i.e. the
detector was essentially looking at upcoming electrons at the time of
minima) and because the distributions about the minima were quite sym-
metric we assumed that the minima times corresponded to the local
maxima of the pitch angle. The value of p which best gave the maximum
pitch angle at these times of minima in the counts corresponds to a
tube rotation of 600 from the maximum vertical look described above.
The effect of the 600 rotation upon the values of the azimuth and ele-
vation of the detector look came from the 250 off axis acceptance shown
in figure 2.27. The effect upon the elevation was very small giving
an actual value of the elevation angle for the 18;63 UE PHA of 37.8°.
The azimuth corresponding to the 60° rotation was 167.90 which agrees
with the known direction the tube was rotated. The actual range of
the pitch angles measured was virtually the same as for the vertical
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case, but the times at which the pitch angle local maxima were mea-
sured was shifted by ~4% of the spin period.
CHAPTER IV
DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
We received over 5 million bits of data from the flight of 18:63
.UE. In this chapter we will describe how we converted the video re-
cording of the transmitter signal into digital, computer compatible
magnetic tape. This tape was analyzed to obtain the actual number of
counts in each data word. We then describe a simple computer print-
out display technique which allowed one to treat the 5 million bits
of data in a finite amount of space and time. The actual values of
electron flux, energy spectra, etc. were computed from various methods
of averaging the data. We will discuss these averages, their uncer-
tainties and their motivation. The 18:63 UE PHA occasionally measured
fluxes so high that the 10 and 12 bit counters were overranged. We
will describe our technique for determining the actual number of
counts detected.
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A. "Spray" Digitizing of FM-FM-PCM Signal
When the signal from the proper track of the video tape recording
of the telemetry signal is fed to a discriminator tuned to the fre-
quency of the subcarrier for the PESPEC or PHA the output signal from
the discriminator matches the signal sent to the VCO of the subcarrier
in the pay load. Digital (Pulse Code Modulation or PCM) data normally
has only two voltage levels one referring to a bit being "one" and
another referring to a bit being "zero". Assuming that there are suf-
ficient transitions between the two levels it is possible to build
equipment which can electronically recreate the original programmer
"clock" or basic bit pattern. When some part of the bit string is
repeated to provide synchronization each "frame" of the detector
electronics output signal can be recreated. This provides an abso-
lute reference for the serial bit pattern, and it can then be con-
verted serial to parallel to give the actual number of counts in each
data word. The basic electronic equipment which performs the above
task is called a bitsynchronizer. Unfortunately our bit pattern had
three voltage levels, and available bitsynchronizers were unable to
interpret our data.
We developed a technique to use the computer as a "digital bit-
synchronizer". First we had our data "spray" digitized. By "spray"
digitizing we mean a periodic but non-synchronous analog to digital
conversion of the voltage levels of our serial bit pattern. If one
could recreate the original programmer "clock" signal one could syn-
chronously sample the voltage levels, and one would only need sample
at the "clock" frequency to be able to determine whether the bits were
"ones" or "zeroes". To provide the equivalent information with the
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"spray" digitizing technique one must sample at a frequency >4 times
the "clock" frequency. Figure 4.1 shows the two types of A-D sampling.
The digital values of the sampled voltage were recorded on computer
compatible digital magnetic tape. The timing track of the video tape
was also monitored, and the first two words on each block of the com-
puter tape contained the Universal Time (with millesecond accuracy) of
the first voltage sample in the block.
A FORTRAN program was written to function as a "digital bit-
synchronizer" and convert the voltage samples into the counts per word.
The key element of this program was a pattern recognition section.
If one could digitally describe some pattern expected in the data
this section would search for it and determine at which sample the
pattern started.
If it could not find the pattern in the allotted number of sam-
ples it determined at which sample to begin searching when more sam-
ples were available. Vehicle 18:63 UE had a very serious telemetry
dropout problem, and therefore we had to design the pattern recogni-
tion section to allow some noise values of the data. For the 18:63
UE PESPEC and PHA data we had the pattern recognition section search
for the word separation bits or "holes".
When it found one "hole" we used a rough estimate of the ratio
of the sampling frequency to the "clock" frequency to compute which
samples should contain the next "hole". When it was found one knew
that there were 33 (for PESPEC) or 49 (for PHA) bits between them and
then one had a reference for the determination of the voltage level
of each bit in the word. When the "hole" could not be found we had
to increase the number of samples over which the search was made
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1 0 0  1 0 1 1 0
BASIC PCM SIGNAL
SYNCHRONOUS SAMPLING
"SPRAY" DIGITIZING
18:63 UE SIGNAL DIGITIZED"HOLE" "HOLE"
Figure 4.1. A-D sampling of PCM signal.
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taking care not to waste time by searching repeatedly over the same
samples. When the number of samples was roughly equivalent to the
word length and no "hole" was found we assigned a "bad" code to that
word and went to the next word.
The 18:63 UE P.H.A. had "frames" equivalent to data words, and
therefore we needed no frame pattern search. The bits corresponding
to the various channels A, B, C, etc. were located, and the number of
counts in each channel were decoded. We were also able to interpolate
from the Universal time of the start of each block of the "spray"
digitized data tape to determine the Universal Time at which the counts
were measured. For the 18:63 UE PESPEC it was necessary to locate
the "frame" synchronization words in order to associate the number of
counts with the correct portion of the voltage sweep. The interpolated
Universal Time was determined only for the beginning of data word
number one of each frame.
It was also possible to make a parity check, and when bad parity
was discovered we assigned a negative value to the number of counts as
a warning. The word or frame (sweep) number, the time and the number
of counts in each channel or word were recorded on tape by the computer.
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B. Intensity Contour Displays
Confronted with the problem of trying to analyze 5 million bits
of information one searches for graphical display techniques. Plot-
ting the number of counts versus time at a rate of 1 second per inch
would produce a plot 40 feet long for each of the 29 separate energy
channels on the PESPEC. By plotting data from several different en-
ergy channels simultaneously one could more easily observe the tem-
poral behavior and correlations between different energies. One must
be careful in doing this however because frequently the individual
time series plots intersect, and it is sometimes difficult to follow
several channels of data at once. Certainly a plot of all 29 separate
energy channels simultaneously would be unintelligible.
Basically the data from the 18:63 UE PESPEC had a three dimen-
sional nature. We let Ni(t
j )
be the number of counts in data word i
at frame beginning time, tj . The average energy of the electrons
counted in data word i can be determined from equation (2.43).
o2 2
1i 2 d(E )) (2.43)
dE 0
Therefore the three dimensions are the number of counts N.i(tj), the
energy of word i, Ei, and the time tj. Some caution must be used
because successive words at different energies are not measured at
the same time with the PESPEC. The result is that the actual time
N29(tj) was measured is closer to the time, tj + 1' which marks the
beginning of the count interval for N (t
j
+ 1). (The voltage sweep
recharges from its lowest value to its highest value faster than it
decays from the peak value to the lowest value.) This minor complication
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does not occur in the 18;63 UE P.H.A. data where counts in all energy
channels are accumulated simultaneously, and therefore the energy axis
is truly orthogonal to the time axis.
For the purpose of allowing one to analyze large amounts of data
in an energy-time space one can treat the Ni(tj) as if all the counts
th
in the j- frame were measured at time t.. Having resolved this
small ambiguity we had to choose a three dimensional display tech-
nique. Because it was simple and readily accessible we chose to use
the computer printer to display our data. When it was possible to
describe the data by
Z = f(x,y) (4.1)
we were able to graphically display the data. We assigned the various
print columns on the printer page to be our y axis. By using inte-
ger arithmetic one can convert the y value in equation (4.1) to an
integer value, I , which designates which column corresponds to the
value y. There are over 100 columns on the printer page, and there-
fore one has ~1% resolution in the y dimension. Similarly the x
value in equation (4.1) can be converted to an integer, Ix, which
controls the line spacing on the printer page. The intensity of the
shading of the print character printed at column I y, line Ix, can be
determined from the value of the dependent variable Z in equation (4.1).
By using overprinting we had 25 levels of shading available. This
would correspond to ~4% resolution in displaying the dependent vari-
able. By limiting the number of levels of shading one can heighten
the contrast.
As an example, to display the counting data using this technique
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we adopt the following form of equation C4.1)
Ni(tj ) = f(tj, Ei) (4.2)
One could also let the y dimension correspond to pitch angle. Within
the accuracy described above this technique is also a very inexpensive
and simple technique for producing contour maps. The various contours
are drawn between discontinuities in intensity of the print characters.
Various techniques similar to ours have been used to display spectro-
meter data. Frank and Ackerson 1971] used a color code to display
the value of Z in equation (4.1). DeForest and McIlwain [1971] and
Heikkila, et al 11970] have used levels of gray shading to achieve the
same purpose somewhat less spectacularly. However both of these me-
thods do require special equipment.
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C, Ayeraging Techniques
We chose to compute values of energy flux, electron differential
number flux, energy spectra, etc. from averaged values of the 18:63
UE PESPEC counting data for three reasons: (i) the lack of sufficient
collimation on the exit aperture, which allowed electrons from the
wrong slot to be counted, virtually prohibited the assignment of a
unique pitch angle to a given measurement (the detector had two accept-
ance angles and in general they were not the same), (ii) the telemetry
dropout problem made it necessary to have an internally consistent
method of noise rejection (an average and standard deviation were
computed, and if the standard deviation was abnormally large, and if
we could find an obvious noise point the average was recalculated omit-
ting the noise point), and (iii) averaging reduced the vast volume of
data to a tractable level. Typical value of the number of counts
Ni(tj) was -103. One would then anticipate (for a Poisson distribu-
tion) the uncertainty to be ~+30. A bonus from the averaging was that
we could calculate the standard deviations. Because the number of
counts was pitch angle dependent and the averages were over various
pitch angles the standard deviations were somewhat larger than the
Poisson prediction. However in general any fluctuations greater than
5% are real and not statistical.
To be able to describe the various averages we first define;
PN(t) E pitch angle seen by the nominal detector slot at time t.
PU(t) - pitch angle seen by the upper detector slot at time t.
a(t) E pitch angle of the payload spin axis at time t.
PA(t) E 1/2(PN(t) + PU(t)), average pitch. angle seen by PESPEC
at time t.
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DP((- t- PN(t- PU(t) , difference between pitch angle seen by
nominal slot and pitch angle seen by upper slot at time t.
t - 0604:18.910 U.T. 21 March, 1968, reference time for com-
puting number of rolls of payload.
tij E t. + (i - 1)0.0034, actual time of measurement of sample
N. during frame j (tj is time for start of frame j).
Using to we were able to compute a "roll number", n, for some
time t.. from1J
(t.. -t)
n = j1 0 + 0.5 (4-3)
s
where T
s
is the spin period given in Chapter III. The following
averages were computed over a roll period where equation (4.3) was
used to determine the "roll number". The subscript i refers to the
channel number which ranges from 1 to 29 for the 18:63 UE PESPEC.
D. (n) E "Dumped" electrons, average value of counts Ni(tij) at
1 1 13
roll, n, subject to constraints that DP(tij) < 40° and
PA (tij) < 45
°
.
M.(n) E "Mirroring" electrons, average value of counts Ni(tij)
at roll, n, subject to constraints that DP(tij) < 40°
and 60
°
< PA(tij) < 930.
P. (n) E "Precipitating" or "downcoming" electrons, average value
of counts Ni(tij) at roll, n, subject to constraints
that PN(t.ij) < 900° and PU(ti) < 9g0°.
(If DP(tij) were zero this average would include both'the
13
dumped and mirroring electrons.)
Ui(n) E "Upgoing" electrons, average value of counts, Ni(tij),
1 1 13
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at roll, n, subject to constraints that PN(tij) > 900
and PU(tij) > 90° .
We also computed the average time at which the averages were
measured. For example, tD(n, i) would be the average value of the tij
used in computing Di(n). Using equation (4.3) we computed the center
time, tc(n), of each roll
tc (n) = to + n*s (4.4)
In the following definition the superscript "1" will indicate the
interpolated value of the average at time t (n). These interpolations
were performed to normalize the ratios because the various averages
were not determined at identical times.
Ml(n)
A. (n) - 1 anisotropy parameter - for an isotropic pitch
D (n)
angle distribution A. (n) = 1.
P. (n)
R (n) _ 1 , backscatter ratio.
Ri n U- (n)
Using figures 4.2 and 4.3 we can better grasp the meanings and
limitations of these averages and ratios. The time intervals are 2.5
sec which is slightly more than one roll. The figures are for two
different values of a(t) and indicate that the interpretation of the
averages may be weakly dependent upon a(t). At the top of each figure
we see the values of PN(t) and PU(t). The curves intersect twice per
roll where DP(t) is zero. We should also notice that DP(t) is not
symmetrical. For these values of a DP(t) is larger when PA(t) goes
from maximum to minimum than when PA(t) goes from minimum to maximum.
The middle section of each figure shows the values of PN(t) and PU(t)
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over which the averages Mi(n) and Di(n) are calculated. We want to
emphasize that the range of pitch angles averaged over to determine
Pi(n) is essentially from 00 to 900, and this range is virtually inde-
pendent of a. The average value of the pitch angles averaged over in
determining Pi(n) as a function of a are shown in figure 4.4. The
entire range from 0° to 900 is nearly randomly sampled. This is not
the case for the averages Ui(n). For the smaller values of a(t) the
range of pitch angles over which Ui(n) is computed is quite small
(-200), and the average Ui(n) is determined mostly from pitch angles
near 900. As ca(t) increases the range of pitch angles increases, but
the upper limit of the range never reaches 180° . See figure 4.4 for
the average pitch angle used in determining Ui(n). As a matter of
fact pitch angle distributions generally fall off very steeply beyond
~110° pitch angle, and therefore even if the level of electron flux
were to remain constant the value of Ui(n) would vary with a. Because
of this the backscatter ratio, Ri(n), has its most significance in the
i or energy dependence at fixed n.
To avoid this problem in computing the anisotropy parameter,
A(i, n), we limited the separation between the acceptance directions
of the slots DP(i, n) to less than 400. This facilitates the analysis
of the data because we exclude for example the case where PA(t) is
700 because PN(t) is 200 and PU(t) is 1200. We do have some degree
of equality between the acceptance directions of the slots. This re-
striction prohibited the calculation of M(i, n) and D(i, n) for some
values of a(t) because no measurements satisfying the constraints
were made. There are gaps in the values of M(i, n) near a(t) = 800
and in the values of D(i, n) near ait) = 950. For DP(t) < 400 one
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can define the anisotropy parameter, A(ii, n) for about 75% of the
flight. Making the DP(t) constraint more restrictive would have given
a more precise interpretation to the anisotropy parameter, but reduc-
ing the range to DP(t) < 300 would have allowed us to compute A(i, n)
for less than 50% of the flight.
Using figure 4.4 we see that the average value of the pitch angle
used in computing M(i, n) is roughly constant. Near a(t) = 80° the
average value shifts from being near the upper limit, 930, to a value
near the lower limit, 600, but in practice the effect of this is
nullified because there is a gap in the values of M(i, n) near a(t) =
800. Also one would not expect to see the large variations in the
pitch angle distribution between 65° and 850 that one would expect to
see between 1000 and 1300° which can complicate the interpretation of
U(i, n). We also emphasize that for a(e) < 650 there is equal weight-
ing for all pitch angles in the correct interval.
The average value of the pitch angle used in computing D(i, n)
has no significant dependence upon a(t) for a(t) < 750° . For the lar-
ger values of a(t) the pitch angles averaged over tend toward the
upper limit of 450 until finally at the maximum value of a(t) one can-
not define D(i, n).
We therefore state that the average P(i, n) is unaffected by the
value of a(t)-and reflects only temporal or spatial changes in the
precipitated electron flux. For a(t) < 70° (50% of the flight) the
averages M(i, n) and D(i, n) reflect only temporal or spatial changes
in the "mirroring" or "dumped" electron flux respectively. For c(t)
> 700 one must use caution in interpreting the long term (An > 10).
roll variations of M(i, n) and D(i, n). For any value of a(t) the
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energy dependence of the anisotropy parameter has significance.
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D. Interpretation of Overranges on PHA
On the 18;6.3 UE PHA when the number of electrons counted during
a sample time exceeded the number the counter was capable of storing
the counter overranged. For example the channel A counter was a 12
bit counter which meant that it could count 212 -1 = 4095 counts. This
would mean that every bit had the "one" value. Another count detected
before the end of the counting interval would reset all the bits to
their "zero" value. Subsequent counts detected before the end of the
counting interval are then counted normally until the count reaches
4095 when the counter would overrange again and the cycle would repeat
itself.
Seyeral times during the flight of 18;63 UE the PHA appeared to
be overranging . It is impossible to be absolutely certain a counter
is overranging, but there is a characteristic signature which with
supporting evidence one can assume to be an overranging. An overrange
is generally seen as a sudden drop in the number of counts from a
value near the upper limit of the counter to a substantially lower
number. For this to be an overrange it should eventually be accom-
panied by the underranging wherein the number of counts suddenly jumps
to a value near the counter limit. One may in fact see more than one
overranging before the counter begins to underrange. The identifica-
tion of an overrange condition is somewhat subjective - generally one
expects the data to be continuous and have a continuous slope,
Supporting evidence such as the count profile from a counter
which is not overranging is helpful. If the true count rate is in-
creasing or decreasing slowly enough relative to the dynamic range of
the counter one will be able to see the number of counts approach. the
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upper limit slowly and then fall sharply and then build up slowly
again. In interpreting the overranges on 18:63 UE PHA we also knew
the basic spin period of the payload, and since the count rate was
spin modulated we expected the true count rate to be periodic at the
payload spin period. We found that except for the most intense pre-
cipitation the counters were not overranged when measuring at the
maximum pitch angles. Therefore in any given roll period we needed
to find an underranging to match each assumed overranging.
Figure 4.5 is a plot of the number of counts in channel A versus
time near 0604:55. We believe that the very sharp drops and Jumps
represent overranges and underranges respectively. We have developed
a graphical technique to facilitate determining the true count profile.
We begin with actual number of counts, N (t), and compute the possible
overranged values
Nk(t) = No(t) + k*4096 (4.5)
for k, which is the degree of overranging, from k= 1, . . ., 5.
Using different symbols for each value of k we plot all the Nk(t)
(k = 0, 5)(see figure 4.6). Knowing that the N (t) value is correct
at the beginning and end of the plot it is rather simple to trace out
the correct time profile by eye which a very good instrument for pre-
serving the continuity of value and slope through the overranges.
Figure 4.7 is a plot of the accepted values.
We feel that we have correctly determined all the overranges on
the 18:63 UE PHA channel A data. Because it had a smaller dynamic
range (only a 10 bit counter) we feel that we cannot correctly deter-
mine some of the overranges on channel B. Channel C overranged only
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about 5 times out of more than 3Q,000. measurements, and they were
rather trivial to identify.
CHAPTER V
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS - 18:63 UE
In this chapter we will describe the gross spatial and temporal
features associated with the flight of vehicle 18:63 UlE. We will be-
gin by presenting some solar wind parameters because the solar wind
is probably the most removed of the direct influences upon auroral
processes. We then present data from ground-based magnetometers dur-
ing a period preceding and following the 18:63 UE flight. Next we
describe the measurements of the launch site zenith riometer. (The
riometer measures the opacity of the ionosphere to cosmic radio noise
@ 30 MHz - the absorption of the cosmic noise being due to enhanced
levels of ionization below about 95 km). Photometer measurements of
o
the levels of emission at 5577 A (the auroral green line due to atomic
oxygen OI) [made by Dr. F. Creutzberg] will help to establish the
relationships between the auroral light and the precipitating ener-
getic particles measured with the sounding rocket. And finally the
measurement of parameters in the vicinity of the payload (other than
the energetic electrons themselves) the data from the Retarding Poten-
tial Analyzer will be presented.
The amount of energy carried by the electrons measured by the
PESPEC in units of ergs - cm - sec - sr
-
1 will be the first ener-
getic particle data presented. This information allows one to observe
the large scale temporal features of the energetic particle precipita-
tion during the flight.
In order to show the changes of shape of the energy spectrum we
will use contour plots as described in Chapter 4 which show the flux
as a function of time and energy. To better acquaint one with the
144
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temporal features at each energy. we will also present time series
plots of the flux measured at selected energy channels.
We have used the 18:63 UE P.H.A. data to present the pitch angle
distribution characteristics throughout the flight. Complete flight
graphs of the flux at pitch angles of 400 and 700 allow one to
observe departures from pitch angle isotropy.
As previously reported [McDiarmid, et al, 1967] auroral electron
pitch angle distributions are generally isotropic. In particular when
the flux increases the pitch angle distribution tends toward isotropy
if anisotropy initially prevails at the lower levels of flux. These
observations are consistent with current theories of pitch angle dif-
fusion. In this chapter we hope to provide a reference frame from
which we can examine in detail an enhancement of the level of electron
precipitation which occurred near apogee and which was characterized
by the development of an anisotropy in the pitch angle distribution.
A. Results from other Experiments of Parameters Related to the
Aurora Observed with 18;63 UE.
The solar wind is probably the basic energy source for disturb-
ances in the magnetosphere. Recently it has been shown [Foster, et al,
1971] that the occurrence of auroral substorms is related to the direc-
tion of the north-south component of the solar wind magnetic field.
In particular when the solar wind has a southward component at the
sub-solar point (this component is then directed opposite to direction
of the geomagnetic field) Dungey T1961] has suggested that the coupling
between the solar wind and the magnetosphere may be stronger. Measure-
ments of solar wind velocity, vsw, density, n wS and magnetic field
for the month of March, 1968 are available [STP Notes, 1971]. The
solar wind velocity, density and magnetic field data are hourly aver-
age values from Explorer 33 and Explorer 35. From 1000 UT to 1400 UT
on March 20, 1968 the e component (north-south) of the solar wind
magnetic field was directed southward (8 - -40° ). However for the
next 16 hours until the flight of 18:63 UE 0 was positive or only
briefly and slightly negative. The direction of the field in the
solar ecliptic plane was consistently near the value corresponding
to the outward direction at the spiral or "garden hose" angle. The
field strength nearly constant at about 5 y. The solar wind density
-3
was very constant near 2 cm . The solar wind velocity was decreas-
ing from a value of - 650 km/sec @ 1200:UT, March 20, 1968 to - 550
km/sec @ 0600 UT, March 21, 1968.
The parameter, Kp, is used as a measure of planetary magnetic
activity. The larger the value of Kp the more magnetic activity on
a global scale during the corresponding three-hour time interval. The
values of Kp for the three three-hour intervals preceeding launch
were 4, 3- and 2 [Lincoln, 1968]. This indicates that planetary mag-
netic activity went from a moderate level to a relatively quiet level
before launch.
Next we examine local magnetic activity. We have examined the
x, y and z deviations of earth's magnetic field (x is north, y is east
and z is downward) from their baseline values for magnetic records
[R. Langel, private communication] from the Canadian observatories
at Fort Churchill, Baker Lake and Great Whale River. Table 5.1 lists
the geomagnetic latitude and longitude of these magnetic observatories.
TABLE 5.1
Observatory Geomagnetic Latitude Geomagnetic Longitude
Fort Churchill 68.80N 322.50 E
Baker Lake 73.90 N 314.80E
Great Whale River 66.8°N 347.20 E
A comparison between the Fort Churchill and Baker Lake data shows
variations due to geomagnetic latitude at nearly the same local time.
On the other hand a comparison between the Fort Churchill data and the
Great Whale River data shows effects due to local time (longitudinal)
separation at nearly the same latitude.
Figure 5.1 shows the x, y, and z magnetic deviations at Fort
Churchill from 0300 UT to 1100 UT March 21, 1968. From 0000 UT to
0400 UT none of the components vary by more than 20 y. This corres-
ponds to a local time interval from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. The Great Whale
River and Baker Lake magnetometers were also very quiet during this
time interval. At . 0500 UT the Fort Churchill observatory recorded
7.00 9.00
13.00
Figure 5.1. Ground-based magnetometer measurements.
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a 200 y negative bay (a negative deviation from the normal value) in
z and x. At Baker Lake this disturbance caused a small positive bay
in z and a negative bay in x. This is the disturbance pattern a west-
ward flowing current in the ionosphere located at a geomagnetic lati-
tude between Fort Churchill and Baker Lake would cause. Because this
disturbance appeared earlier (_ 0430 UT) at Great Whale River one can
deduce that it was moving westwards towards the evening sector from
local midnite. This could be identified as the westward travelling
surge of Akasofu's auroral substorm theory [Akasofu, 1964].
Figure 5.1 shows that near local midnight at Fort Churchill
(0600 UT) there was another - 150 y negative bay. This disturbance
coincided with the breakup display into which 18:63 UE was launched,
Because the disturbances at Baker Lake and Great Whale River are very
small at this time the phenomena at Churchill may have been somewhat
localized. All three observatories detected more activity at - 0700 UT
with no significant time variation, and the Baker Lake-Fort Churchill
profiles were similar to the 0500 UT disturbance. The only remaining
significant feature of the ground based magnetometer data is the slow
development of the - 200 y z component positive bay and - 150y x
component negative bay between 0800 UT and 1000 UT. This could have
been caused by a compression of the nightside geomagnetic field.
We further reduce our time and space reference frame in consid-
ering data from the launch site zenith riometer. The westward surge
reaching Churchill at - 0500 UT had a peak absorption of cosmic noise
of about 1.5-2 db at 0457 UT. The breakup display into which we
launched 18:63 UE at 0601:32 UT reached a maximum level of absorption
of - 1 db at - 0602 UT. Again we emphasize that the riometer is
150
essentially sensitive to electrons with energies greater than ~40 key.
The most important ground-based instrument with which we hope to
correlate our results is Dr. F. Creutzberg's 5577 A photometer. This
radiation comes from the S to AD forbidden (lifetime = 0.74 sec)
neutral atomic oxygen, OI, transition. The excitation energy required
to reach the 1S state is only 4.17 eV, and therefore the intensity of
0
5577 A is very, sensitive to the low energy electron flux. Light in-
tensity in auroras is measured in units of Kilorayleighs which repre-
sents 109 photons - cm - sec (column) where the "column" indicates
that this is the number of photons coming from a column of 1 cm cross-
sectional area.
Figure 5.2 shows the intensity of 5577 A as a function of time.
These data were measured - 15 km from the launch site. The azimuth
and elevation of the photometer were changed during the flight to
follow the planned rocket trajectory. Because the actual launch ele-
vation angle was steeper than that used to calculate the correct look
angles for the photometer the photometer only briefly was directed at
the point in the atmosphere at 105 km (assumed height of most of the
light emission) which was on the same magnetic field line as the
sounding rocket. Figure 5.3 indicates on a horizontal plane at 105 km
the areas at which the photometer was looking. They are the elliptical
areas and correspond to the 2° photometer field of view. Also shown
on figure 5.3 is the intersection with the 105 km plane of the nagne-
tic field line at the position of the sounding rocket. This inter-
section was computed for various angles of inclination and declina-
tion for the earth's magnetic field, and the results were rather in-
sensitive to the particular values chosen. One can observe that only
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for 08:00 < t < 08:10 was the photometer oriented in the proper direc-
tion.
Figure 5.2 shows that with some small fluctuations the intensity
decreased from - 20 KR @ 0602:00 UT to - 5 KR @ 0603:45 UT. Between
0604:00 UT and 0605:00 UT there was a fourfold increase in the emis-
0
sion at 5577 A. This burst will be discussed in detail later. From
0605:00 UT to ~ 0605:40 UT the intensity decreases with some 2-3 KR
fluctuations. From then until the end of the flight the intensity re-
mains low at ~ 4 KR except for an enhancement to - 7 KR centered about
0606:50 UT.
Figure 5.4 (courtesy of D. L. Matthews) shows the values of ther-
mal electron temperature and density as measured by the Retarding Po-
tential Analyzer on 18:63 UE. The electron temperature ranges from
- 7000 K @ 105 km to a peak value of -23000 K at a time coinciding with
the burst of light between 0604:00 UT and 0605:00 UT. The electron
density decreases from an initial E region peak of - 10 cm 3 to
105 cm- 3 for most of the remaining time of the flight. It should be
emphasized that the peak in electron temperature is probably not an
altitude effect because it occurs before apogee (apogee is at 0605:34 UT)
and is not observed on the downleg. In the time interval from 0604:
30 - 0605:00 UT the payload moves only 13 km in altitude from 223 km
to 236 km (the scale height at this altitude is ~ 45 km). In the same
time it moves only - 3 km horizontally (a satellite would move ~ 240 km
in this time interval). Therefore horizontally relative to satellite
motion and vertically relative to the ambient atmosphere the payload
was nearly stationary during this time interval.
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B. Total Energy of Electrons Detected by Electron Spectrometer
from 0604:20 - 0608:20 UT.
After computing the differential flux one can calculate the total
energy of the electrons over some energy range (El, E2) from
E
2
ETOT= jd(E) EdE (5.1)
E1
We computed the total energy deposited as a function of time by
the dumped (D), mirroring (M) and precipitating (P) electrons (see
Chapter 4 for the definition of these categories) from the PESPEC
data. The energy limits in equation (5.1) were E1~ 500 eV and
E
2
- 30 keV. This interval contained an overwhelming fraction (> 99%)
of the energy deposited from 500 eV to 150 keV., The energy spectra
were unfolded from the averaged counts as described in Chapter 2. We
used a 5 point quadratic (j = 3) fit. Some degree of fitting was
needed to stabilize the unfolding process, and the quadratic order
was used because it gave the best results when tested by unfolding
the counts (N
i
) that a monoenergetic spectrum would have produced.
The data from the PESPEC was contaminated until 0604:18 UT by in-
terference counts from the SESPEC which failed. At that time the in-
terference abruptly ceased. Therefore all the data to be presented
from the PESPEC comes from times after 0604:20 UT. At that time the
vehicle was on the upleg at 216 km.
Figure 5.5 shows the energy deposited by the precipitating, mir-
roring and dumped electrons from 0604:20 - 0608:20 UT. The dominate
feature is the peak between 4:30 - 5:00 UT. This feature corres-
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0
ponds to the burst of 5577 A and peak in the electron temperature.
After this burst, from 5:00.- 5:50 UT the amount of energy
deposited fluctuates in a manner similar to emission of 5577A in the
same time period. From 5:50 to re-entry the amount of energy carried
by the precipitating electrons was rather constant with the dominant
exception being the small burst centered at 7:25 UT. The burst in
0
5577 A (see figure 5.2) in this time interval occurred - 35 sec
earlier. This indicates that the enhancement was probably caused by
a form moving from the region observed by the photometer to the field
line of the sounding rocket. The maximum velocity needed for the form
would be - 300 m/sec which is well below the maximum observed velo-
cities of forms. Unfortunately the records from the all-sky camera
which might have clarified the situation were lost after we had made
some preliminary notes from them. We have attempted to determine
whether the burst in the time interval 4:30 - 5:00 UT was spatial or
temporal in nature. From the all-sky camera data it was noted that
until 5:40 UT the motions (if any) of all forms had been towards an
azimuth of 2350. From figure 5.3 we can determine that during this
time the region observed by the photometer was - 14 km from the inter-
section of the field line at the sounding rocket with the 105 km
horizontal plane. Therefore if a form were moving at 2000 m/sec to-
wards 2350 azimuth it should be observed by the photometer - 7 sec
after being detected onboard the rocket. Figure 5.6 shows both the
energy deposited by the precipitating electrons and the photometer
0
measurements of 5577 A as a function of time for the burst time inter-
val. The near coincidence of the profiles (certainly the photometer
158
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Fifgure 5.6. Energy deposited by precipitating electrons and
emission of 5577R during burst.
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measurement does not lag 7 seconds behind the PESPEC measurement)
suggests that the burst was a temporal not a spatial phenomenon. In
the literature the term burst generally signifies a short term tem-
poral enhancement of some quantity, and we believe that the time dura-
tion should be specified to avoid having the semantics confuse the
physics. For example at - 5:19 UT there were bursts in the precipi-
tated energy deposited and in the 5577 A intensity, yet the physics
unlying this short duration burst may be entirely different from that
causing the - 30 sec burst previously mentioned. This distinction
will be further discussed later.
Figure 5.5 also shows the energy deposited by the dumped (D)
electrons and the mirroring (M) electrons. It also allows us to ob-
serve one of the shortcomings of these averages - the data gaps when
the conditions on the pitch angle described in Chapter 4 could not be
satisfied. The mirroring and dumped electron energy flux profiles are
similar to the precipitated electron profile, but they are distinct
in two ways. The first and most obvious is that for the burst between
4:30 and 5:00 the mirroring electrons carry much more energy. Secondly
the precursor peak is much more pronounced in the dumped electrons.
16o
C. Energy-Time Contours from the Spectrometer Data
In the previous section we used the graphs of the energy de-
posited versus time to establish a temporal reference frame. Such a
single independent variable presentation does not convey the energy
spectrum information. In this section we use contours of constant
flux in an energy-time reference frame to illustrate the variation of
the energy spectrum with time. We will use the same technique to dis-
play contours of constant levels of the anisotropy parameter, A(E, t),
defined in Chapter 4.
Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show contours of constant values of
flux computed from the averages of precipitated (P) electrons. The
most obvious persistent feature of these figures is the dramatic de-
crease in the differential energy flux above - 15 keV. Secondly the
differential energy spectrum consistently has a local peak near 10 keV.
We also note that the energy spectrum is increasing as the energy
approaches the PESPEC low energy limit. Temporal variations were
generally quantitative in nature in that they preserved these three
features of the shape of the spectrum. The peak values of the flux at
each energy were observed during the burst between 4:30 and 5:00 UT.
Smaller bursts occurred at 5:19, 5:37, 6:15 and 7:20. Frequently
these enhancements were accompanied by a shift in the energy of the
local peak near 10 keV. An example of this can be seen in figure
5.8. At 6:11 UT the local peak is at an energy of ~ 6.5 keV. About
4 seconds later the peak has shifted to an energy of ~ 10.5 keV.
Another type of variation of the energy spectrum with time can be
seen in figure 5.7 by noting that the width of the peaked portion of
the spectrum at 4:23 UT is much less than at 4:36 UT.
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Figure 5.10 shows the time series profiles of the precipitated
flux from selected energy channels for the complete portion of the
flight which had interference free PESPEC data. Each succeeding
channel has an upward displaced origin to avoid overlapping. This
type of display is useful to better illustrate the time dependence
at each energy. Using figure 5.7 or figure 5.10 one can observe the
different time dependence at - 25 keV and - 5 keV (channels 3 and 13)
during the burst between 4:30 and 5:00. At the higher energy the flux
gradually builds up to a peak value at 4:48 and then somewhat sym-
metrically decays away. By contrast the flux measured by channel 13
rises steeply between 4:30 and 4:35 and then rather monotonically de-
cays giving a "sawtooth" temporal variation. Figures 5.9 and 5.10
show that the temporal duration of the peak at - 7:22 varies with
energy. For energies above 10 keV and energies below 1.5 keV the
peak is wider in time than for energies from 1.5 keV to 10 keV.
Figure 5.5 shows that most of the temporal features are common
to all three averages. Fluctuations in each of the three averages
tend to occur simultaneously, yet at any given time there may be large
quantitative differences between the averages. For this reason we
have chosen not to include figures for the D and M electrons similar
to figures 5.7 - 5.10.
However to display the quantitative differences between the mir-
roring electrons and the dumped electrons we use figures 5.11 and
5.12 which show contours of constant values of the anisotropy para-
meter A(E, t) defined in Chapter 4. Figure 5.11 shows the time in-
terval 4:20 - 5:15 UT, and figure 5.12 shows the time interval 6:10 -
7:20 UT. The contours are drawn for A(E, t) values of 0.55, 0.85,
165
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1.15, 1.45, 1.75. The interval corresponding to an isotropic pitch
angle distribution would be from A(E, t) = 0.85 to A(E, t) = 1.15.
Figure 5.11 shows that pitch angle isotropy prevails from 4:20 UT
through the rapid rise of the flux at the beginning of the burst until
4:38. The pitch angle distribution then becomes anisotropic with the
mirroring flux being greater than the dumped flux over the entire
PESPEC energy range. This anisotropy persists until - 5:00. The
anisotropy is greater at the higher energies. The development of an
anisotropic pitch angle distribution with an increase in the electron
flux is contrary to what one would expect if the increase in flux were
due to a shift from weak pitch angle diffusion to strong pitch angle
diffusion.
With weak pitch angle diffusion the pitch angle is not altered
much per bounce, and electrons scattered into the loss cone are lost.
This gives distributions near the atmosphere which are peaked near
90° pitch angle. With strong pitch angle diffusion the electron ex-
periences many, large changes in pitch angle per bounce and the dif-
fusion mechanism not the atmospheric loss governs the pitch angle
distribution. All pitch angles are equally likely And isotropy results.
An examination of figure 5.12 shows the unique character of the
anisotropic burst in figure 5.11. For energies less than - 15 keV in
the time interval of figure 5.12 the pitch angle distribution rarely
was anisotropic, and instances of anisotropy with the field-aligned
(dumped) flux exceeding the mirroring flux are more numerous than vice-
versa. The higher energy channels do exhibit anisotropies where the
169
mirroring flux exceeds the dumped flux. In the next section using
the 18:63 UE P.H.A. data which has much
'
greater angular resolution we
will examine more closely the nature of the pitch angle distribution
for the whole flight. We hope to show that the higher energy aniso-
tropies in figure 5.12 are consistent with previous observations of
McDiarmid, et al [1967] and the theory of pitch angle diffusion, but
that the anisotropy in the burst time interval requires a different
explanation.
170
D. Temporal Features of the Pitch Angle Distribution from Pulse
Height Analyzer (P.H.A.) Data.
The P.H.A. data were corrected for overranging for channels A and
C at pitch angles 40° , 700 and 1000 for the entire flight. These
special cases were chosen because: (i) we were not totally confident
in the overranging corrections for channel B, (ii) the energy channels
above channel C had fewer counts per frame and consequently the sta-
tistics would have suffered, (iii) pitch angles of 400 and 1000 were
the minimum pitch angle and the maximum pitch angle respectively which
were observed throughout the flight, and (iv) a pitch angle of 700
gave equal intervals to the maximum and minimum pitch angles as well
as being the pitch angle of the peak of the pitch angle distribution
during the burst from 0604:30 to 0605:00 UT.
Figure 5.13 shows the differential flux (plotted logarithmically)
versus time for channel A(22 keV) at pitch angles of 40° and 70°.
There are two large intensity peaks at 3:00 and 4:50 UT. The initial
peak was measured while the sounding rocket was passing from 103 km
to 155 km. Two interesting features of this initial peak are that
the flux at both 400 pitch angle and 70° pitch angle are increasing
in the time period 0602:39 - 0602:50 UT while the intensity of 5577 A
(see figure 5.2) was essentially decreasing from 0602:20 - 0603:00 UT
and the second feature is that the flux at 400 pitch angle exceeds
the flux at 70° pitch angle until - 3:05 UT (140 km). We have at-
tempted to determine whether atmospheric scattering and mirroring in
the earth's field would account for both of these features. We have
examined the results of Wedde [1970],a Monte-Carlo technique which
analyzes the behavior of electrons in a realistic magnetic field
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Figure 5.13. P.H.A. channel A (22 keV) at a=400 and a=70 °
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striking the earth's atmosphere. At 0602:45 UT 18:63 UE was at 110 km,
and the power law spectral index was - 4.7. Wedde [1970] shows the
angular distribution of electrons in the (30-35) keV energy range at
various altitudes for a power law differential energy spectrum E
-
5' 7
and isotropy (00 - 90° ) at 1000 km. Under these conditions the flux
measured at 700 pitch angle at 110 km would be - 0.51 of the value
measured at 1000 km, and the flux at 400 would be - 0.85 the undis-
torted value. This would indicate that the ratio between the flux at
400 and at 700 would be - 1.67. The actual ratio at 110 km was 2.24.
The actual flux at 400 pitch angle at 22 keV at 110 km was 1.3 x 106
-2 -l -l -1
electrons-cm -sec -sr l-keV . Dividing by 0.85 would indicate a
value of 1.53 x 10 above the atmosphere. This is still significantly
less than the value of 1.9 x 106 measured at 2:49 UT (117 km). This
analysis indicates that there may have been a real temporal increase
in flux during the time interval over which atmospheric absorption
and scattering were important, and that there may also have been a
real anisotropic pitch angle distribution with isotropy from 00 to
- 600 (determined separately) and a reduction of the flux larger than
could be accounted for by scattering and absorption for pitch angles
greater than 600. These conclusions are supported by figure 5.14 which
shows the differential flux versus time for channel C (90 keV) at
pitch angles of 400 and 700. The early discrepancy between the flux
at 40° and at 70° is also apparent at the higher energy, and atmos-
pheric scattering and absorption would be much less important for
90 keV electrons than for 22 keV electrons at 110 km.
During the intensity peak at 4:50 UT the flux at 700 exceeds the
flux at 40° . At 4:48 the ratio between the flux at 700 and the flux
3.00
I 
4.O00
I
40 ° PITCH ANGLE (+)
5.00
I
6.00
700 PITCH ANGLE(-- )
U.T. [min]
3.00 . 00 5.00
I
6.00
Figure 5.14. P.H.A. channel C (90keV) at a = 400 and a =70°
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at 400 for 22 keV electrons was - 1.35. The anisotropy was larger
at 90 keV where this ratio was - 5.5. At the lower energy (22 keV)
the anisotropy persisted for - 30 sec. This anisotropy lasted for
about 20 sec at 90 keV, but it is interesting to note that the burst
lasted only about 20 sec at 90 keV. In both cases the anisotropy
persisted throughout the temporal duration of the enhanced flux levels.
The observation that the anisotropy was larger at the higher
energy raises the question of pulse pile-up and non-linear photo-
multiplier operation at high count rates. Pulse pile-up would tend
to cause too many pulses in the voltage interval corresponding to
channel C and would falsely indicate a hardening of the spectrum (for
a power law spectrum, E , this would be a lower value of n). The
maximum count rates in the peaks at 0603:00 UT and 0604:50 UT were
- 800 kHz. As mentioned in Chapter II the linear amplifier could dis-
tinguish between pulses at over a 10 MHz rate so it seems unlikely
that pulse pile-up was a factor. Land [1971] has studied the problem
of non-linear photomultiplier output at high anode currents. Our
maximum anode currents were - 2pA or - 10% of the current in the re-
sistor voltage divider chain. Land [1971] indicates that for an anode
current of 10% of the voltage divider current one can expect the out-
put to deviate less than 3% from the linear operation. We therefore
conclude that at the peak flux levels our results are not affected by
either pulse pile-up or non-linear photomultiplier operation.
From 3:05 UT to 4:30 UT the pitch angle distribution is remark-
ably isotropic. The flux changes by a factor of - 100 in this time
interval. Following the anisotropic burst from 4:30 - 5:00 UT there
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was a 20 second telemetry dropout on the 18:63 UE P.H.A. For the rest
of the flight the flux at 40 ° pitch angle is generally equal to the
flux at 70 ° pitch angle. The major exception is in the time interval
6:10 - 6:50 UT when the flux at 700 exceeds the flux at 40 ° for the
22 keV electrons (the higher energy electrons show no significant dif-
ferences during this time interval - see figure 5.14). A similar ex-
ception wherein the 90 keV electrons are also anisotropic begins at
7:32 UT. We observe a qualitative and a quantitative difference be-
tween the examples of anisotropy after 5:20 UT and the anisotropy dur-
ing the burst from 4:30 - 5:00 UT. The quantitative difference is
that the level of precipitation is about a factor of ten less after
5:20 (in the burst the flux in channel A @ 70° is - 2 x 105 electrons
-2. -1 - - 4
-cm -sec -sr l-keV- 1 whereas at 6:30 UT it is - 2 x 10 electrons
-2 -1 -l -1
-cm -sec -sr -keV). The qualitative difference is that after
5:20 UT an increase in the flux or burst on a smaller - 5 second time
scale is accompanied by a more isotropic pitch angle distribution
whereas in the longer - 30 second burst from 4:30 - 5:00 UT the pitch
angle distribution becomes more anisotropic. Examples of the short
time scale bursts which are isotropic are at 6:41 UT and 7:48 UT. We
suggest that the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the
short term (- 5 sec) bursts occurring after 5:20 UT are consistent
with pitch angle diffusion theory where weak pitch-angle diffusion
operates most of the time, but the short bursts represent instances
of strong pitch angle diffusion.
CHAPTER VI
DETAILED EXAMINATION OF BURST
[0604:30-0605;00 UT]
In Chapter V we indicated that the burst occuring from 0604:30-
0605:00 UT was exceptional because of its anisotropic pitch angle dis-
tribution. This burst is also interesting because the rate at which
electrons in the 0.5 - 30 KeV range deposited energy during the burst
was about four times higher than what might be called a "background"
rate (see figure 5.5 at 4:50 UT and at 6:30 UT). In analyzing auroral
electron precipitation processes and break-up events in particular one
is led to consider in more detail the characteristics of enhancements
of the level of precipitation. Therefore we chose to examine this
burst in detail in Chapter YI because it does signify an enhancement
of the precipitation and because it was characterized by an anisotropic
pitch angle distribution. A small note regarding our good fortune is
that this burst happened ~12 seconds after the interference from the
SESPEC ceased, the payload attitude was such that we had the least
problem with telemetry dropout during this time period and the pay-
load was at a high enough altitude (~230 km) during the burst that
atmospheric collisions had a negligible effect upon electrons with
pitch angles less than 650° .
Our primary concern in studying the burst was to find a way to
parameterize the auroral electron differential energy spectrum. We
have developed a set of parameters which accurately describe the energy
spectrum. These parameters offer a bonus in that three of them can be
associated with customary physical meanings. We begin this chapter by
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describing our method of parameterizing, and then study the temporal
development of these parameters and their interaction during the burst.
The unusual pitch angle anisotropy of the burst will be examined next.
Finally we will examine the theoretical implications of the data.
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A. Parameterizing the Auroral Electron Differential Energy Spectrum.
In figure 6.1 we show the mirroring (M) electron differential
energy spectra obtained from the PESPEC at 4:34.6 UT and 4:44.4 UT.
The general features these two spectra have in common are: (i) a
nearly power-law dependence of flux on energy from a maximum value at
the lowest energy (-0.5 keV) to -3 keV, (ii) a peaked region of the
spectrum with the peak at ~10 keY, and (iii) a very steep drop for
energies beyond the peak. An examination of figures 5.7 - 5.9 reveals
that these features were present in the energy spectrum throughout
the flight.
The shape of the energy spectrum at low energies suggests that
we can fit the low energy portion by a power law spectrum,
d = J E-n . (6.1)
dE o
Equation (6.1) gives a straight line with. slope -n on a log-log
plot. JO is the differential flux at 1 keV. Westerlund [1969]
fitted his auroral electron "continuum" spectrum with the form of equa-
tion (6.1) with n = 1.3 + 1.0. Frank and ACkerscn [1971] used a power
law dependence with n - 1.5-2.5 to describe the low energy portion
of the auroral electron spectrum measured by InJun -5.
Frank and Ackerson [1971] with auroral electrons, DeForest and
McIlwain 11971] with equatorial measurements of electrons by ATS 5
(synchronous orbit at 6.6 R
E
) and Hones, et al [1971] with plasma
sheet electrons have fitted the peaked portions of the energy spectrum
to a Maxwellian energy dependence
da E -E/kT (6.2)dE
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where the temperature T is determined by the energy and width of
the peak (the peak is at E = kT). They report values of kT/e from
-100 eV to -6 keV.
The peaks in figure 6.1 cannot be fitted by equation (6.2) be-
cause to have a peak value at -10 keV one needs a wider peak than is
observed. For example if kT = 10 keV in equation (6.2) the flux at
E = 30 keV would be ~40% of the peak flux - obviously it is much less
than 40%. One therefore needs to introduce another parameter which
will allow independent determination of the peak position and tempera-
ture (peak width). We elected to fit the peaked portion of the energy
spectrum with the energy dependence of a Maxwellian electron gas with
-3 1 sr- ], and temperature,directional density, n [electrons - cm -   
e
Te[keV], moving relative to the observer with a velocity correspond-
ing to an electron kinetic energy, E (the directional density is
customarily used when the detector is unidirectional rather than omni-
directional). Equation (6.3) gives the functional dependence of these
parameters,
ne -(E + Eo - E2o)/Te
dj e E e e' 6.3)
(T)E/2 )3 2
As was described in Chapter II it is a non-trivial task to deter-
mine dJ from the counts N.. Before we began trying to fit the energy
dE 1
spectrum we had to determine the best combination of order of fit and
number of points to use. In general with the piecewise polynomial un-
folding technique described in Chapter II one wants to use the lowest
order polynomial because cubic and higher order polynomials may
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introduce spurious maxima and minima between the fitted points. Yet
by using a quadratic form one can still be assured of proper response
to any "monoenergetic" components in the spectrum. Figure 6.2 shows
the distribution of counts N. which would result from a monoenergetic
energy distribution centered at 10.9 key. The five data words which
have flat spectrum energies E. nearest 10.9 keV account for over
90% of the counts. The solid line in figure 6.2 shows the result of
applying the unfolding technique described in chapter II to the counts.
We used a quadratic (j = 3) form for equation (2.24) and a fit overmax
five N. at a time. This procedure was then used to unfold the energy
spectra of all the data for the four averages (D, M, P and U) des-
cribed in Chapter IV.
The technique used to fit equations (6.1) and (6.3) to the djdE
was to first fit the low energy region (E < 3 key) to equation (6.1)
to determine J and n. Then starting at the maximum energy the
quantity
d (Ei) d (E) - E.(6.4)
dE dE i 0 1
was computed. Figure 6.1 shows that this quantity which represents
the difference between the actual spectrum and an extrapolated value
of the low energy spectrum will be negative for the first few, high-
est energies. We computed ~d (Ei) for successive Ei until we had at
least two positive values. Then beginning with the second positive
value dj' (Ei) was computed for all the lesser E.. These dj' (Ei
)
dE 1 dE 1
were then fitted by equation (6.3).
Equation (6.3) is linear only in the electron density, n , and
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Figure 6.2. Counts which would be measured from a monoenergetic
spectrum and results of applying unfolding tech-
nique to the counts.
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therefore we were unable to analytically fit for E and T . The
o e
technique used to simultaneously determine E and T involved an
o e
interative direct search over E and T space to minimize the sum
o e
of the squares. The resolution in T was 30 eY, and the resolu-
tion in E was 200 eY. When the fitting procedure was applied to
0
the unfolded monoenergetic spectrum of figure 6.2 the best fit had
the smallest available temperature, 30 eY.
After E , T and n were determined the fitted d was sub-0 e e dE
tracted from the initial, high energy dj values, and the residuals
dE
were fitted with the form of equation (6.1).
Figure 6.3 shows the results of fitting the two energy spectra in
figure 6.1. The parameters for t = 4;.34.6 and t = 4;44.4 are given
in Table 6.1.
TABLE 6.1
Jtime n n T e[eV] E [keV]time o n e e o
4:34.6 4.83x 107 0.491 9.50 x 10-4 900 8.8
4:44.4 5.08 x 107 0.577 4.47 x 10- 4 450 11.6
The average error in these fits was less than 6%. Throughout the
whole flight the typical error was ~8% with. 95% of the spectra haying
an average error less than 10%. The higher the value of Te the better
we were able to fit the spectra with. these functions. Using the Uni-
versity of Maryland Univac 1108 computer we were able to fit more than
three spectra per second of execution time.
LOW ENERGY
POWER LAW
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4:44.4 UT
I '\I
II
I I
I
4:34.6 UT
S
I tI
I %
I I
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COMPONENT
ENERGY[keV]
5.0 100 . 20.0
Figure 6.3. Results of fitting differential energy spectra,
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B. Observations of Interchange between Acceleration and Thermalization
Processes duringn the Burst
We have determined the values of the parameters describing the
auroral electron differential energy spectra which were themselves
unfolded from the count data for the three averages (D, M, and P) for
the time from 0604:20 UT to the end of the flight. Figure 6.4 shows
the values of J , the parameter specifying the magnitude of the low
energy flux, for the D, M and P averages. This figure shows the re-
markable isotropy of the low energy electrons for all times except the
burst period. Figure 6.5 shows the values of the exponent, n, which
describes the slope of the spectrum. Interestingly all the values of
n are such that 0.40 < n < 0.65. Recall that Westerlund [1969] and
Frank and Ackerson [1971] also observed very consistent though dif-
ferent values of the exponent, n, in a similar energy interval.
In figure 6.6 we show the values of the parameters describing
the peaked portion of the energy spectrum, Eo, T and n for the0 e. e
precipitating (P) electrons for the complete time period. The value
of E ranges between 6 and 13 key. This parameter is by no means
constant or monotonic (see Albert [1967] who reports observing a
monotonically increasing energy corresponding to the position of the
peak) the maximum rate of change being from E = 6.6 key @ 6;10.9 UT0
to E = 10.4 keV @ 6:14.7 UT. The variation of E during the burst
o o
time period is also complex - it has two local minima and two local
maxima during the burst. By comparing figure 6.6 and figure 5.5 which
shows the total energy deposited by the precipitating, P, electrons
we observe that, excluding the burst time period, from - 5.25 UT to
the end of the flight fluctuations in EB agree in time and direction
0
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if not in magnitude with fluctuations in the energy deposited. This
does not seem to be true during the burst. For example both the pre-
cursor and afterpulse in the energy deposited (@4:36.4 UT and 4:55.8
UT) occur at local minima of E
0
The electron temperature, T ,which is a measure of the width of
the peak varies between 90 and 1050 eY. The directional electron den-
-5 _-4 -3 -1sity varies between 2.4 x 10- 5 and 9 x 10 electrons - cm - sr
From figure 6.6 we observe a correlation between T and n . For ex-
e e
ample at 4:36.1 UT both n and T have local maxima, and then at
4:43.9 UT they both have local minima. We have examined this inter-
dependence in more detail. Figure 6.7 shows the values of T as a
function of n for the burst time period (actually 4;20 - 5;05 UT)
for all three averages - dumped, mirroring and precipitating electrons.
We have fitted these values with a function of the form
T = k n - 1 6.5)
e e
The values of y were:
D= 1.6 5 M =1.51 Yp 1. 60
For t > 0605:40 UT both T and n are approximately constant
e e
and at their lowest values indicating that the peaked portion of the
spectrum was less significant after 5:40 UT. To some extent it is
possible to find correlations between fluctuations of the parameter
J and either Eo, T or n , but for the sharp (-2 s.ec) burst in low
0 0 e e
energy electrons at 5:19 UT in figure 6.4 there is no significant
change in either E , T or n .
one e
'Frequently one can observe a relationship between Eo and T .
o e
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Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the parameters E , T and n for the dumped
e e
(D) and mirroring (M) electrons during the burst. For all the D, M
and P averages the time profiles of the parameters Eo, T and n are
e e
essentially the same throughout the burst. From 4:20 UT to 24;34 UT
we observe a decrease in E from -11.5 keV to -9 keV. Beginning at
24:24 UT this decrease in E was accompanied by an increase in T
o e
and n . T and n attain local maxima at essentially the time E
e e e o
reaches a local minimum. Because it represents a conversion from a
higher relative velocity, colder energy distribution to a slower, hot-
ter distribution we call this process a thermalization of the peaked
portion of the energy spectrum. We do want to emphasize that we are
not moving with and constantly observing the same electron population.
Properly one should say that the electrons arriving at 4;34 UT were
hotter and moving at a slower apparent relative velocity than the
electrons arriving at 4:24 UT.
In the next 10 seconds we observe the opposite-of the thermaliza-
tion process. From 4:34 UT to 4:44 UT the parameter Eo increases
while T and n decrease. While qualitatively the situation at 4.44 UT
e e
appears to be the same as 20 sec earlier at 4:24 UT a subtle quantita-
tive difference remains. This difference appears mainly in n which
for the mirroring electrons for example have increased fourfold from
-4 -3 -_ -4
1.1 x 10 electrons - cm - sr at 4;24.8 UT to 4.5 x 10 electrons
- cm - sr at 4:44.4 UT (.one can call a fourfold increase subtle
when it follows the order of magnitude increase from 4:24 UT to 4;34 UT).
From figure 6.10 we can observe the resultant effect of these varia-
tions of E , T and n upon the total energy in the Maxwellian,
peaked portion fe e
peaked portion of the spectrum for the dumped, mirroring and precipitated
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electrons. We see that despite the variations of E and T the
o e
general pattern from 4:24 UT to ~4:50 UT is one of an increasing
amount of energy in the Maxwellian portion (all three averages do
show a small dip around ~4:36 'UT when each T begins to fall, but
apparently subsequent increases in E and the "subtle" fact that
the densities do not recede all the way to their pre-burst values
overtakes the effect of the falling temperature).
In figure 6.11 we have plotted the times of peak. flux for the
precipitating (P) electrons at a given energy in the time interval
4:34 UT - 4:44 UT. The energy range from 5.05 key (word 13 during
the voltage sweep) to 15.0 key (word 6) was used because it repre-
sents the energy interval of the peaked
three highest flux levels for each word
each point gives the energy and time of
tern in energy-time space is suggestive
The lower energy (5 keV) electrons have
And each higher energy has its peak flux
the 15 keV electrons have their peak at
the time profiles for the precipitating
(8 - 15 keV) during the burst. One can c
portion. We computed the
in the time interval, and
one of the three. The pat-
of an acceleration process.
their peak. flux at ~4- 34 UT.
at a later time until finally
~4;44 UT. Figure 6.12 shows
electron flux for words 6-10
observe a peak moving from
-4:40 UT for word 10 to -4;44 UT for word 6. Because of the energy-
time dependence of this peak and the increasing relative velocity
(E increases) of the Maxwellian peak we ascribe an acceleration pro-
cess to this time period.
From figures 6.6, 6.8, and 6.9 we see that after E reached the
o
local maximum at ~4:44 UT the thermali.zation process began anew with.
E decreasing and T and n increasing. The maximum temperatures
o e e
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were attained around 4:50 UT, however the temperatures remained above
~800 eY until ~4:59 UT when the dumped and precipitating E
°
para-
meters increased and the temperatures fell. The mirroring electrons
did not share the time profile of the dumped and precipitating elec-
trons in this time interval (4:55 - 5;05 UT). From figure 6.9 we
observe that for the mirroring electrons EoM (the 'P', 'D' and 'M'
subscripts identify the average from which they were computed) re-
mained between 10.4 - 11.0 key (nearly constant) while E for the
dumped electrons (see figure 6.8) went from EoD = 10.2 key @ 4:57.4
UT to E0 = 12.0 keV @ 5:01.4 UT. It is unfortunate that a least
squares determination of nonlinear parameters (E
°
and T
e
in our case)
cannot provide estimates of the uncertainties in the parameters.
Throughout most of the flight EoD, EoM and Eop (determined from the
dumped, mirroring and precipitated electron energy spectra) are in
agreement to + 0.50 keV. However there are several occasions similar
to that at ~5:00 UT where kilovolt or larger differences occur between
EoM and EoD or Eop. From figures 6.8 and 6.9 one can obserye that the
T and n profiles are different for the dumped and mirroring elec-
trons in the time 4:55 - 5:05 UT. T and neM are linearly decreas-
ing whereas TeD and neD have a precipice type profile with a steep
decline coinciding with the upswing of EoD at 4:59.4 UT. We also
note that in the region where EoD is -1 key larger than EoM the
mirroring electron temperature is -40Q eY whereas TeD ~200 eY.
Figure 6.10 shows that all three ayerages reach their maximum
levels of energy deposited at ~4;48.5 UT which corresponds to the maxi-
mum values of electron temperature. In figure 6.13 we show the frac-
tion of the total energy deposited for each average which was due to
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the Maxwellian or peaked portion of the energy spectrum. Throughout
the burst for all three averages the Maxwellian component accounts
for from 25% to 55% of the total energy in the entire spectrum, the
largest fraction of the total energy occurring at ~4:50 UT. The
peaks in figure 6.13 occur at nearly the same time as the peaks
in figure 6.10 which shows the total energy in the Maxwellian component.
Figure 6.13 shows that for the mirroring electrons initially the
Maxwellian component accounts for ~40% of the total energy. At ~4:27
UT there is a small peak in the fraction due to the Maxwellian com-
ponent indicating Csee figures 6.4 and 6.9) that the thermalization
of the Maxwellian began slightly (-5 seconds) before the steep rise
in the low energy component. The sharp increase in the low energy
electrons beginning about 4:30 UT causes the fraction due to the Max-
wellian to fall below 40% from -4:30 - 4:38 UT. From 4:40 UT to
the end of the burst the Maxwellian contribution to the energy de-
posited increases and remains above the pre-burst 40% level.
The P.H.A. measured electrons with energies much higher than the
energies of the peaked portion of the spectrum. The agreement between
the P.H.A. and PESPEC in the overlap region around 22 key was not good
(see figure 6.14 for a comparison at the peak of the burst). As were
partially discussed in Chapter II reasons for disparity were; (,i) large
uncertainty in low energy response of aluminum foil-plastic scintil-
lator, Cii) very soft Csteep) energy spectrum Cpower law exponent of
4-5), (iii) uncertainty in efficiency of aluminum electron multiplier,
n(E), at high energies, Civ) unusual angular resolution quality of
PESPEC, (v) the spectrum unfolding technique must give exceptional
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treatment to the initial and final few data words and (vi) a possible
background of ~50 counts per word would tend to raise the PESPEC flux
determination for the first few words but would have very little in-
fluence on the rest of the words where the counts are over 1000. We
emphasize that values of dJ computed from the first few words were
dE
not used to compute Te, ne and Eo (see section A this chapter).
Figure 6.15 shows the values of the power law exponents used to des-
cribe the 40° and 70° pitch angle high energy (E > 20.keY) electrons
during the burst. The 400° pitch angle electrons have 4 < n < 5 during
the burst with a gradual progression towards the softer Cn larger)
spectrum. The 700 pitch angle electrons have a much more variable
spectrum with n ranging from less than 3.5 to more than 5. The on-
set of the burst at 4:30 UT is marked by a softening of the spectrum,
and this is consistent with the steep increase in the low energy elec-
trons in figure 6.4. During the peak of the burst the spectrum at
both pitch angles hardens but the change at 70° pitch. angle is much
larger. The value of n ~3.3 for the 700° pitch angle electrons in-
dicates a very hard spectrum, but it is by no means exceptional be-
cause from ~0605:40 UT to the end of the flight n is less than 3.3.
The significance is of course that at 4:49 UT JoPHA (the one kilo-
volt extrapolated value of the PHA flux) is much larger than it is in
the latter part of the flight.
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C. Pitch Angle Distributions During the Burst
The burst of an enhanced level of electron precipitation from
0604:30 - 0605:00 UT was characterized by an anisotropic pitch angle
distribution wherein the flux at pitch angles less than 450 was
smaller than the flux of mirroring electrons. The 18:63 UE P.H.A.
provided better pitch angle information than the PESPEC. The P.H.A.
angular resolution was defined by the rather large 110 half-angle
acceptance cone. The large acceptance angle necessitated the use of
the pitch angle unfolding technique described in equations 2.57 -
2.63. The ability of the PESPEC to provide detailed pitch angle in-
formation was severely curtailed because it accepted electrons from
both slots.
Figures. 6.16 and 6.17 show the counts per word in channel A of
the 18:63 UE P.H.A. from 4:20 - 5;00 UT. Also shown is. the pitch.
angle of the detector. The detector pitch angle response has been
unfolded, and the dead time and overranging corrections have been
made. The flat peaks of the count profiles indicate pitch angle iso-
tropy over the downward hemisphere for electron energies from 20 -
40 keV (the nominal channel A energy interval) until 4:28.5 UT. At
that time a structure with two peaks per roll begins to form. The
peaks are at ~70 ° , pitch angle. The profile is not symmetric oyer one
half roll because the counts at a ~100 ° are less than those for a
~100 . In figure 6.18 we present a contour display of the counts as a
function of time and pitch angle c from 4;00 - 5;Q0 UT. The devel-
opment of the anisotropy is seen as a relative peak near . = 700
beginning 24:29 UT. The count rate is a maximum for 5Q0 ° < C • 900
and 4:47 < t < 4:52 UT. One can observe that the anisotropy is not
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due solely to an increase in the flux centered at a = 700 because
the smaller pitch angle flux increases also thereby limiting the de-
gree of anisotropy.
A close examination of figure 6.18 for t ( 4;28 reveals that al-
though the pitch angle distribution is very flat it does begin to de-
crease for pitch angles greaerthan ~75° . At these higher pitch angles
electrons coming from above the atmosphere to the -220 km altitude of
the payload have had a longer path length in the denser layers of the
atmosphere than the minimum path.length.for zero pitch. angle electrons.
The longer path length. produces more atmospheric scattering and an
attenuation of the higher pitch angle flux. Wedde 11970]1has shown
that the pitch angle at which the attenuation becomes observable is
a function of altitude and electron energy. In Chapter y we discussed
the attenuation at 70° pitch angle for attitudes less than 130 km and
electron energy of 22 keV. Chase [1970] determined that at 1 key an
initially isotropic distribution with. a flat energy spectrum will have
the a = 900 flux attenuated by a factor of 3 more than the a = 0°
flux at -230 km. Wedde 11970] has computed the expected angular dis-.
tributions of 30-35 keV electrons at 300 km assuming an isotropic
pitch angle distribution and a power law E
-
5
'
7 differential energy
spectrum at 1000 km. The computed fractions at 300 km of the 1000 km
flux at various pitch angles are: (i) 0.79 @ a = 750, (ii) 0.68 @
a = 850 and (iii) 0.61 @ a = 900. At 155 km Wedde's results are in
good agreement with data obtained by' Mc4Diarmid et al [1967]. Using
the channel A data from 4;20. 4;26.UT and assuming an isotropic from
0° - 900 pitch angle distribution above the atmosphere we have calculated
the attenuation as a function of pitch. angle for the channel A (20-40 key)
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 210
electrons. The energy spectrum was ~E *3. Our results are shown in
figure 6.19. Also shown are Wedde's and Chase's results. We fitted
the 750 - 900 pitch angle interval witha linear function
Counts C)
0
Counts (a)
o 1 -0.03*(a - 75 ° ) (6.6)
(750 < a < 900)
where Counts (a)o is the unattenuated level.
The correction factor from equation C6.6) was applied to the data
of figure 6.18, and the results are shown in figure 6.20. In general
the resulting pitch angle distributions no longer had a peak. near
a = 700. Figure 6.20 shows that the pitch angle distributions were
generally flat from a = 600 to X = 900 after the correction for atmos-
pheric attenuation was made. However there are notable exceptions to
this rule including examples where the intensity decreases beyond 700
(t = 4:14.9, 4:39.4 and 4:41.3 UT) and examples where the general in-
crease in counts from a = 400 to a = 600 continues to a = 90° (t =
4:35.5, 4:46.2, 4:53.0, 4:55.0 and 4;56.9 UT). Our linear attenuation
model deviates from Wedde's model significantly for a < 800. Wedde
has a small but finite attenuation from a = 650 to a = 750 which in-
creases in a non-linear manner. At t = 4:56.9 UT we see in figure 6.20
the consequences of using the simpler linear form. There appears to
be a peak for a = 650 and then a decrease at a = 75 ° with a subsequent
increase towards a = 90°. However the general distribution during
the burst from a. - 600 to a = 90° is flat within + .30% of the peak
value. From figure 6.17 we can observe that the lower pitch angle
eS.0
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Figure 6.19. Ratio of counts for pitch angles beyond 700 to,
unattenuated level
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limit of the flat top, a , varies from a ~460 @ 4:47.2 UT to
a -~670° 4:55.9. On figure 6.20 we have indicated the location of
OM
this lower limit, a , during the peak of the burst. The burst is
most intense in channel A near 4;48.5 UT, and at that time the lower
limit to the flat top of the distribution was at its minimum value.
As the intensity of the burst decreased the lower limiting pitch angle
increased. From Figure 6.17 one can also observe that the pitch angle
distribution is flat for pitch angles less than a critical pitch angle,
a . The value of a ranges from .300. - 400° during the peak of the
OD OD
burst. During the burst the interval between the flat distribution
for a < a and the flat top for a > a has a nearly constant value
with a - a 200. There is no uncertainty about the flatness of
oM OD
the pitch angle distribution for a < a because we.were able to ob-
OD
serve all pitch angles < a to a = 0° and no significant increase or
decrease from the flat.value was observed. Thus in the energy range
20-40 keY no field aligned fluxes were observed during the burst. The
transition from the flat distribution for a < aO to the flat top for
a > a exhibited a linear pitch angle dependence (see for example
oM
figure 6.17 @ 4:55.8 UT).
As we previously stated we were unable to unambiguously correct
for overranging in channel B during the burst. Figure 6.21 shows the
contours of constant values of the counts in channel C from 0604;00 UT
to 0604;56 UT. The detector angular response has been unfolded using
equations 2.57 - 2.63. From figures 5.14 and 6.21 we see that the
burst was of shorter duration Clo0 sec) at the energies C-90 keY) cor-
responding to channel C. The maximum anisotropy determined from the
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ratio of the counts at a - 700 to the counts for a < 200 is about 10
for channel C whereas it was -2 for channel A. From figure 6.21 we
observe an essentially isotropic pitch angle distribution for a < 800
from 4:00 - 4:44 UT. Unfortunately the counts are too few (~ 10 per
word) in the 800 < a < 1000° interval during the period of isotropy to
accurately determine the attenuating effect of the longer path length
for' the a - 900 channel C electrons. Also any result may not be
applicable during the short burst because of the hardening of the
spectrum (see figure 6.15). This hardening was of very short dura-
tion so that it affected the channel A results only near t - 4;50 UT,
but the duration was on the order of the burst time for channel C,
and all burst data were affected for channel C. Figure 6.21 does show
a peak in the time interval 4:47 < t < 4:51 UT for pitch angles 600
< a < 800 with approximately an order of magnitude decrease from
a = 800 to a = 900. This decrease is larger than the attenuation
correction of equation (6.6) for channel A. Unless the atmospheric
attenuation is actually larger at the higher energies we are led to
conclude that for the P.H.A. channel C electrons the pitch angle dis-
tribution for a > 400 is peaked near a - 700° during the burst. We
note that the discrepancy between the Monte Carlo calculations Wedde
11970] and the observations of the pitch angle dependence of integral
(not differential) electron flux McDiarmid, et al [1967] becomes
larger as the energy increases. For E > 25 keV the agreement is ex-
cellent over the downward hemisphere, yet for E > 75 keV where
McDiarmid, et al 11967] also observed a peak in the pitch angle dis-
tribution near a = 700 there is poor agreement.
From figure 6.21 one can observe the "plateau" or flat distribution
216
for pitch angles less than a - 40° . The critical angle a which
represents the maximum pitch angle for which the distribution is flat
is ~10° larger for channel C than the corresponding angle for the
channel A electrons. For example at 4:49 a ~'33° for channel A
whereas a ~41 ° for channel C. Whereas channel A became anisotropic
°D
during the enhancement at - 4:34 UT the increase in channel C at
~ 4:34 UT appears to be nearly isotropic.
The pitch angle information from the PESPEC is essentially
limited to an average over pitch angles less than 450 (defined as the
D or dumped electrons in Chapter IV) and an average over pitch angles,
a , such that 600 < a < 930 (defined as the M or mirroring electrons
in Chapter IV). Because the PESPEC accepted electrons from two sepa-
rate directions we were unable to analytically unfold an angular re-
sponse. We were also unable to unambiguously correct for the atmos-
pheric attenuation for the flatter (a - 900) pitch angle electrons.
Because of these limitations in the pitch angle information we sacri-
fice very little detail in using the D and M averages to describe the
pitch angle distributions. An illustration of the clarity and sim-
plicity resulting from using the averages is given in figures 6.22 and
6.23. In figure 6.22 we plot versus pitch angle the flux at 10.9 key
from word #8. Profiles from succeeding rotations of the payload are
vertically displaced to facilitate the determination of the temporal
behavior of the pitch angle distribution. Only points for which the
acceptance orientations of the two slots are separated by less than
400 are shown. The abscissa for each point was determined from the
average of the pitch angles for each slot. The ordinate for each
point represents the differential flux for an assumed flat spectrum
217
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as determined from the individual, unaveraged counts. The dashed
lines indicate the zero reference level for each profile. With the
roll numbers as defined in Chapter IV rotations 4 - 21 are shown.
Rolls 4 and 5 are essentially isotropic for PA < 750° . Rolls 6
and 7 show some evidence of a higher flux for lower pitch angles. Be-
ginning with roll 6 (t - 4:36.5 UT) and continuing to roll 20 (t ~
5:00 UT) there is a peak with varying intensity at PA - 750. For
these 10.9 keV electrons the maximum anisotropy occurs during roll
#10 (t - 4:40 UT). Figure 6.22 emphasizes the pitch angle distribu-
tion over the temporal dependence even though the pitch angle look of
the PESPEC is somewhat uncertain. To better emphasize the more ac-
curately determined quantity (the time), and yet still indicate the
pitch angle distribution with all the precision which is justified we
use the D and M averages versus time as in figure 6.23 which shows
the D and M fluxes @ 10.9 keV during the burst. Figure 6.23 shows
that the pitch angle distribution was anisotropic with the mirror-
ing electrons exceeding the dumped electrons from - 4:35 - 5:00 UT.
Because no precise information is sacrificed and much clarity and
simplicity results we will discuss the PESPEC anisotropies in terms
of the behavior of the D and M averages.
We will examine the low energy· anisotropy first. In figure 6.24
we show the D and M fluxes at 1.19 key during the burst. The maxi-
mum values of the anisotropy parameter A(E = 1.19 keV, t) defined in
Chapter IV are at 4:38.3 UT where A = 1.28 + 0.05 and at 4;49.9 UT
where A = 1.29 + 0.07. The uncertainties were calculated by a pro-
p agation of errors technique based on the standard deviations of the
D and M averages. The anisotropy peak at 4:38.3 UT demonstrates a
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degree of independence between fluxes of mirroring electrons and
fluxes of dumped electrons at a common energy because the anisotropy
is the result of a decrease in the dumped electrons during an increase
in the mirroring flux. A comparison of figures 6.4 which shows the
temporal dependence of the Jo parameter of the low energy electrons
described in the first section of Chapter VI and figure 6.24 shows a
remarkable similarity between the dumped and mirroring fluxes at 1.19
keV and the Jo parameter for the dumped and mirroring energy distribu-
tions respectively. In figure 6.25 we have compared the anisotropy
parameter A(E, t) for the word #23 (1.19 keV) fluxes with the ratio,
R , of JoM, the low energy spectral parameter for the mirroring
0
electrons, to J , the same parameter for the dumped electrons. The
qualitative and quantitative correlation is good. The correlation is
not limited to the 1.19 keV electrons' but as figure 6.26 (Cwhich shows
the ratio of the power law spectral parameters, Rn = nM/nD, versus
time) indicates the low energy spectral shape parameter, n, is, essen-
tially independent of pitch angle. Figure 6.26 shows that the ratio
R averaged ~1 during the burst and the fluctuations were • 10%,- Dur-
ing the burst the low energy (E
-
n ) portion of the spectrum dominated
the drifting Maxwellian portion for energies less than -7 key there-
fore figure 6.25 shows the degree of anisotropy for all electrons
less than 7 keV during the burst. The small peak in RJo at 4;30 UT
was computed during the very rapid increase of greater than a factor
of two of both J and J . Figures 6.4 and 6.24 show that relative
°M D
to the temporal change the differences between J and JO during the
increase are small. Figure 6.25 shows that the low energy electrons
were anisotropic for 4:36 < t < 5:00 UT. By comparing figures 6.20
222
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and 6.25 we note the contrast between anisotropy for the higher energy
electrons and isotropy for the lower energy electrons in the time in-
terval 4:30 < t < 4:36 UT. This feature is also evident in figure
5.11. During the burst the degree of anisotropy, Rj , averages about
0o
1.2. The degree of anisotropy remains essentially constant during the
burst although from figure 6.4 we observe ~25% decreases from their
peak values for both JO and JO . The dumped and mirroring electron
time profiles of figure 6.27 giye a good example for summarizing the
anisotropy of the low energy electrons. From 4;20 UT to 4:34.5 UT,
the mirroring and dumped fluxes are nearly equal indicating isotropy
to within the angular resolution of the PESPEC. The critical time
period in the development of the anisotropy was from 4:35 - 4;38.3 UT.
In this time period (see figures 6.4 and 6.27) the low energy flux of
mirroring electrons was increasing while the flux of dumped electrons
was decreasing thereby establishing the anisotropy. From - 4:39 UT
to the end of the burst both the dumped and mirroring fluxes had es-
sentially a "sawtooth" decay temporal dependence while maintaining
the previously established level separation.
If a particle source some distance from the point of observation
were producing isotropic low energy electrons with a "sawtooth" time
dependence beginning at some time to one would first observe the
higher energy, smaller pitch angle electrons. The delay, t - to,
between observation of dumped electrons would be shorter than the de-
lay for observation of mirroring electrons at the same energy. We do
not believe that such a phenomenon was responsible for the observed
pitch angle anisotropy because: (i) such a pitch angle dispersion is
not apparent during the steep increase for t - 4:30 UT, (ii) the J oE n
0
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Figure 6.27. Temporal development of low energy flux and
anisotropy as summarized by dumped and mirroring
profiles at 4.34 keV
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low energy spectral dependence gives an excellent fit over an order of
magnitude energy range yet figures 6.4, 6.24 and 6.27 show essentially
no dispersion of arrival time at various energies (because we are us-
ing the averaged data our minimum temporal resolution is ~2 sec yet
this is obviously less than the ~10 sec typical delay between the mir-
roring and dumped electrons) and (iii) figures 6.4, 6.24 and 6.27 in-
dicate essentially simultaneous observation of the "after-pulse" peak
at - 4:56 UT.
The pitch. angle distributions for electrons in the 8 key • E <
20 keV range which is the energy interval characterized by the drift-
ing Maxwellian energy distribution have a very complicated energy-
pitch angle structure. At the low energies essentially all the pitch
angle information was contained in the energy independent J para-
meter. The corresponding situation in the case of the drifting Max-
wellian would arise if only the density, ne, were pitch angle depen-
dent. We define R to be the ratio of the mirroring density, n
ne eM
to the dumped density, n . This ratio is computed from n and
n values interpolated to a common time to avoid effects due to tem-
eD
poral variations. The corresponding temperature ratios, RTe , and
Eo ratios, REo , are similarly defined. Figure 6.28 shows the tem-
poral variation of the mirroring to dumped ratios of the three para-
meters describing the drifting Maxwellian. The'density ratio' R
ne
exhibits the most variability and largest values. E , the parameter
related to the drift speed has the smallest range of 0.90 < REo 1.08.
Figure 6.29 shows how each parameter may cause an anisotropy for fixed
values of the other two. Only the density anisotropy (Rn > 1) pro-
e
duces an energy independent anisotropy. An example of such an
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anisotropy occured at 4:52.0 UT. However as figure 6.28 shows one
rarely finds examples where two of the ratios are unity and the
anisotropy is due to a difference between the dumped and mirroring
value of the remaining parameter. Because the ratio Eo/T
e
is large
small variations in RE can produce significant anisotropies.
Figure 6.30 shows the mirroring and dumped fluxes at 15 keV
during the burst. The anisotropy initially develops as the low energy
anisotropy with a growth of the mirror flux and a decay of the dumped
flux between 4:36 and 4:40 UT. However coinciding precisely with the
acceleration process described previously in Chapter VI (see figure
6.8) a rapid factor of two increase in the'dumped flux momentarily
restores the 15 keV flux to isotropy. Then an equally rapid develop-
ment of the thermalization process described previously produces th.e
subsequent anisotropy.
The electrons with energies in thkerange of the drifting Max-
wellian are anisotropic during the thermalization process from 4:46 UT
< t < 5:00 UT, but they remained essentially isotropic. during the pre-
vious thermalization centered at t - 4:34 UT. Examination of figure
6.28 indicates that although the temperature and density ratios were
larger during the first process the fact that REo was less than
unity during the first thermalization and greater than unity'during
the second was responsible for the anisotropy, during the' latter. The
peak anisotropy in the energy range of the' drifting Maxwellian oc-
cured at 4:38.3 UT when RT RE 1 , and the anisotropy resulted
Te Eo
because the directional density at the mirroring pitch angles was
larger than at the dumped pitch angles, R Z 1.25.
ne
The directional density for mirroring pitch angles.was larger
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Figure 6.30. Development of flux and anisotropy in energy domain
of drifting Maxwellian at 15.0 keV
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than the directional density for the dumped pitch angles during the
enhanced anisotropy .(especially at higher energies) centered at 4:50 UT.
However one cannot assume R > 1 indicates an anisotropy unless the
ne
temperature ratio, RT 1. Equation (6.5) shows that in general
Te
T a n and because equation (6.3) has T 3/2 in the denominator an
e e e
increase'in n is accompanied by: a, compensating increase in T..
e e
The anisotropy peak at ~ 4 :40 UT.accurs when T and n for the mirror-
e e
ing electrons deviate the most from equation (6.5). However at 4;50
UT the values of T and n were in.good agreement with equation (6.5).
e e
While the pitch.angle distribution can be a very complicated
function of the parameters n. , n , T, T , E and E figure
eD eM -eD eM 0 D °M
6.28 shows that these parameters and especially their ratios R ,
R and RE display a rather consistent pitch. angle dependence. We
Te E°
observe that theratios . R and RT are consistently greater than
n T
e e
unity and can attain values of - 3. Values of Rn and RT less than
e e
unity are quite rare. We therefore conclude that T M T and
n > n . The mirroring electrons can be hotter and more dense than
eM- eD
the dumped-electrons, but the reverse case does not occur. The ratio
RE has values less than unity as well as values greater than unity.
0
There appears to be a preference for the mirror electron parameter,
EoM to. be less than the dumped electron parameter, E . For cases
where the, payload pitch angle a is less than 700 thus insuring a
random averaging over the mirroring pitch angles (see section C of
Chapter IV) E is less than E twice as frequently as, E
An anisotropic pitch angle distribution is observed in the energy
interval of the drifting Maxwellian electron flux for each. instance
of E < E
0 D °M
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D. Discussion
In this section we compare our results to previous measurements
in the auroral ionosphere and elsewhere in the magnetosphere, and we
examine the possible contributions of our results to theoretical ex-
planations of magnetospheric phenomena. We preface these remarks by
recalling that 18:63 UE was launched near local magnetic midnight into
a break-up or post-break-up IBC II-III aurora. Our detailed results
correspond to a burst (believed to be temporal in nature) during which
the electron pitch angle distributions at essentially all energies
were characterized by higher fluxes near pitch angles of 70° than at
pitch angles les's than 400. Certainly the universal extrapolation of
our results must bear in mind that the pitch angle distribution dur-
ing most of the flight was isotropic and that previous measurements
of auroral electrons have indicated that the pitch angle distribution
becomes isotropic with increased levels of precipitation.
Figure 6.5 which shows the low energy power law spectrum exponent,
n, for the three pitch angle averages and figure 6.26 which shows the
ratio of n for the mirroring electrons to n for the dumped elec-
trons indicate that the shape of the low energy spectrum is nearly
constant and pitch angle independent over the 0.5 - 6.0. key energy
range. We found 0.40 < n < 0.65. Westerlund f196 9] reported a value
of n = 1.3 + 1.0 was able to fit every continuum spectrum during his
flight. Frank and Ackerson 11971] report fits to the low energy
power law portion of the spectrum for 1.5 < n < 2.5. We note that our
measurements were at altitudes 150 km < h < 250 km, Westerlund's [1969]
results were for 400 km < h < 800 km and Frank and Ackerson [1971]
measured auroral particles with Injun 5 for altitudes 677 km • h • 2528 km.
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The largest variability in n and ambient topside electron densities
occurs for Westerlund's [19691 data, but the events are too different
to prove that n is height dependent.
The source of the low energy power law spectrum electrons has been
considered by Frank and Ackerson [1971] (It should be noted that
Westerlund [1969] and Frank and Ackerson [1971] measured the energy
spectrum to lower energies than our 0.5 keV lower limit.). Frank
and Ackerson [1971] considered (i) atmospheric photoelectrons, Cii)
high energy portion of the spectrum of low energy ambient electrons
and (iii) secondary electrons from the satellite surface. They re-
jected the latter possibility. Heikkila [1970] shows that the photo-
electron spectrum does not extend beyond 100 eV. In a more general
sense we consider the possibility that the low energy component repre-
sents secondary electrons resulting from ionizing collisions of higher
energy electrons striking the atmosphere. The energy spectrum of
secondary electrons in a realistic atmosphere has been calculated by
Stolarski and Green [19671. Above 20 eV the spectrum falls off
very steeply as E '5 essentially independent of primary spectrum.
-0.5Our low energy spectrum of ~E is too hard to be due to atmospheric
secondaries. We emphasize that electrons in the 2-6 key range have essen-
tially the same time dependence as the 0.5 keY electrons (the J
parameter describes the flux over an order of magnitude energy inter-
val). The magnitude parameter for the low energy mirroring electrons,
J , has a peak value at 4:40 UT (see figure 6.4) whereas the maximum
energy deposited due to mirroring electrons was at 0604:48.5 UT (see
figure 5.8). M. H. Rees [1969] places a 100 eV upper limit to the
portion of Westerlund's continuum spectrum which includes appreciable
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secondary electrons.
Only the low energy electrons exhibit any periodic behavior during
the burst. Figure 6.4 shows small peaks in J at 4:32.7, 40.5, 48.3
and 56.3. These peaks are statistically significant, and the - 8 sec
period corresponds to the bounce period of a - .3 keV electron. We
would not attribute the peaks to multiple bounces of a cluster of 3
keV electrons because the periodicity appears throughout the 0.5-6 key
energy interval. Figure 6.31 shows the fluxes of dumped and mirroring
electrons at 0.636 keV during the burst. The dumped electrons show
some indication of a slightly higher frequency periodicity out of
phase with the mirroring electron oscillations (until 4:56.3 UT).
The decision to use the drifting Maxwellian energy dependence
(equation 6.3) to describe the peaked portion of the spectrum was
originally based upon a desire to divorce the position of the peak. of
the energy spectrum from the width of the peak Cfor a Maxwellian,
Epeak = kTe ). The Maxwellian portions of the electron energy spectra
observed by satellite over the auroral zone Frank and Ackerson [1971],
at 6.6 R by ATS-5 DeForest and McIlwain [1971] and in the distant
e
(18 R
e
) plasma sheet Hones et al [1971] do not have peaks near 10 key
as we observed on 18:63 UE. Albert [1967] also observed.peaks in the
electron energy spectrum at energies greater than 10 key. Because
the plasma is collisionless there is no a priori reason for attempting
a Maxwellian fit. However the peaked nature of the spectrum suggests
that the velocity spread can be determined from the temperature asso-
ciated with a Maxwellian fit.
At first glance the fact that the spectrum is peaked regardless
of the direction of observation obviates the concept of a thermal
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plasma drifting towards the payload. Consideration of the pitch angle
flattening effect of the geomagnetic field mirror geometry shows that the
component of the drift parallel to the magnetic field in a region of
weaker field will be manifested at all pitch angles in the mirror
region. The drift velocity, vD, associated with the peaked portion
of the spectrum is given by
VD m 7)
e
solar wind speed, 5.5 x 10 km/sec. vD is also larger than the maxi-
mum Alfv6n velocity (- 4 x 103 km/sec) in the magnetosphere IDungey,
1968].
For energies beyond the peak the spectrum is very soft. The
P.H.A. power law exponent n has typical values of 1 4-5. The abso-
lute flux for E - 30 key was difficult to determine, however, the PHA
channel C data (see figure 6.14) indicates that an extrapolation of
the drifting Maxwellian portion to higher energies would not account
for the electrons seen in channel C. Westerlund [1969] reported
power law exponent values of n ' 10 for E > 25 keY. For Eo = 11 key
and T = 1.0 keV (4:48 UT) this is about the slope in the'30-40 keY
region from a drifting Maxwellian distribution. Based on Westerlund!s
[1969] observations of a separable continuum and peaked spectrum in
the absence of a peak near 10 keY we would assume that the low-energy
power law spectrum (n - 0.5) would Join the high-.energy power law
spectrum (n - 5) near 10 keV. Such spectra have also been reported
by Rem6 and Bosqued [1971].
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The origin of the acceleration mechanism for the peaked and
monoenergetic auroral electron spectra is unknown. Evans's [1967]
original suggestion of an electric field parallel to the magnetic
field has many appealing features. Two attractive characteristics
of providing a local acceleration and a non-dispersive (energy gain
is not proportional to initial energy) acceleration can be illustrated
by comparing our precipitated electron data at 4;48 UT with the energy
spectrum obtained by Frank and Ackerson [1971] on Injun-5 at 22h55m
OOs UT December 30, 1968. The Maxwellian portion of their energy
spectrum had a temperature of 1000 eV and a density of 0.6 electrons
(cm3 -sr) - . At 4:48 UT we have a temperature of 1020 eY, a density
of 8.7 x 10 electrons - (cm -sr) 1 and a drift energy, E, of 11.0
keV. A parallel electric field, ell' over a distance, Q, such that,
ll -. E0 = 11.0 keV would be required to precipitate and accelerate
- one of 500 of the Maxwellian electrons observed by Frank and
Ackerson [1971] to produce the peaked portion of our spectrum with
the correct temperature, lOGO eY.. Assuming X - 2 x 103 km, we find
Ell .5mv/meter. Parallel electric fields of ~ 20 mv/m have been re-
ported [Kelley, et al, 1971] but there are strong arguments indicating
that they do not accelerate auroral electrons, eg. see O'Brien [1970].
In our example we have picked representative temperatures, densities
and drift velocity and no precise temporal correlation is intended.
Sharp, et al 11971] report that in a coordinated study between ATS5
at 6.6 R on the equator and the low altitude polar orbiting 0y1-18
at - 500 km altitude on nearly conjugate auroral zone field lines
that the electron energy spectra at low altitude exhibited a peaked
spectrum not present at ATS5. The most significant objection to a
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parallel electric field is that only the peaked portion of the Injun-
5 spectrum is supposed to be accelerated and the low energy power law
portion is somehow overlooked. We also have other evidence that the
peaked spectrum is not simply due to parallel electric fields.
Chamberlain [19691 has examined the effects of a parallel electric
field and finds a peak in the energy spectrum characteristic of the
potential drop, El It. He predicts a peak at this energy regardless
of the pitch angle. From figures 6.8, 6.9 or 6 .28 we see that at
5:00 - 5:05 UT the ratio R
E
is less than unity. In particular at
0o
5:01.6 we have:
E =12.0 keV E = 11.0 keV
TE = 180 eV TE = 360 eV.
The fitting technique returns the'values of the parameters which
give the best fit. We have attempted to determine whether the 1 keV
difference between E and E is significant. In figure 6.32 we
have plotted the averaged counts Di(n = 22) and Mi(n = 22) for roll
number 22 (t - 5:01.6 UT) (see Chapter IV for definitions of Di(n)
and M.i(n))versus the flat spectrum energy corresponding to word i
on linear-logarithmic scales. The error bars are the standard devia-
tions of the averages. We note that the count peak for the dumped
average, Di, is higher and narrower than the peak for the mirroring
average, Mi. The width at half maximum for the 'Mi average is -1.5
wider than the corresponding width for the Di average, and the cen-
ter of the peak at half maximum is - 1 keV less for the mirror average,
Mi. Therefore apparently the unfolding technique which converts the
1
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count profile into an energy spectrum and the fitting routine which
determines E and T have correctly preserved this essential quali-
o e
tative difference between the energy spectra of the dumped and mirror-
ing electrons. From figure 6.28 we see that in general the mechanism
responsible for the peak energizes both classes of pitch-angles an
equal amount. Because the ratio RE is more frequently less than
unity (twice as often) the mechanism may be slightly more efficient
at energizing the electrons initially more parallel to B. An alter-
nate assumption would be an initial - 1 key separation of the peaks.
Mechanisms which act preferentially upon the mirroring pitch angle
particles to convert some of the more directed (_ E
o
) motion into
thermal energy (recall RTe has a lower limit of unity) will be dis-
e
cussed later.
Swift [19651 and Kindel and Kennel [1971] have proposed plasma
instabilities which would produce a high, anomalous resistivity par-
allel to the magnetic field. These instabilities are linked to field
aligned currents which give the electrons a drift motion relative to
the ions. These instabilities can be developed when the field aligned
current exceeds a threshold value. The field aligned current is pro-
portional to the total downward flux determined by integrating the
differential energy spectrum over energy over the downward hemisphere,
co
J(electrons-cm -sec ) = dE cos d(E,) da . (6.8)
We cannot compute the integral in equation (6.8) over the energy
range 0 - 500 eV. From figures 4.2 and 4.3 one can observe that we
would have been able to detect in our Di or Pi averages any2. 2.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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extraordinarily large field-aligned fluxes at energies over 500 eV.
The integral over dQ in equation (6.8-) contributes a factor - w. In
figure 6.33 we show results of integrating equation (6.8) over our
energy range from 0.5 keV to 30 keV for the drifting Maxwellian com-
ponent of the precipitating electrons. Assuming the upward flux to
be less than 1/5 the downward flux (this is consistent with results
of the Ui(n) average when a reasonable fraction of the upward hemi-
sphere was observed) we find that the drifting Maxwellian contributes
a net downward flux of - 0.5 x 109 electrons-(cm2 -sec)- 1. In figure
6.33 we have also shown the drift energy Eo versus time during the
0P.
burst. We note that there is no correlation between E and the
PO
integral flux. Therefore if an anomalous parallel resistivity is pre-
sent preventing the - 5 mv/m parallel electric field from being
shorted out the resistivity is not related to the integral flux of the
drifting Maxwellian. They integral flux of the low energy power law
spectrum electrons has time dependence as shown by Jo in figure 6.4.
It also appears to be uncorrelated.with· E . However we cannot rule
out the possible existence of a flux (E < 500 eV).with a temporal
variation related to that of the parameter E'. Alternatively as we0
shall demonstrate later the large ratio of drift velocity to thermal
velocity may indicate that an instability capable of giving the anom-
alous resistivity has developed independent of the integral flux.
Parker 11968] and Sharber and Heikkila [1971] have Suggested
an enhanced Fermi acceleration process as the energizing mechanism
for auroral electrons. The Fermi mechanism is the type B des-
cribed by Northrup 11963] wherein the mirror points are fixed but a
convection of the flux tube from deep in the plasma sheet toward the
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earth produces an ever decreasing length between mirror points.
Equation (6.9)
vgl > Q = const (6.9)
describes theconstancy of the-second adiabatic invariant where
<vg ll> is the average over the bounce time of the parallel velocity
of the guiding center and . is the field line length between mirror
points. If- 1 is the initial field line length, t2 is the final
length and E
1
is the initial energy Sharber'and Heikkila [1971]
determine the final energy E2 to be
,E2= ~E(zlk22) * (6.10)
Thus the adiabatic compression of the flux tube accelerates the
electrons to higher energies. By using the expression "heat the
particles" [Parker, 1968] one can understand more clearly that this
mechanism increases the electron energy to an amount proportional to
the initial electron energy. This raises a very serious objection
to such a mechanism. · As we have previously stated one cannot fit
the peaked spectra of Westerlund 119691 or our own peaked spectra
by a simple Maxwellian which has the peak flux at the energy corres-
ponding to the electron temperature. Such a mechanism would indeed
require a "monoenergetic" initial energy spectrum to produce the
200 eV wide spectrum at E = 11 key we observe at ~I 4;23UT. (assum-0
ing a factor of 20 increase in energy this would imply an initial
peak at 550 eV with a 10 eV width). Obviously not all rocket mea-
surements of auroral electron differential energy spectra exhibit
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narrow peaks at energies greater than 3 keV, but an examination of
the excellent collection of 24 sounding rocket energy spectra of
Hones, et al 11971] shows that - 1/3 of them exhibit such peaks.
Although no claim is made that the collection of energy spectra repre-
sents a statistically good survey it is obvious that any theory of an
auroral precipitation mechanism must be able to produce the narrow,
peaked spectra. Our results as well as those of Westerlund [1969]
and Albert [19671 show peaks at energies of 10 key and greater, and
we emphasize that the use of phrase "a few keV" to describe the energy
of the peak may be confusing and misleading.
Although. we would favor acceleration mechanisms for which the
final energy is independent of the initial energy our study of the
density-temperature relationship Cequation (6.5)) does indicate that
the drifting Maxwellian portion of the spectrum may have experienced
adiabatic compression. Spitzer [1967] shows that equation (6.5)
would describe an adiabatic compression where y, the ratio of
specific heats, is related to the degrees of freedom, m, by
= m6.11)m
Our determination of the values of YD, Y¥ and yp was over an
order of magnitude variation of the parameters. Our results (C ~ 1.6)
would clearly indicate a compression corresponding to .3 degrees of
freedom. As we mentioned previously the mirroring electrons exhibited
the most non-adiabatic behavior. Because 'y is neither 2 nor 3 one
could argue that neither the first nor the second adiabatic invariant
is conserved fAxford, 1967]. Throughout the flight
'
such compression
leads to order of magnitude fluctuations in the electron temperature,
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but we must note that such changes occur in a much shorter time scale
(~ 10 sec) than could be associated with a compression of the entire
magnetotail.
From a plasma physics point of view the peaked electron energy
spectrum can be unstable. We must emphasize that the payload is
essentially fixed and is observing the electrons passing by; there-
fore the distribution may well have had different properties before
arriving at our observation point. From the 18:63 UE R.P.A. data we
know the properties of the ambient thermal plasma electrons. The
5 -3density of ~ 1 x 10 electrons-cm
-
and temperature of ~ 23000 K
correspond to a plasma frequency, w Z 2 x 107 radians/sec and a
Pe
Debye length, XD 1 cm. The electron cyclotron frequency, e , is
~ 9 x 10 radians/sec. The magnetic pressure is much, much larger
than the plasma pressure. Davidson [1969] shows that for a one
dimensional bump-in-tail distribution the electron-plasma wave growth
rate is positive for wavelengths given by
k' ~pe/v (6.12)
Pe 
where v is a typical velocity in the region where the number of elec-
trons is increasing as a function of energy (or velocity). For our
case these would be 10-20 meter waves at frequencies near the plasma
frequency.. The temporal development is that the waves grow, and they
reduce the peaked region to a region with a flat variation with in-
creasing velocity. As the peak is flattened the main body of the
Df
distribution over which y •< 0 Cwhere f is the electron velocity
distribution function) is slightly- heated by . 1/2 the energy removed
from the peaked configuration. The remaining energy taken from the'
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peaked portion sustains field fluctuations.
In higher dimensions the mere presence of a positive slope
( > 0) in the velocity distribution does not assure unstable wave
growth. However if the positive slope is sufficiently steep,unstable
wave modes will also be excited. The non-linear development is not
the same as for the one dimensional case. Initially while the growth.
rate, y , is positive the wave spectrum grows, but when the peaked
portion becomes so broad that the slope is not sufficiently steep the
growth rate y passes through. zero and asymptotically the wave spec-
trum itself reaches zero. A stable peaked distribution remains be-
cause infinite wave energy is required to remove it.
For our method of parameterizing the electron differential energy
spectrum the ratio of the drift velocity to the thermal velocity is a
measure of the slope of the corresponding velocity distribution func-
tion in the region of the peak where 'f > 0. Because the thermal
velocity is related to the temperature we can write
Yv/vth = V/T e C6.13)
We emphasize that not all the electrons are described by. the
drifting Maxwellian and therefore the drift velocity, vD, does not
apply to the entire electron population. Figure 6.34 shows the ratio
vD/vth for the dumped, mirroring and precipitated electrons during
the burst. Throughout the flight we measured 3.0 • yV/vth < 10.
Initially at t -4:20 UT VD/Vth 6. Then corresponding to what
we have labeled as a thermalization process the ratio decreases to
-3. No experiment was flown on 18:63 UE to measure plasma waves, but
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we can interpret the thermalization process by assuming waves were
generated by the initially large vD/vth (- was sufficiently large).
As the wave spectrum grew it thermalized the peaked portion of the
spectrum and even heated the low energy electrons to some extent (see
figure 6.5 which shows n decreasing indicating a harder spectrum).
The thermal electrons were also heated during this first thermaliza-
tion process, but we must recall that the energy flux of the electrons
was increasing and the heating need not be due to waves. The therma-
lization process stopped at vD/vth - 3. This could be interpreted
as being the slope at which. the growth rate was no longer positive.
The subsequent temporal behavior from 4:34 - 4;44 UT which we
called an acceleration process is somewhat unclear. Perhaps elec-
trons with energies - 8 keV were trapped in waves produced during the
thermalization process and became energized. Landau damping of the
waves may also have energized the electrons. Or perhaps the mechanism
responsible for the peaked spectrum initially may have operated to
increase E which characterizes the acceleration process.
From figure 6.30 we note two features of the acceleration pro-
cess (i) initially the pitch angle distribution was highly aniso-
tropic peaked perpendicular to the field lines, and (ii) the' recovery
to near isotropy at . 4:44 UT is very indicative of a rather local
origin for the acceleration because at large magnetospheric distances
the pitch angle separation between the mirroring and dumped electrons
would be quite small and differences such as those shown in figure
6.30 would be unlikely.
From 4:44 UT to 5;03. UT. the thermalization - acceleration cycle
repeats itself. The temperatures of the drifting Maxwellian are
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higher during the second cycle, but again the apparent lower limit
to VD/vth ~ 3 was reached before the' acceleration process began anew.
The burst was studied because of the anisotropic pitch angle
distributions during the burst. Because the pitch. angle distributions
were isotropic before the initial thermalization process: began we.
assume that an anisotropic pitch angle distribution is not a neces-
sary condition for triggering the thermalization process.- Wave
electric field vectors perpendicular to B (whistler'waves for ex-
ample) would tend to produce anisotropic- pitch angle distributions
peaked perpendicular to .. Such an electric field orientation would
also account for the observation that T > T (seefigure 6.28).
eM eD
The observations (anisotropy and greater-:.heating) that the mirroring
electrons were influenced.more than the dumped electrons also indi-
cate a near earth location for the source. because if the electrons
were not already on trajectories which. would bring them to low alti-
tudes these interactions would serve to raise their mirror heights.
A comparison of figure 6.20 which..shows the channel A time-
pitch angle development of the:burst and figure 6..34 which. shows the
vD/vth ratio during the' burst indicates that the thermalization pro-
cesses.resulted in larger and more anisotropic fluxes at energies,
above the domain'of the drifting Maxw.ellian.. We. cannot suggest a
mechanism capable. of producing:the' peak in the.pitch angle distribu-
tion near the loss cone pitch angle for the 90.ke ,electrons. One
could interpret figures 6.20. and 6.21. as indicating that these-higher
energy electrons had the "wrong" loss cone pitch. angle. · The loss cone
boundary should be.at a pitch angle a - 76°. 'The' 22:ke (channel A)
electrons have an apparent loss cone boundary at a22 400. The22
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90 keV, channel C, electrons exhibit a loss cone type distribution
with a boundary at a9o _ 500. For a constant value of the magnetic
moment we have
E' sin2 atB' = E /B [6.14)
where the "o" subscript refers to an original.mirror point and the
" ' " superscript refers to the observed values of the "new" values.
If the electrons have not changed energy (E' = E ) the apparent
lower loss cone pitch angles (a' • 760) would imply B > B' which
0
may indicate convection of the field lines from higher latitudes to
lower latitudes during the burst. If the field lines were undisturbed
(B = B') the lowering of the loss cone boundary could be due to an
energization, E' > E . Equation (6.14) shows that the 22.keY elec-
trons would have been accelerated from 9 key electrons, and the 90
keV electrons would have been accelerated from 52 keY electrons.
Cummings, et al. [1966], Maehlum and O'Brien [1968] and Wedde
[1970] have shown that electrojet currents are capable of disturbing
the apparent loss cone boundary also, but one must pass close C-1 km)
to a field line through the region of the current. The'magnetic bay
at the ground was not exceptionally large (< 200y), and our attitude
was determined from the locally measured:magnetic field.
A study of auroral processes must include an analysis of the
energy budget. Was the energy deposited by the' precipitated elec-
trons sufficient to account for the known energy sinks in an aurora?
An inadequately balanced energy budget led Matthews and Clark [1968]
to the first search for low altitude acceleration mechanisms. In
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this thesis we have presented several phenomena which require near
earth mechanisms, and we will now examine the energy budget to see if
more local mechanisms are needed. During the burst the energy flux
measured by the PESPEC was - 40 ergs-cm -sec
-
. The 5577 A peak in-
tensity was - 20 KR measured - 10-15 km from the payload field line,
Because [D. Matthews, 1972b] one needs - 1 erg - cm - se 1
per kilorayleigh the measured energy was certainly adequate assuming
no severe variations of spatial structure. On re-entry the E-region
5 -.3 0
electron density was - 2 x 105 electrons-cm 3 . The 5577 A intensity
was - 4 KR. The energy flux measured by the PESPEC had decreased to
-2 -1 0
~ 9 ergs-cm -sec . The 5577 A was measured very near the correct
re-entry point, and we observe that the energy budget is very well
balanced.
In conclusion we note that although we have obtained more detailed
information restricting the mechanism responsible for the sharply-
peaked auroral electron energy spectra the actual mechanism is still
unknown. We have presented evidence which suggests near earthkin-
fluences upon auroral electrons. A new method of parameterizing the
auroral electron energy spectrum has revealed indications of non-
linear wave-particle interactions possibly originating in the topside
ionosphere.
APPENDIX I
PROCEDURE FOR ACTIVATING BERYLLIUM-COPPER
DYNODES FOR ELECTRON MULTIPLIER,
The dynodes were made from 0.005" thick 2% Be -98% Cu sheet.
The activation procedure was necessary to produce a surface coating
of BeO rather than CuO because BeO has a larger secondary emission
coefficient y. Therefore once the dynodes have been shaped one must
first remove all oxides from the surface. The first (essentially de-
greasing) step in the cleansing process was a five minute bath in
trichloroethylene in an ultrasonic cleaner. This was followed by an
ultrasonic rinse in methanol. When the dynodes were removed from the
methanol we used a lint-free wiper to quickly dry up any droplets of
methanol.
Following the degreasing process two acid pickles were used to
remove the oxides. The first solution was 25% by volume nitric acid
and 75% by volume orthophosphoric acid at room temperature. The dy-
nodes were left in this solution for 1 minute. This process removed
oxides and provided some polishing action. It was followed by a thor-
ough rinsing. The second acid solution was 60-70% by volume sulfuric
acid with the remainder water. The temperature of the solution was
~1200f, and the dynodes were in this solution for 5 minutes. This
process completed the oxide removal. Following rinsing in water the
dynodes were rinsed in methanol to remove any remaining water. Once
again the dynodes were individually dried with a lint-free wiper to
remove any droplets. The dynodes were then prepared for the activation
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process.
The dynodes were placed in a stainless steel r.f. induction oven
inside a vacuum chamber. The temperature inside the oven was moni-
tored with a chromel-alumel thermocouple. Water vapor was used for
the oxidization of the beryllium. A flask filled with ice was con-
nected through a valve to the vacuum chamber. To keep the water vapor
pressure low we cooled the flask with dry ice.
With the valve closed the vacuum chamber was pumped down to a
pressure of ~2 x 10- 5 mmHg. Then the oven was heated with the r.f.
coil. The oxidation procedure began after the temperature had been
at 6250 C for 15 minutes (this temperature was then maintained through-
out the process). Opening the valve allowed water vapor to enter the
vacuum chamber. When the pressure reached -15P (as measured by a
thermocouple gauge) the valve was closed. After -10 minutes the cham-
ber was pumped down to less than 0.11 . Again the valve was reopened
allowing water vapor to enter the chamber. The valve was closed when
the pressure reached ~25p. This -10 minute cycle was repeated until
~50 minutes of oxidation had elapsed. During each succeeding cycle
the water vapor pressure was allowed to rise above the preceding valve
until during the final cycle the pressure was -50p. When the chamber
was pumped down the final time the heating was discontinued.
After activation the dynodes were assembled to form the electron
multiplier. Gloves were worn to avoid getting fingerprints on the sur-
faces. No loss of gain was observed over a period of months. About
10% of this time the multipliers were in an oil-pumped, untrapped
vacuum system. During the remainder of the time they were in storage
where no special clean-box techniques were used.
APPENDIX II
DETERMINATION OF Aa.. - THE RANGE OF
ALLOWED ENTRANCE ANGLES IN THE PLANE OF THE TRAJECTORY
We assume that the electrostatic force is central and neglect
fringing fields. We define symbols used to determine the trajectories.
These symbols follow those of IPaolini and Theodoridis, 19671(see also
figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9).
R - outer plate radius of curvature
o
R. - inner plate radius of curvature
AR - plate separation
r,$ - polar coordinates of electron between plates
r -. entrance radius
oi
oj - central angle subtended by trajectory
V - outer plate voltage (<O)
V. - inner plate voltage (>O)
V E V - Vi - potential difference between the plates (<O)
O 1
$(r) - electrostatic potential energy of electron between plates
at radius r
T(r) - kinetic energy of electron at (r, 4)
T - kinetic energy of electron before entering plates.
Solving Laplace's equation for the scalar potential, 4, in
spherical coordinates for two concentric spheres with voltages V and
V. one obtains
= klr + k2 (AII.1)
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The electrostatic potential energy is
C(r) = -Kr
l
+ oo
-e(Ro)(Ri)v
K= 0 AR
-e(VoR - V.R. )
00 X AR
Conservation of energy as the electron enters the plates gives
To = T(r) + 0(r) = T(r) - Kr + X = constant (AII.3)
We now have the additive constant needed to determine the total
energy, E, of the electron
-1
E = T - 1 = T(r) - Kr = constant
00 co
(AII.4)
Because an elliptical trajectory is needed to pass between the
plates we need E < 0. One can differentiate equation (AII.2) to get
the electrostatic field, e(r)
(r) = V - e r rL d er (AII.5)
The electrostatic force is then
radial force.
an attractive, invers'e square,
+= -esr K
F -e(r) = -=~~~ (AII.6)
Because the force is radial the
and the angular momentum, Q, will be
trajectory will lie in a plane
constant [Goldstein, H., 19503.
k = mr2$ = constant
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where
(AII.2)
(AII.7)
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The eccentricity, £, of the conical motion is given by
2E£ 2= ~1 + 2 (AII.8)
mK2
To determine c we must evaluate
plates with some angle a at a radius
kinetic energy T(ro )
1
2 *2
T(ri) = 1/2 mv = 1/2 m(r
Q.
r
oi
As the electron enters the
(see figure 2.7) it has
+ r $2 ) (AII.9)
One can determine v, r and $ from a and T(r ).
°i
T (ro)
2m
r = v sin a (AII.10)
$ = (v/roi ) cos a
Using equations (AII.10) and (AII.7) we can determine Z,
Q2 = constant =
T(r o) is determined
mr42 = 2mT(ro )r cos a .
from equation AII.)
from equation CAII.3)
T(r ) = T - 1 + K r-1
1i 1
We then introduce U defined by
-mK = K
2T(r 2 )r 2cos
1 i
(AII.11)
(AII.12)
(AII.13)
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and the eccentricity can be determined from
2 = 1 + 2 (AII.14)
KU
The equation of the trajectory NGoldstein, H., 1950] is
-1r .U(1 + : Cos ¢ ( )) (AII.15)
The angle of apsides, ¢', can be determined from the slope of
the trajectory at r and the derivative of equation (AII.15) with
o
i
respect to time.
- -r = - U sin (¢ - 4')-
(CAII.16)
sin (¢. ¢') = tan 
·U £U r
At the entrance (r - r ) we have 4 = O, therefore
oi
sin' U e r (AII.17)
O.
These conditions in equation (AII.15) gives
-1
r = U (1 + c cos (-4')) = U + U S cos 4'
oi
1 - Ur
cos V' = Oi
oi
Equations (AII.17) and (AII.18) uniquely determine ,',
, = tan 1 [ -tan a ].
' = tan- (1 - Ur )'
oi
Using the parameters determined in equations (AII.2)
(AII.18)
(AII.19)
, (AII.4),
(AII.12), (AII.13), (AII.14) and (AII.19) one can use equation (AII.15)
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to determine the trajectory of the electron as it passes through the
plates for a given T , ro and a.
However an electron may have a trajectory which does not strike
the plates but is intercepted by the exit collimator. After the elec-
tron exits the plates at = Oj we assume it follows a straight
ray trajectory. We define a exit to be the value of the angle a de-
fined in figure 2.7 when 0 = oj. If rexit is the radius at
9 = 0oj we can use equation (AII.16) to determine aexit'
tan aexit = U c rexit sin (j - (AII.20)
For an exit slot thickness, W, we can use the sine of the angle
A defined in figure 2.10 to compute the distance, d, in the plane of
the trajectory which the electron must drift to pass through the exit
collimator,
d = W/sin A CAII.21)
The radial distance the electron will drift (for W << Ri) is given by
g W U rexit
Ar = d tan a exit = i A sin (c o - CAII.22)
Therefore the radial position of the electron as it exits the
collimator, rc, is given by
rc = exit + Ar (AII.23)
A necessary condition for an allowed trajectory is that R.
i
< r
c
< R .
o
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For a given value of the entrance radius, r oi equations (2.19)
and (2.20) give the maximum and minimum possible values of a, Cmax
and a , depending upon the entrance collimator width. The value
mlnij
of Ac.ij is determined from the maximum and minimum values of a within
the interval a . < a < a which have trajectories which are
mlnij maxij
always between the plates.
The computer program which determines Auij for given T , roi
¢$o' etc. first determines a and a. . Beginning at a
maxij m1nij minij
test values of a within this interval are used to compute the para-
meters in equations (AII.15) and (AII.23). Calculating time is mini-
mized by checking first for exit clearance and then by varying C in
equation (AII.15) from oj back to 4 = 0° in 1° steps. At each step
r is calculated to determine whether the electron is still between
the plates. The first value of a which has an allowed trajectory is
defined as al,. One then continues increasing a until the trajectory
hits the plates. Defining the last allowed trajectory as a2 we can
calculate Aaij,
Aati = a2 - 1 (AII.24)
The use of elliptical rather than circular trajectories frees
this method from the [Paolini and Theodoridis, 1967] assumption that
AR/Ri is small. Furthermore, by subdividing the entrance slot one
c~, compute the geometric factor without requiring the [Paolini and
Theodoridis, 1967] assumption that Au and As are small. By including
collimation effects this method represents an improvement upon [Smith
and Day, 1971] wherein the limiting angles a1 and a2 are calculated. The
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limitations imposed upon the range of a by the collimators can be
very important. Neglect of the collimination in computing the upper
slot geometric factor produces a factor of 2 error. The Univac
1108 computer time needed to compute the geometric factors for both
entrance slots was less than two minutes.
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